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HOW IT HAPPENED

T

HE publisher-chap has told me that I must sit down and write a
preface giving the history of our paper. It's rather a rotten way
of spending part of leave ; however, here goes.
Our paper was started as the result of the discovery of an old printinghouse just off the Square at Wipers. Some printing-house and some square !
There were parts of the building remaining, the rest was on top of the press.
The type was all over the country-side ; in fact the most perfect picture of
the effects of Kultur as interpreted by 5.9's ever seen.
One of our sergeants, by nature an optimist and in a previous existence a
printer, said he could make the press print if he had a brace of light-duty
men to help him. He got them, and was as good as his word as, within
three or four days, he brought me a specimen of his handiwork.
Paper was there, ink in plenty, everything in fact except "copy." As
none of us were writing men, we just wrote down any old thing that came
into our heads. Little incidents of daily life in the Salient were turned into
adverts. or small paragraphs.
To get an idea of the birth of the paper one has to try to visualize Wipers
in those early days of 1916. We lived in rat-infested, water-logged cellars by
day and at Hooge by night. As an existence it had little to recommend it.
The editorial den was in a casemate under the old ramparts built by Vaubin
—heaven alone knows when ! Though why the dear old bird built a wall
fifty feet thick to keep out grape-shot—or whatever the Hun of the day threw
around—is hard to say. However, God rest his soul ! He gave us the only
moments of security we had for three long months, and often we drank to his
shadow.
Our casemate will always be vividly remembered by those who knew it.
We had a piano—loot from a neighbouring cellar where it had been propping
up the remnants of a house—a gramophone, a printing-press and a lot of
subalterns. Can anyone wonder that we are but shadows of our former
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selves ?
When Fritz's love-tokens arrived with greater frequency and
precision than we altogether relished we would turn our whole outfit on
together. The effect of " Pantomime Hits " on the piano, " Dance with Me "
on the gramophone, a number of subalterns, and 5.9 and 4.2's on the roof,
has to be heard to be realized.
At dusk, donning boots, gum, thigh, we would set off to Hooge to work
till dawn in feet of liquid mud composed of—various things better left unsaid—
trying to make a little cover for the lads who were holding on to the remnants
of Belgium in the teeth of every disadvantage, discomfort and peril.
Yet always at the most inconvenient moment came a persistent demand
from an ink-covered sergeant, " Copy wanted, sir !"
Numbers z and 2 of " The Wipers Times " will always be our own
particular pets because of the circumstances under which they were done.
They were produced on the original press up by the Cloth Hall, in the days
when the air was generally full of shells. One page only could be done at a
time, and we had no " y " s and " e " s to spare when one page was in the
" chaser." So that when the page was put up in our casemate the sergeant
and his " devils" would go to the door and look at the atmosphere. If all
was moderately quiet then they would make a dash for the " works " and stay
till Fritz got too near to be pleasant. Also these were days of wild alarms
and excursions, and often one had to stop writing an article in order to
"stand to."
So Number z of " The Wipers Times " was at last produced, and zoo
copies printed and issued among our immediate circle. Had we only known
then what was going to happen we'd have printed 300. (I was offered zo
for a copy of Number z about a month ago ; but none forthcoming.)
Numbers 2, 3 and 4 were produced in Wipers, and of these 200 were printed
as demands for them were fired at us from all sides.
It will be noted that Numbers 2, 3 and 4 of "The Wipers Times" had
" dud" prices. The reason for this is that after the issue of Number
the barrage became so intense that we were forced to save our paper by
elevating the alleged price. Several of the more ardent spirits took these
prices seriously and weighed in with the necessary. After putting up the
alleged price to 200 francs, in despair we reduced the price to 5o centimes,
and gave up the endeavour to cope with the demand.
All the numbers were printed in the district of the name they bear, and
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the last five are called the " B. E. F. Times " for reasons not unconnected with
the censor.
Have you ever sat in a trench in the middle of a battle and corrected
proofs ? Try it. That is what happened on the Somme, and " The Somme
Times " was the result. The paper has never yet been printed out of the
front area, and once our works were within 700 yards of the front line and
above g-round.
After Number 2 was published, the Hun " found" our works with a 5.9.
This was the most fortunate thing that could have happened, as we were put
on to a lovely little hand-jigger and a lot more type up near Hell-fire Corner.
We salved the lot, or at least the sergeant and his " devils" did, and we have
the outfit still. At present it is marooned in the care of an amiable town
major at a dorp not far behind the line. There it must stay until we can
commandeer a tank as a travelling printing works, as the red-hats are most
unsympathetic at present, and awfully keen on fighting.
Whether we shall have a chance to print again before the fast approaching finale is on the knees of the gods. Anyway, in response to the demands
of the " B. E. F." herewith all issues in book form, faithful facsimiles of the
originals reproduced by photography, vide the publisher-chap's assurance.
Remember that the hilarity was more often hysterical than natural, and that
these are our first efforts at journalism, so your criticisms may be kind.
The Editor asks those who have so kindly helped him with "copy " to
accept his grateful acknowledgment, especially Mr. Gilbert Frankau.
THE EDITOR.
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UNDER ENTIRELY
NEW
MANAGEMENT.
---o--HOTEL
DES RAMPARTS.
—0
NO EXPENSE HAS BEEN
SPARED BY THE NEW
MANAGEMENT IN THE
RE-DECORATING AND
RE-FITTING OF TH15
FIRST-CLASS HOTEL
•n.....
••••■ ••••■

SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED
TO BUSINESS MEN.

New Electric
5 Private Lines.
Installation. Tal Pioneers, Ypri.l.
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Saturday, 12th February, 1916.

Editorial.
Having managed to pick np ;sprinting
oufit (slightly soiled) at a reasonable
price, we have decided to produce a
paper. There is much that we would
like to say in it, but the shadow of
censorship enveioptng us causes us to
refer to the war, which we hear is.taking
place in Enrope, in a cautious manner.
We must apologise to our sucseribers
for the delay in going to press. This has
been due to the tut that we have had
many unwelcome visitors near our printing works during the last few days, also
to the difficulty of obtaining an overdraft
at the local bank. Any little shortcomings in production must be excused
on the grounds of inexperience ,and the
fact that pieces of metal of various sizes
a had punctured our press. We hope to.
•publish the " Times "weekly, but should

B2

PRICE 20 FRANCS'

our effort come to an untimely end by
any adverse criticism or attentions by
- our local rival, Messrs. Hun and Co., we
shall consider it an unfriendly act, and
take steps accordingly. We take this
opportunity of stating that we accept no
responsibiliiy for the statements in our
advertisements. In conclusion we'must
thank those outside our salaried staff
who have contributed to this, our first
issue, and offer our'condolences to those
who have paid 20 francs for a copy. The
latter will at least have the comfort of
knowing that proceeds have gone to a
worthy cause.
The EDITOR.
The Editor takes no responsibility for
the views expressed, or the thirst for
infOrination pn the part of our subscribers.
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The 'Ration Carriers.
••411■•■••••■••1111111

1_
On the road front'Pop.lo Bosinghe
And from Bosinghe down to Ypres,
Where the pave's rent with Johnson
And the mud's just ankle deep
Where you darsn't light a fag up
'Cos the Bache's eyes are skinned
Ah, that's the place to he boys,
If you want to raise a wind.

2.
,When the road's all blocked with
transport
Taking rations to the dump,
And they're shelling Dawson's Corner
.
With shrapnel and with crump, .
coin=
the
down
comes
word
the
When
A stretcher boarer, quick I "
Then your mouth guct: kind of dry boys,
And your stomach's awful sick.
-:0:-

.3.
When you hear a sort of whistle
That swills into a roar,
And yer ducks, yer ducks like Hell.
Boys 1
'Cos you've heard that sound before.
There's a crash that echoes skywards,
And a scream of mortal pain.
Then you curse the blasted Kaiser
And just march on again.

4.
So you chaps back in Blighty
Who have'nt got the grit
To go and take the shilling,
And to'cuine and do your bit,
Just now and then remember
1kt night time, 'ere you sleep,
The men who carry rations
On the road. froni Pop. to Ypres.

D. H. R.

41*

Reflections on Being
Lost in Ypres at 3 a.m.
I with I had been more studious as a
youth. Then I should not have neglected
the subjects' I disliked. Then I should
not have failed tecultivare the sense of
geography. Ana thus 1 should not have
contrived to lose myself so often in Ypres
in the small hours of winter mornings.
Loit In Ypres . it is an eerie experience. Not a soul to be seen not a
voice to be heard. Only far out on the
road to Hooge, the quick impulsive.
rattle DI the: British machine ,guns
answers• the slower more cAlculating
throbbing of the Hun variety. If a man
would undeistand what hate means, let
him wander along the Memn Road in
the evening, and then let him find some
poet, or pioneer, or artilleryman to
express what he feels concerning the
Hun operator in that concrete, machinegun redoubt.
Lost in Ypres at night : .:in the
daytime it is a difficult feat to accomplish
Transports and troops,,pass'and re- pass
along the ruined streets. From almost
every aspect, through gigantic holes torn
in the intervening walls, the rugged
spikes of the ruined cathedral town mark
the centre of the town. From time to
time, too, the heavy thud of a " crump,"
(like some old and portly body falling
through a too frail chair with a crash to
the floor), is an unerring guide to the
main square.
But at night all is different. The town
is well-nigh deserted. All Its Inhabitants,
like moleS, have come out at dusk and
have gone, pioneers and engineers, to
their work in the line,, Night alter night
they pass through dangerous ways to
more dangerous vmrk. . Lightly singing
simile catchy chorus they move to.and
fro across the open road, In front of the
firing line, or,hovering like black ghosts,
.about the communication trenches., as if
there were 'no such thing as war.. The
whole scene lights up in quick succession
round the semi-circle of the salient as
the cold relentless star-Shells sail up
into the sky. Here and there.
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" grouser " airs his I,levvs, but teceivet
little sympathy, for the men are beat on
their work, and do it with a will.
All this while-, howeVer, I have been
Standing lost in Ypres. I cannot steer by
the star-sbells, for they seem to be on
every side. And at night, too, the jagged
spires of the cathedral are reduplicated • by„. the:lernalns ,of . buildings
all over the,, city.. pike title fingers.Of
ghosts they, seem to point ImPortanatelx
to htaVen, crying' for vengeance. It is
a city 'of ghosts. the 'city. of the dead,
For it and with it the sons Qf three
nations have suffered and died. Yet
within that city, not many days ago, a
little maid of Flanders was found playing.
That is an omen. Ypres has died, but
-shalt live again. Her name in the past
was linked with kings ; but to-morrow
she will have a nobler fame. Men will
speak of her as the home of the British
soldier who lives in her mighty Taiwan
caverns or in the, many cellars of her
mansions, And even when the busy
hum of everyday life shall have resumed
its sway in future days, still there will
be heard in ghostiy echo. the muffled
fumbling• of the transport, and the
. rhythmic: tread of soldiers' feet.

By " THS PADRE."

<0 >

People We Take Our
Hats Off To.
The person who re-introduced the sale
of whisky in Pop.
The gallant CO. who has just got l'is
Brigade.
The officer in chargé of the co;futhe
department of the Fancies,
•••••••••■■■ •■■■■•
■

The person who introduced the order
forbidding Company Commanders to go
beyond their front line trench.
al■■••

m••••

The Editor of this earnest periodlcal.
(Thank you SO much. ED.)

w ant, To
Things lV.....
e_W
Know.
The name of the brunette infantry
officer whose man got hold of the
carrier pigeons, (sent to this celebrated

Company Commander when his corn' rnunications in the front line had broken
down) and cooked them. Also who
were his guests ?
_0_

EDITOR

The name of the M.O. who attended
one of the leading tights of the Fancies,
and was overcome by her many charms.

SUB-ED1TOR

appears daily in the trenches disguised

The -celebrated infantry officer who

d*..7 4

AS

a Xmas tree.

—0--

Why The dug-aut. of a certain Blg Man
Is so much affected by subalterns of
tender years, and if this has anything to
do with the decoration-5 on his walls.
r

The weekly wage bill at' the Fancies.

R. B.
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Agony Coinmn.

E

Poem.
••■•••=1•...M.

J. N. and L. S. P.• Meet us at the
Clock. Popperinghe Station, at
6 p.rh. Wear red carnations, so that we
shall know you.—Plymouth.
WILL any patriotic person please lend a
yacht and LI0,000 to a lover of peace.
Size of yacht immaterial.—Address
Lonely Soldier, c/o Editor, Wipers.
WILL anyone lend • Car to gentleman
Impoverished by the war. Rolls Royce
preferred —Address Mishap, P.O., Box
21, Hooge.

FOR SALE, cheap. Desirable Residence.
Climate , warm,• fine view.. Splepdid
links close by, .good shooting Terms
moderate Owner going abroad.—Apply
Fcddup, Gordon Farm, nr Wipers. :
DEAREST, I waited two hours on the
Menin Road last night, but yoii didn't
come. Can it be a puncture that delayed
you ?--Write c/o this paper.

Occasional Notes.
—:0:—
We regret to report a further rise in
property to-day.
The culinary department at the Hotel
des Ramparts is temporarily out of
action, and the emergency kitchen is in
use. This should not deter intending
guests from putting up. at this fine old
hostelry, as the prices are as heretofore,
alid no new cooks were necessary as.a
result of the accident,
:0 :May we ask How it is that 'street
noises are becoming A bigger nuisance
daily Several noted residents have
complained that their . rest is seriously interfered with. We should like to see
'this nuisance put a stop to immediately.
•
• it has been repotted to us ilu;ntierc is
a crack visible in the cathedral spire.
We should like to start a subscription'
list to have this repaired. Wtli some
well-wisher head the list ?

The Night f awks.
Taik'not to me of vain delights;
Of Regent,Street or Piccadilly.
A newer. London, rarer sights
I visit nightly willy-nilly.
When daylight wanes and dusk isfailing.
We start out dart in gum boots thigh.
To wander through the gloom eppalliug
Through crump holes deep In mud knee' high:
..may-From Gordon Farm to Oxford Street
(These duck hoards are the:. very devil).
Where strange concussions fill the air.
(1 wish they'd keep the—cEriSoeWilthings level).
Through Oxford Street we gaily slide,
And call at Batt. H.Q. to see
If there be augbt that we can do
For. them. (Well, just a'spot for mei )
Then en: through Regent Street,. and
thence
To Zcittave. Wdod, where plain to see
That " Spring Is Coming," hence the
change
From winter's gldom to trerdancy.
( for authority see D.R.0.)'
—o—
Here Foresters make nightly play,.
L
And in the mud hold revel high..
"1/44:711.esiting fancy stunts performed
At: Shoreham, and at Bletchingly.
—o-Should you but care to journey on
You'll reach, by various tortuous ways,
To Streets hamed .Graftcin. Conduit,
Bond.
Where memory ever fetidly strays.
--o—
And each in some peculiar way
Has charm not easy to define.
So thus the Londrin which we knew
Reniembered is along the line.
By A

Norma.
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Correspondence.

Answers to Some 'Of
Our

To the Editor,
Wipers Times
Sir,
As the father of a large family, and
.aving two sons serving in the Tooting
Bec Citizens' Brigade, may I draw your
attention to the danger from Zeppelins.
Cannot our authorities deal with this

menace In 3 more workmanlike way.
My boys, who are well versed in
military affairs, suggest a high barbed
wire entanglement being erected round
the British Isles. Surely somethin g can

be done :—

PATER FAMILIAS.

To the Editor.
Sir,
Whilst on my nocturnal rambles
along the Menin Road last night, I am

prepared to swear that I heard the
cuckoo. Surely I am the first to hear it
this season. Can any of your readers

claim the same distinction ?

A LOVER 'OF NATURE.
—o—
To the Editor.

31r.
May I draw your attention to the fact

that lately the lighting by night in
Oxford and Regent Street has been
terribly neglected, star-shells being sent
up at very Irregular intervals. Cannot
someone move in the matter ?

PRO BONO PUBLIC°.
—0—
To the Editor.
Sir,
May 1 thrrough the medium of your
valuable paper call attention to the
disgraceful state of repair the roads `are
getting info, What, what I ask are our
city fathers doing to allow such a state
of things to come to pass.

1-lopin g you will give this letter the
publicity that T consider it merits.
. Yarns
WELL WISHER.

Many Correspondents.
locx. (Zouave Wood).—No., when on
patrol work and you hear the words' Ach Gott I ich bin gauz fed-up.
gerworden "=issue from an unknown
trench, this does not necessarily
signify that you have worked too far
over to your left and stumbled into the

French lines.
MOTORIST.

—0—
(Popperhing he).—Yes, we

have had other complaints of the
suspected police trap on the Menin
Road, and advise • caution on the

stretch between " Hell Fire Corner "
and the Culvert.
—o—
WIND Up. (1-fooge).—Certainly not.
' A " Whizz Bang " does not leave the
gun after it hits your trench, bin lust
before.

—e-sympathise,
56).—We
B
'I'. T.O. (II 23

but when unknown females write to
you with requests for photographs, it
would be safer to send for references
first.

Stop Press News.
As we go to

press we

hear from our esteemed
contemporary the"D.C.C."
that a German was seen in
1 4 B 2-1 - wearing red
braces, this is awful.
Addition to " People We
Take Our Hats Off To "
The R.B.
Our original estimate of
day of pnblication was
As a
Lather optimistic.
certain liveliness has delay, ed us, for this and the
errors made in our baste we

apologise.
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Borrowed: Plum
,

Golf Notes.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR ESTEEMED
CONTEMPORARY. "D.C.C."

The Sanctuary Wood course was
opened en. Saturday, under delighfal
climatic conditions, and before a targt
and representative throng.

•_
1st lust!
No. 7 informs us that a German band,
Was beard pfayineat abont 11-30 a.m.
This new terror leaves us cold, as we
take' It to be• only another phase of
,frightfuldesS..
The following gem comes from
the issue of 28th ult.— They climbed into the
,
trench and surprised the sentry, but unfortunately the revolver which was held
to his head .missed fire. Attempts were
made to throttle him quietly, but he
succeeded in raising the alarm, and had
. • ';
to be killed."
This we consider real bad luck for the
sentry after the previous heroic effor‘s
to keep him alive. '

<0>
Spoiting Notes.
We hear that there are one or two
greatly fancied candidates for the Spring
Handicap, In training way hack. We
shall get some more information sliortly,
and will keep our readers posted,

The Hooge Cburse is now in great
trim for 'chasing, And this sport promises
to be. a great success since the new
inanageinent took it over.. There IS. SOme_good shooting to .be,
had in Railway Wood. but 'game is
getting
The fishIngiii the Moal and Zillebeke
Lake is falling off, as the fish is getting

*NV"

Ain/itch had been arranged by the
enterprising.Committee between the two
well-known players :Tom Sniper, the
. W1pers'protessional, and Wilhelm Hos
.chun„ that champion of Holiebeke.
:o:-. The course, which has many nature/
adv.antages, it has been planned almost
entirely on the pot-btinker system so
that straight driving ..and an accnrate
knowledge 'ot all the hazards one is
likely to encounter is essential, and our
two experts found trouble rather more
frequently than they are wont to do..
The first hole is not particularly inter-;
esting, and has no noteworthy feature,
being of the ordinary drive and pitch
variety, and was halved in 4.
The second hole, is a short one, bordering Zouave Wood, was also halved,
and' was noticable only for extraordinary
pungent odour which assailed the nostrils near the green, and which affected
the putting of both players, as they each
took three putts for a short distance.
The 4th, 5th, 7th and 8th holes were
halved again In the propel. figures, but
at the 6th Tom' Sniper 'was hit'by his
opponent on the 'elbow and this seemed
to worry him somewhat, and he consequently lost the hole,

'-0—
However the Wipers pro got his own

back at the 9th. He hit his second—a
brainy shot—clean and hard, hitting
Boschurt in the neck. He claimed the
hole in a dignified manner which much
Impressed his supporters, and the
erl thus turned all square.
Going.tia Cialvert•the Hollebeke representative was unfortunately stymied by a
whizz-bang which cost 'him the hole.
.•
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Both were bunkered In the new breastwork in Cambridge Road, and a half in.
7-ensued.

OUR NEW SERIAL.
•■•••••••■•1110...M.1118

The 12th and 13th were won byBoschun and Sniper respectively through
the other finding trouble.. The lath,:
known as the Fish-hook, was won by
Boschun through a perfect niblick -shot
stopping dead. The 15th was halved in
par play, but Tom Sniper took the 16th
tbiough his opponent topping his second
into the stables..' 1 .„..
The 17th' saw the end of an exciting
match. This hole, known 'as the
Appendix, is a long one shotter, and
blind from the tee. Bosehun had gone
forward to see his line, and Torn played.
a beauty, which caught Wilhelm full in
the mouth and finished him.'
--0
Toni was met with the usual request
to stand a bottle for holing out in 1, and
this was promptly disposed of in the Clnb
House at Gordon Farm. •

Herlock Shomes at it
Again.
asa•■•■■••■••••■

SHOT IN THE CULVERT.
CHARACTERS :
BILL BANKS--A Corpse.
4
LIZZIE JONES —A Questionable. Person

Living at Hooge.
HAROLD FITZ GREONS—Squire of White
Chateau. (in love with Honoria.)
INTHA PINK—A Pioneer (in love with
himself). _
.
HONORIA CLARENCEAUX—The Heroine,
(In love with Pink).
HERLOCK SHOMES.

Ok. HOTSAM,
CHAPTER 1.
••■••••••••••■•■

The wind was howling rolind :he
rugged spires of the Cloth Hall, and the
moon shone down on the carriage bring-

old firm of NUNTHORPE, Cox and
Co., ..are still going 'strong.
Their
Splendidly staffed offices in' the Ramparts are always open to the public for
business. Best odds always on offer.
Latest business ::
1- THE

5 to1 Mist
:II to 2 East Wind or Frost.
.8 to 1 Chlorine. ".
Others at proportfortate inarket prices:"
Amer; The world wasn't, made in a day,
And Eve didn't ride on a 'bus,
But most of the world's in a sandbag
The red of it's plastered on us,

ing the elite of the old town to the
festivities arranged to celebrate the 73rd
term of office of Jacques Hallaert, the.
.venerable mayor 'of Typers. Also the
same moon shone down on the stalwart
form of Intha Pink, the pioneer. He
sighed as he passed the ' brilliantly
lighted scene of festivity, thinking of
days gone by and all that he had 'lost.'
As he plddded his way, clad in *gum..
boots, thigh, pairs one. he soliloquised
aloud thus :--" What a blooming gime
They gives me a blooming nail, they
gives me a blooming 'ammer, and then
they tells me to go and build a blooming
dug-out." At, that moment Intha
into a crumb-hole, and then continued
his soliloquies thus :
(To §e Continued.)
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FACES FROM THE LIVES OF GREAT MEN.

-

Our NEW COMPETITION
Can YOU read character
Are YOU a judge of human nature !
YES ! ! Then YOU take the prize
. Send 5s. to Fritz oppoSite the Dueks when a handsome nosecap will be sent post free.

TAXIS !

TAXIS !

TAXIS !

OUR new consiginent of highly decorated cars are now placed at the convenience of the
public, These are handsomiy appointed throughout and can be easily known by the Red
CrOss painted on each side. Whistle three times or ring up,
TELEGRAPHfC ADDRESS:

,,Ripped,Wipers...

TELEPHONE, 1.

Cenral.

WHY PUT UP WITH THE OLD HAT
By one now and be the perfect
A new consignment -61 HATS lust arrived from England
little gentleman. .Rod or Brass bound at proportionately higher prices.
Apply S. TAPF

Cc.. RUE OE (Au.
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NOW THE WINTER NICHTS ARE

BUILDING LAND FOR

S ALE.

WITH US NO BETTER TONIC

•■••■■

CAN BE HAD THAN

BUILD

RHUMATOGEN

•■•■••

THAT

HOUSE

ON

H I LL 60.
4

Cures

FLATUANCE
COLD FEET..
ETC., ETC.

CAN BE TAKEN WITH TEA OR
SIMILAR BEVERAGE. OBTAINABLE

BRIGHT—BREEZY=
N.,
.
&
INVIGORATING
COMMANDS AN EXCELLENT VIEW Or
HISTORIC TOWN OF YPRE&
FOR PARTICLARS OF SALE
APPLY:-

BOSCH & CO MENIN.
•

FROM ALL Q, M. STORES.

On February 30th,

Sale
Sale
Sale
..-a■
. -•.'

A Large Quantity of SECOND-HAND FURNITURE
SLIGHTLY DAMAGED. HARDWARE.
Tell your friends about it.
9, RUE D'MENIN.

Telephone : 14, RUINS.
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Sherwood, Forester
& Co., Ltd.
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THE

WIPERS TFIVIES.
OR

SALIENT NEWS.
44No 3 Von.

Monday 6th March, 1916.

PRIM 200

Rums.

Are you tired of that bum-drum Existence
—The Existence that Hills—
IF SO

JOIN THE NEW AND GORGEOUSLY APPOINTED

NIGHT CLUB
(NEXT DOOR TO HOTEL DES RAMPARTS.)

And Lead a Gay aud Fast Life.
MA.NY DARING INNOVATIONS.
All The Best People Go There..
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ITS "NEW MO" HIPPODROME.
111■111■•■•••■•,■•

THIS MAGNIFICENTLY EQUIPPED MUSIC HALL WILL RE-OPEN ON

MONDAY NEXT.
RE-DECORATED THROUGHOUT NO EXPENSE HAVING BEEN SPARED.
COME IN YOUR HUNDREDS. STANDING ROOM FOR THOUSANDS.
----.•64nrW0411.111411.111

GRAND CENTENARY PERFORMANCE AT WHICH

All The World-famed Artistes
WILL POSITIVELY APPEAR, INCLUDING :

WILLIAM 0. N. ZOLLERN
IN HIS SCREAMINGLY FUNNY FARCE. ENTITLED

'Tig BIG PUSH' 'OR OVRIADUN

I

This is evidently in tot a long run, and the celebrated William Jun., shows all his
old irrepressability.
ETC.. ETC.
Doors open always.
TO COLONELS AND COMPANY
COMMANDERS.
Are you interested in your young ? Yes
Then send them to

Pro. Coster's Academy
Bring them up hardy and train them
for a military career.
—0 —o—oTHOROUGHLY COMPETENT TUTORS ONLY
EMPLOYED.
TUltiOn given on Deportment, etc.
—o—o —o—
Wed. 19th Inst.
Commences,
Next Term
—o —0-0—
Write for Proipectus and Syllabus of
Training. Hundreds of Testimonials
from grateful Commanding Officers.
—o—o—oTERMS MODERATE.
--o—o—o---Telephones : 999, " Wall."
Telegrams: "Technique."

Book early.

Prices as usual.
IS YOUR FRIEND A SOLDIER ?

DO YOU KNOW WHAT HE WANTS?
NO If WED0111

—0-0-0—
Send Him One of Our Latest
IMPROVED PATTERN COMBINATION
12120311ZEIL11,71 a MIME
These useful appliances can be used
simultaneously. No more colds caught
He will be delighted
cutting the wire.
with it and will find a use for it
—o —o—o-

PRICES:

Gold Plated 503fr.
Silver Plated 39tr.
Ordinary 15tr.

With a Shooting Stick Attachment
51r. extra.
—o—o—oSEND HIM ONE AT ONCE.
THE NOUVEAU ART CO., SPITALFIELDS.
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THE

"NEW CHURCH" TIMES.
WITH WHICH IS 1NCORPOPATED

THE WIPERS TIMES

No 1. Vol. 1.

Monday. 17th April, 1916.

EDITORIAL.
Owing to reasons over which we had
no control, we regret to announce that
the WIPERS TIMES is now defunct.
But through the enterprise of a wealthy
syndicate all lights, plant, etc., belong•
ing to that earnest periodical have been
acquired at a fabulous figure, and are
now incorporated in the new venture.
Also the highly salaried staff has elected
to follow the fortunes of their Editor, so
that we may still hope to retain the confidence of our readers. We hope to
introduce many new features shortly,
including .a new competition which will
be open to all above the rank of Colonel.
We are having a most luxurious set of
offices erected, but fully believe that the
incredible sums to be expended will be
warranted by an increased circulation.
As we have left the scene of our serial
E2

PRICE 5 FRANCS.

before the writer had managed to extri,
cate most of the characters• from the
Bellewarde Bet, we shall have to
tre4pass on the readers' credulity to
bring some of them back, otherwise it
it will spoil the continuity of this enthralling tale. We have just returned
from leave which is becoming a greater
trial than ever. To leave this land of
brightness and, by spending two hours
on a Channel boat, to be placed right
into an atmosphere of gloom and indef.
initness. Oh lye of little faith, wake up
and smile for the .summer is upon yeLet your step be brisk and your hearts
light for. " even as ye have sown so shall
ye not reap:I- and for that thank your
lucky stars, for though ye have tried for
eighteen months to lose. the war yet have
ye not succeeded and victory is at hand,
So go ye unto the uttermost ends of
darkness, yea, even unto Piccadilly and
Westminster, and preach the gospel of
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cheeriness and hope. We notice with
deep concern that the fell disease poetitis
Is on the increase. This may -be accounted for by the arrival of Spring, and
though the picture of little iambs gambolling among the whizz-bangs may be
beautiful and romantic, yet our paper
hungers for prose and will not be satisfied.. Now we place ourselves with the
utmost confidence in the bands of our
readers, relying. on the support so
readily given to the defunct " Wipers
Times."

FOR EbEt762,:)
gtf---.1 )-

AS)

14■

.
ki‘

—,...,„?
,- ..,
c3.-z--r--ri,
...,, ,-..-64c
,. .„. ,

Farewell *Yperen I Yperen farewell I
Long have 1 known thee, and known
thee well!
Thy stoney streets, thy shell-pitted
square,
Looted thy houses for dug-out were,
Looking for cellar coal and deep,
With a shell-proof rool where 1 could
sleep.
—§ 't §—
No longer need thy ways to prowl,
With ears attuned for critinp's shrill
howl,
'Twixt doubtful joys to hesitate,
The Merlin Road, or old Lille Gate ?
—§ i §-1But in my sleep I'll dream of thee,
And always in my thoughts thou'llt be,
Perchance my fate may be to see
Another place resembling thee,
But that foretells a future warm,
Where other little devils swarm,
Thy prototype can but be—well
Why should we mince the matter—H el.t..
)'‘Yperen—The

Belgian name for Wipers,
used here to baffle the enemy.

THE MYSTERY OF 999.
-0-0-0---

By COCKLES TUMLEY.
—0—
Tanked up in the North and having a
little spare time 1 went into the local
hostelry, where mine host and myself
were soon in deep discussion. ' What
ho ! " said he,
think the German
Crown Prince is the animal referred to
in the Bible as " Balaam's ass." This
gave me furiously to think. Ten toes,
ten fingers. That gave me the clue.
Here it is. Think of a number. 3 ?—
right. Add now ten fingers ten toes23 1—add 979. Take away the number
ycu first thought of, and there you are999. By Jove, this is weird. Try again,
ten fingers, ten toes, and it's the tenth
of the month. Let us multiply-1,000.
Take away 1, and there you are again999. This begins to be creepy. We'll
be having the Crown Prince turned into
a pillar of salt in a minute. Once more
ten fingers, ten toes, two eyes and one
nose, and eleven letters In his title.
Multiply-2,200. Take away 1,201,
and there you are again-999. There
seems to be no loophole. Here again,
" Jonah was in the whale three days and
time nights " For the whale take the
German Army, an animal of voracious
appetite, but with a very small swallow,
and there you are. As we all know, the
whale couldn't digest Jonah, and the
German Army is having the job of it's
life to keep the Crown Prince down.
One could continue Indefinitely and
point ovt parallels, but space fOrbids.
But isn't it phenomenal ? Brrrrrr, I
must never get tanked up in the North
again.
COCKLES TUMLEY.
10/4/16.
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A

Fri MS.

I read in last month's WIPERS TIMES,
the Editor was sick of rhymes ; the best
of reasons, I suppose, that I should
henceforth stick to prose. No more
'sing how transports wait, bi-nightly, at
the Menin Gate, while some unthinking
driver sits, well in effective range of
Fritz—and galls his mules and smokes
and spits : no more I'll turn the mordant
line till Q' clerks blush incarnadine ; or
strafe our deadly A.S.C., in tuneful
stanzas twenty three. No, never more
I'll twang the lute—my Pegasus, that
rope-galled brute, I'll treat as Balaam
did his ass ; groom, turn the hairy out to
grass !
Verse was alright when we were. pent
in that unkindly Salient ; but here,
where April's early breeze wafts perfume
over Neuve Eglise (if this takes place,
I'll bet my shirt Division Signals " Gas
Alert ") an easier part is mine to play
for Editors who never pay.
Is it not good, dear friends, to hop
away from Reninghelst mid Pop ; only
on others'maps to see the walls that once
were Potije ; to leave the sinful whiskied
throng that filled the Ramparts all night
long, the snares that wait for youthful
feet in City Square and Regent Street,,
the pit that yawns for wicked ways
where Hell Fire Corner's Shell-fires
blaze ; is it not good, my friends, to
perch in safety by this dear new church ?
For here the frisky April lamb lies down,
nor cares one tinker's damn, for these
our unprotected guns pointing dumb
muzzles to dumb Huns : and here each
happy trench is made to help the open
enfilade ; and here we sleep beneath a
roof whicli isn't even Pip-squeak proof—
and e'en the WIPERS TIMES I ween,
becomes a Parish Magazine.
Oh my dear friends, how sweet. how

strange, this restful quiet, this peaceful
change. Here let us rest while spies
release with loving hands the dove of
peace, that carries under wing (not beak)
all knowledge our opponents seek : here
let us stretch our airy wires, (remembering ' he who digs, perspires ') and hope
that never hostile shell shall cut the lines
we love so well.
Oh, my beloved parishoners, hark how
the happy Hunlet purrs : see what a
little kindliness has done to ease his
frightfulness, turned into love his ravening lust and to caress his bayonet thrust.
Better is charity benign than Vickers
gun and deadly mine ; better the brother
loved Heaven than nine-point-two or
four-point-seven I
Dear friends, with this sweet thought
I close my this week's task of parish
prose : may Heaven be pleased my flock
to bless :
yet, when in
doubt, call S.O.S. I
GILBERT FRANKAU.
10/4/16.

LAnintr.
EVITS298
TEM
•
--:o:-Oh pity ! pity ! ill wind blows
My one tame poet's flown to prose,
And he on whom our hopes were based,
Whose tuneful efforts weekly graced
Our columns, has the awful taste
To " prose it."
Oh ! graceless churl, with scathing line
Your Editor t'incarnadine
To make his pale cheek flush with shame,
To hint at pay in lieu of fame,
And make him in despair exclaim
I'll " Franc out."
—:o:—
And yet perchance his kindly soul
Knows not he's put me " up the pole,"
His next week's effort well may be
A gem of thought and poetry,
Which we will class eternally
Gilbertian.
THE EDITOR.
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OUR NEW SERIAL.
-0

IIEROCK MOLES AT
IT AGAIN.
-0-0 -0-

Characters :—Same as before.
-0-0-0-

IDA:FUR B.
-o-

S

nowflakes were tailing heavily around
Hordon Goose Farm, where we
left Herlock with the fair Honoria.
Breezy Bill, the Bouncing Butcher of
Beilewaide, had just been hit in the
neck by a whizz-bang when the chugchug of a motor cycle was heard. " Can
it be Intha? " cried Honoria, while
Sholmes proceeded to tune his violin.
" No I "—roared he, as a motor despatch
rider came round Fell Hire Corner" News at last from my Bake Street
Squad." Hurriedly tearing open and
. reading the despatch, the true Sholmes
stood revealed in all his strength and
method. Seizing his vermor\al sprayer,
he rapidly squirted . an enormous dose
into his forearm. hist then the voice of
the faithful Hotsam was heard calling
" Where are you. Sholmes ? " " Here "
replied the great detective, rapidly
emptying his revolver at the approaching
figure. " Thank goodness I've found
you at last, but you nearly got me that
time," said Hotsam admiringly. " Never
mind, better luck next time " said
Sholmes, sotto voce, to Honoria. Aloud,
" To work, there's mischief afoot.
Thank heaven I attended that two days
course.at the Technical School, I shall
,nOw be lip to all their dodge." Drawing

a searchlight . from his pocket, he read
the fateful message :—
" Division moves to-morrow
at dawn AAA You wilt assemble
all characters at zero fifteen
outside Cloth Hall, Typers,
P 13 0 I-1 in time to catch the
underground for *---- at
zero twenty AAA On arrival
there steal any rations you can
find, and carry on with serial
AAA--EDITOR."
(* CENSORED-ED )
" At last I " shouted the great sleuth.
" At last I " shouted the others, as they
busily collected the usual paraphernalia
of the great man. " flotsam," cried
Sholmes, " send off the orderly sergeant
at once to warn all Characters.- Then
meet me at the Denin Gate." With
these words he disappeared into the
gloom and a crump-hole. All these
arrangements having been made, Hotsam
and Honoria continued thefelourney
down the Denin Road, arriving in
Typers just in time to meet falba Pink
before he left for his nightly work.
Having rapidly given him a summary of
all that had happened, they went into a
neighbouring ..estaminet to await the
latefut dour of ze.ro.
(Another tong and thrilling instalment
next week.)

In dug-out cool I sit and sneeze,
Safe from a whizz.bang's mauling ;
Dreams come my appetite to tease,
Fond visions which my fancy.please
Of maids divine, enthralling,
And glorious times when our job's done,
My thoughts you'll echo—" Damn the
H un ! "
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Correspondence.
To the Editor,
" New Church " Times.
Sir,

RUB.AITAT OF
A "LINE"
SUBMITSRN.

rye43l 1'

On looking at some of the pictures
published by the daily pictorial papers
in England I am affected by a peculiar
feeling of nauseau. This is especially
noticeable- when ,the subject happens to
be peace meetings in Trafalgar Square,
etc. Surely, if at home they must have
peace meetings, and must tolerate conscientious objectors, then these might be
hidden from the public eye. The only
way to heal open sores is to bind them
up and the ventilation of full page photos
is not likely to be benetical to our best
interests, besides making rather a disgusting exhibition,
I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,
A LOVER OF DECENCY.
—§ f §—
To the Editor,
"New Church " Times.
Sir,
May I encroach upon your valuable
space to draw your attention to the fact
that for some days now, the clock In the
tower of the church at Wulverghem, has
not received the amount of attention
necessary to its good running.
This fact has caused many of the
workers in our little village to miss their
early morning trains to Messines.
I am, etc.,
" TEMPUS FUGIT "

—§ t §—
To the Editor,
" New Church " Times.

Sir,

In reference to a letter in your
columns nay I .qupte Call. Haine on the
subject, viz: —
God made the bee,
The bee made honey ;
Pioneers do all the work,
R. E.'s get the money.
Yours faithfully,
JUSTITJA.

The passing whizz-bang shriek.. and
bullets hum
Yet, gentle stranger, to my dug•out

come;
To you I'll unfold knowledge which may
help,
But first methinks will ope a jar of rum.
This is a cheery place you will allow,
A tin of beef. a jar of rum, and Thou
Beside me, squatting in a pool of mud,
And dug-out is not Paradise enow.
§—
Alas Alas I When M.G.'s spat I swore,
I swore and swore—and then aain I
swore 1—
While on my tummy lay in dank pool
deep,
And bullets through my fav'rit breeches
tore.
—§ t §—
And then! And then with five-nine trump
you bet,
The wily Hun bust up our parapet,
Blew off my roof, and made that blooming
hole,
Through which you're now so quickly
getting wet.
§—
The Surly blighter shoots, and having
shot
Moves on, while you are cursing quite a
lot,
And on your tummy crawl through feet
of mud,
pause
till
you've
retaliation got.
Nor
But hist ! 'Tis secret known to only few,
We're going " o'er the top," and going
through,
And then I And then I Old Fritz will
pay in kind
The debt he owes the likes of me and you.
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DUHUT 14US1 GS.
Idly toying with 'a paper, something
caught
My passing eye—
Just a picture, and .the subject, can you
guess ?
A man .both hale and fit,
With a touch of MOTHER WIT I
Puts his fingers -to his nose and saunters
On into his stye,.
And this record left to glace the daily
press.

Having gazed at this in wonder, then
I sat me down to think;
And to ponder how such things had come
to be,
Had old England changed so much
Since the years when I lost touch ?
That a cur can claim attention
While we hover On the brink,
And with effort are in sight of victory

England l What a strange digestion !
Strain at gnats
And swallow kine,
May we pray that you will soon shake off
the dope,
And a cur with fingers spread
Follows where he may be led
Knowing well, that, though his conscience
is
Unable to define
The only way of duty, yet there's but
one given line,
.And,to take it is his last remaining hope.

Answers

to Correspondents.
LOVER OF NATURE.—Nothing doing, that
bird's dead.
PRO BON0.—Noise you complain of is
our new metre gun. Certainly, will
have it removed if it disturbs yoUr
sleep.
SUBALTERN.
the 'death penalty is
not enforced in the case of murdering
an adjutant, as you can always be
able to prove extenuating circumstances.
YOUNG OFFICER. — It is not "the thing"
to wear turned up slacks and shoes
when " going over the top," in fact,
you run the risk of being sent back to
your unit if discovered.
TROUBLED.—Certainly 'think you have
just complaint against people in next
dugout, and if you care to take the
matter further there is no doubt that
you will get damager. It certainly
was scandal if, as you affirm, the
picture was one of Kirschner's.

— r—
Spring is coming, watch the whizz-bang
As it shrieks with mad delight,
All the how'zers howl the message
As they break the still of night,
Through the winter, long and weary,
Cold and dreary, we have passed,
Lived and slept in Hell's own muddle,
Fed and worked in filth and puddle.
But here's end to all our worries,
Spring and sun have come at last.
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Things We Want to
Know.
When the sale of whisky will be introduced in Bailleul ?
—:o:—
Whether the poplar Poplar tree's as
pop'lar as it used to be ?
—xi:—
Whether certain officers have taken
shares in the HOtel Faucon, and what's
the attraction ?
---:0:—
Whether a well-known firm of commission agents isn't getting rather fed
up with hu rriedly changing it's quarters?
(N.B.—We think this frequent sudden
" flitting " might have a bad effect on
this firip'S custom, as the public • are
rather apt to fight shy of these 1' Hereto-day:- and - gone - to-morrow" firms—
verb. sap.)
—:0:—

Whether the urgent wires of a wellknown C.O. (already referred to in
these columns) have been mOre frequent
during the recent hot weather ?
:o:—
Whether one of the leaders in
Kirchner collections has not got his
nose in front rather by innuendo than
superiority in numbers, and if the
others concerned are not straining every
nerve to make up leeway ?
.44

(if,— sts

4)1

V,-10.

•

The Editor would welcome articles
from anyone in the Division, and would
esteem it a favour if anyone knowing of
buried talent would see that this is
brought-to light and exercised. Payment is made on the same generous lines
as during the run of the " Wipers
Times." So will everyone with a little
spare time please, dash off something and
send it along.

SECRE
T
NO.
99.
—0-0—o—
(To be eaten as soon as
read.)
Corps Cuttings.
—0—
(a) ARTILLERY.—The enemy put
35 shells into N. 502, z. 10 1/2, 6 3/4 at
7'35 a.m. this morning. Considerable
damage done to the " Toughs Rum
Ration: It gas shelt. of the XYZ variety
tell near the sentry at A.1.b.1 .1. !n
common with many of his kind he
had no helmet gas. His language was
awful.
(b) SNIPING.—Inactive---more expected when we get our new issue of
silver-plated tin hats.
(c) TRENCHES & WORKS.—Ore
man was seen snoveiling at T. 10.9,
5 1/2, 2 7/8 at 10'49 a.m. He wore a
light green ,cap with a blue peak--Aie
had no tunic on, and his trousers were
torn by the lett knee.
A new trench is being dug from
X 2. b. 10.10. Sandbagging also is
evident here—the enemy is probably
using the same earth to fill them.
(d) GENERAL.—At X. 2. C 9 1/2.
9 1/2 a.man climbed a tree, Put his left
leg over a branch, pulled out a bright
blue handkerchief with red spots on it.
and waved it three times. This was
evidently a signal.
A puffing noise was heard at 9'30
p.m. coming from the direction of the
railway at N.2.C. Probably an engine.
A train left 0.3. a.2.0. at 7'35 p.m.,
giving three short and two long whistles
before it started.
.
Transport, loud cries, whistling and
general movement was noticed at Crump
Farm. Evidently a new dump. Our
artillery have been advised of this
tact.
Two green lights went up at 11'30
a.m. opposite Trench 132. They broke
Into three red and finally lour green on
coming down.
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Stop Press News.
LATEST PEACE RUMOUR.
—" The Crown Prince is
willing to dispose of his
famous collection of valuable antiques from France
and Flanders if suitable
price can be obtained."
The American President is
writing a note about it.
■

DOR

taatirr
e

Two soldiers were carrying leather
mattresses up to the front line trenches
when one stumbled. '• Strike me pink,
Bill,." said one, " what's this ?" " A
dud," said, Harry. " Ho, is it ? " said
Bill, " let's see I " Picking up a maul
which lay handy they saw . . . . The
war went on.

1111••■•■ .1■10.

RACING.
—:0:—

LOST.

VERDUN S rAKES.
Piou Piou

. I

w.o.
Fritz,who was advertised
to appear, had. to give
up the engagement, as he
has turned out a roarer.

T OST, STOLEN, or STRAYED.—
-0 . Two HUNS. Appearance, fed up
and miserable.
Peculiarities, hunger
and a dislike of sudden noises. Mislaid
somewhere in trenches at ---. Will
finder please communicate with THE
UMPTIETH DIVISION, Muddy Brook Alley,
and he will be suitably rewarded.
4

OUR NEW COMMON,
—0-0 —0-0—

First Prize, 5,000,000fr,
Second Prize, 2,50o,000fr.
Third Prize, 1,25o,000fr.

PRIZES

MANY OTHER PRIZES.
Open to all above the rank of Colonel. Simple—Easy. All you have to do is to fill in
the last line of the following verse..
There was a young General of forty,
A year at the front made him sporty ;
To say it I grieve,
When he went on leave,

Send your solution and a lir. Postal Order to the Editor, who reserves the right to give
the prizes as he deems fit. A Postal Order must accompany each solution.
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AN YOU GOING OUR TIE TOP?

IF SO BE SURE TO FIRST INSPECT OUR NEW LINE OF VELVETEEN
CORDUROY PLUSH BREECHES.

BE IN THE FASHION DID LOOK LIKE A SOLDIER.
...m.....••■

-•-0/11.1111•4100.0.1.1•10111.■

ALL ONE PRICE, gs. 'Id.
.1•■••••••

■•••■•••■•■■

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS FROM ALL FRONTS.
SEND POR THESE AND ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE ENTITLED:
t4

Breeches And Their Wearers " Or
" Legs Make The Officer."

Address : POND & CO., WULVEROKEM.

ARE YOU TIRED, HOT & THIRSTY
AFTER A LONG WALK? YES I
THEN DROP IN AT BUS FARM THE
NEW TEA SHOP.

—0-0—o—

Tastefully Fitted.
General Attractions.
•
Walloon Waitresses.
—o—o—oFAMOUS CRUMPET HOUSE.
AIRY TEA ROOMS.
SPECIAL ACCOMODATION FOR
. MOTORISTS.
SWITCHBACK NEAR BY.
TAKE THE TUBE OR GREEN 'BUS.
PARTIES CATERED FOR
AND WEDDING BREAKFAST'S
ARRANGED.
—o—o—oTELEPHONE : 102, HOP.
TELEGRAMS : " MOVING."

Agents all along the line

TRY OUR NEW CIRCULAR TOUR.
EMBRACING ALL THE HEALTH
RESORTS OF

LOY 'LT BKIMUM.
—0-0-0—

Books Of Coupons Obtainable From

R. E. Cruting & Co.,
London.

Agents Everywhere.
—0--0-0 -

Our expert. Guides meet all trains,
and our excellent system of G. S.
coaches will make you realize what
travelling is.

-0-0-0BEAUTIFUL SCENERY

ON ALL

CIRCUITS.
—o—o—oNO SALIENT FEATURE OMITTED.

—o—o—oBOOK AT ONCE TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT.
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THE

"NEW CHURCH" TIMES.
WITH WHICH IS 1NCORPOPATED

THE WIPER'S TIMES

No 2.

Monday. 8th May. 1916.

VOL 1.

PRICE 10 FRANCS.

"DEAD COW FARM" CINEMA
v- ,..a.raxeseNy4P

THIS WEEK-SPECIAL PROGRAMME.
tra..■■■•
■■••■■2"
... •••••■■••■•••■
....),

"PIPPED 014 THE PARAPST."

THIS EXCITING TALE HAS BEEN FILMED AT ENORMOUS EXPENSE,
FEATURING THE CELEBRATED SCOTCH COMEDIAN,

MAC KENSEN.

OTHER uITEMS.
-U-0-0 - 0-

-OVER THE TOP."
A SCREAMING FARCE.

THE EMPTY JAR."
A RUM' TRAGEDY

-0-0-0-0--

PRICES AS USUAL.

OPEN ALWAYS.
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Mg HUE MISS HIPPODROMS
GRAND NEW REVIEW, ENTITLED:

"SHELL IN"
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST SPECTACULAR
PERFORMANCE EVER STAGED.
BRINGING BEFORE THE PUBLIC AT ONE AND THE SAME TIME THE
FOLLOWING HIGHLY-PAID STARS:

THE CRUMPS.
LITTLE PIP-SQUEAK
DUDDY WHIZZ-BANG.
HURLA SHELLOG, etc.,

etc.

THRILLING OPENING CHORUS ARRANGED BY LEWIS VICKERS.

Exciting ! Hair-raising ! ! Awe-inspiring ! ! !
SEE WHAT THE PAPERS SAY. BOOK EARLY. PRICES DOUBLE THIS WEEK.

TO HARASSED SUBALTERNS.
-0-0-0-0-

IS YOUR LIFE MISERABLE? ARE YOU UNHAPPY?

DO YOU HATE YOUR COMPANY COMMANDER?
-0 -0--0--0-

YES! THEN BUY HIM ONE OF

OUR NEW PPM TIP DUCK BOARDS
YOU GET HIM ON THE END—THE DUCK BOARD DOES THE REST
—o—o—o—o-

M ad e in three sizes, and every time a "Blighty."
- 0-0-0 -0" It once he steps on to the end.
'Twill take a month his face to mend "
—0-0— o—o-

WRITE AT ONCE & ENSURE HAPPINESS
THE NOVELTY SYNDICATE, R.E. HOUSE

Tel. : " DUMP
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THE

"NEW CHURCH" TIMES.
WITH WHICH IS INCORPOPATED

THE WIPERS TIMES

No 2. VOL I.

Monday. 1st May. 1916.

DITORIAL.
Oh, Belgium I Here in the last number
we spread ourselves on themes of lovely
Spring, and you. whit the basest ingratitude, have turned the whole thing into a
wash-out. Welll A trench without
three feet of mud wouldn't seem homely
anyway so perhaps you are right. This
is our grand double Easter number
(although the baker forgot to leave the
hot-cross buns at the door) and the price
is consequently doubled. We hope
shortly to be able to announce the result
of our " last line" Competition, but as
our judging stall is at present in bed
with a bad cold, caught while swimming
back trom the trenches the other night,
all the correspondence is accumulating
and the heterogeneous mass is awaiting
his perusal. The sad and touching
picture of a General awaiting the arrival

PRICE 10 FRANCS.

of a D.R L S. announcing that he has won
one Of our mammoth prizes haunts us.
However, there .need be no anxiety:
every Out will receive consideration
in due time, and the prizes will go to the
proper quarter. We are very glad to see
that street noises are nat so prevalent in
our new neighbourhood, but even here
there is room for improvement. We
regret to state that we have been involved
in a libel action over a little controversy
in our columns re the premature appearance of an infernal member of the
feathered tribe. This has caused us
much inconvenience, but in order to
exonerate ourselves in the matter we
publish a resume of the proceedings
showing clearly the doubtful character of
the petitioner and his associates. From
the resume it can clearly be gathered
that he is actuated by purely sordid

financial motives, and undoubtedly,
that he gained 500fr. will far outweigh
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the fact, that in so doingf be ventilated a
mode of living which is as questionable
as it is Precarious... However, these
petty nuisances happen to all papers
sometime or other. , We have hopes of
obtaining an article from the pen of Mr.
Belary Hellos on 'How to win the war,"
but this may not -arrive in time for this
Issue. We should welcome correspondence from readers
reference to the
promotion of inter-divisional sports, etc.,
especially with regard to cricket. We
are looking forward with pleasurable
anticipation to a fine Bank Holiday, and
expect to see a big throng of pleasure
seekers. The rush to the sea should
beat all records, and big crowds are
prepared for at the international, show
at Verdun. Wiihing you 'al.t a pleasant
holiday.

If you '
re whizzbanged day and night

Bully all you get to biteNever mind.
If you're on a working party,
Let your grin be wide and hearty,
Though the sappers may be tarty Neve? mind.

:0:—

with

TOE lttn2p..:)

—

Never mind.

If.machine guns join the muddle Never mind.
Though you're lying in a puddle Never mind.
If a duckboard barks your shin,
And the barbed wire rips your skin,
'Tis reward for all your sin So never mind.

—:o:—
But this warping I '
d attestHave a care.
When your Div. is back at restThen beware.
When that long three months is over,

r
WORRIES
:,
;i1L'1. 4111013
„
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-
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I

If

_

a 1

Have it there

—:o:—
Have you all your drill forgotten ?Luckless wight.

the Hun lets off,sorne gas,.
Never' mind.

If the

Hun.attacks in

your dug-out's

blown to bits,

Or the C.O.'s throwing fits,
Or

a

trump your

rum

Through

those

months so rain besotten
Day

mass-Never mind.

If

And you've lost your canteen cover,
Shoot yourself or find another-

and

night.

On the left you'll form platoon,
Willy nilly, six till noon,

boon—
Drill's a rite.

Front line trench will seem a

jar hits -

—

Never mind.

If your trench is mud knee-high -

Oh I .youpoor unhappy thing—
Be not

' Never mind.

spot that's dry—
Never mind.
If a sniper has you
You can't find a

set,

Just remember

when all 's wrongAnd you're mad.

ThoUgh your worries

may be great,

Through dents in your;paral)et,

They 're but part, at any rate,

And your troubles _fiercer get -

Of old Fritz's awful fate-

Never Mind.

sad.

Buck up, lad I
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HOW TO WIN THE WAR.
_.°;:e:2:•-c

Answers

l-41 '4,,

By BELARY HELLOC.

IH

AVING very little time at my disposal
this week I only imend to roughly
outline my plan for ending the war
satisfactorily and quickly. Briefly their
to do this we must reduce the war to a
man to man encounter. Take things
like this. The line held on all fronts is
1.500 miles (circa). That is 2,640.000
yards. Now we must get that number
of our troops acid allot one yard per
man. Give each man a bomb, and at a
given signal let them all go over and
each to account for his own particular
opponent. This would account for
2,000,000 of the enemy (that is giving
the generous allowance of 640,000
failures), besides putting him to much
inconvenience. Each time the enemy
brings .up reinforcements and reestablishes his line then repeat the
performance. I think 1 may safely say
that,. after the tenth or elevqnth attack,
the enemy would be ready-to consider
the advisability of making terms rather
than continue the war. This is merely
a rough outline of my plans, and superficially it may seem that there are
objections.. However, I,think these may
well be dealt with as they arise.
.i3PPMIT PTH-PF°

People We Take Oar
Hats off To
--:0:--Mr. Asquith, for at last making up his
mind.

to Correspondents‘
COLONEL.—We' are surprised that you
should• have sent such a story to an
earnest periodical like this.
LOVER OF NATURE.—We've had just
about enough of you and your birds.
The mere fact that you've found a
cuckoo's nest with three eggs leaves
us cold. If it costs us 500 franCs just
because you heard a gas-horn and
mistook it for the cuckoo, we shudder
to think what might happen if we
don't nip your natural history nosings
in the bud.
SUBALTERN.—Yes, every junior oflicer
may carry a F.M.'s baton in' his
knapsack, but we think you'll discard'
that to make room for an extra pair of
socks before very long.
KNOWLEDGE. --No, Ypres is not pronounced " Wipers " because it was
once the centre of the handkerchief
Industry.
STAFP-OFFICER.-:–We sympathise with you
in your little trouble, and advise you
to write to " Cynthia," our loveexpert, about it.
ANXIOUS ONE.--No, its no good worrying
us. The judge will go through all
answers in good time, and the prizes
will go to their proper destination. We
also regret to say you put ten answers
on one coupon, and it's either another
nine francs or nothing doing.
ITIHE EDITOR much regrets tjte delay
X in the production of this number,
bid the cognocenti will excuse the
tardiness on account of disturbed nights,
etc.
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OUR NEW SERIAL.
—0-0-0—

HOUCK MORES AT
IT AGAIN.
-0-0 -0-

SHOT IN THE CULVERT.

—0-0-0-FINAL INSTALMENT.
-0-0-o-Characters :—Same as before.

01107E2 C.
-0Shanties and Co having arrived at
their new sphere of action speedily got
going again. Intha Pink seized his
bariimer and nail and fell off the bus
when near Hyde Park Corner. Meanwhile Hotsam had disappeared into the
darkness, on a mysterious errand, taking
the fair Honoria with him. _Lizzie, as
she saw his stalwart form disappearing
from her sight, cried " Do not leave me
Herbert," but a curse was her only
answer. In despair she threw herself
in the way of a passing whizz-bang and
disappeared from our tale. Intha crept
rapidly towards his objective, and had
almost succeeded in attaining his end,
when a machine gun spat in his direction.
Completely perforated; yet he smiled
happily, and murmured " It's a blightie,"
Here we leave him, and turn to a series
of eventful happenings on the banks of
the Douve Hotsam, still dragging
Honoria and perspiring freely, had
managed to reach the lifeless form of
Bill Banks, when a I7in. shell detonated
between them. Hissing out " We are

discovered " he hurrieily grabbed
Honoria and made off. 'But not far.
Alas f His foot slipped, and with his
burden he fell into the turbid waters
below. The waters flowed on. Sholmes,
appearing on the scene some hours after,
rapidly began looking for clues. Having
found some, the great detective started
off, but too late, the gas wasb on him,
and he had left his vermoral sprayer
In the bus. And so ends this remarkable
history of persistence and sagacity. The
great enemy of the criminal is now only
a name, but his methods must always
remain one of the marvels of the criminal
history of our nation.

A•4

[N.B.—Should there be a few characters not dealt with in this Chapter
the reader must understand that they all
met their deaths In the liquid fire
attack.—THE AUTHOR.]

Hoof Beats.
Maconochie ! Maconochie !
Bully beef and biscuits !
Hullo, damn it ! that's a crump,
How those bangs give me the hump
Here's another 1 Where's she dropping ?
Duck I or pieces you'll be stopping !
Plum and apple I beef and biscuit,
Well, here goes, I'd better risk it ;
Just round here, there is no telling
When the Hun begins his shelling
How good my dug-out seems to me.
Maconochie I Maconochie I
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A BRACE OF GROUSE.
Two papers on a single day
Have roused my spirit to the fray.
Muse mine, my double-barrelled gun I
And let us strafe them, either one.

6101 BARREL
(Reference :– NEW CHURCII Times,
No. 1, Vol t.)
—0-0-0— ,
When I was yet a long-haired child,
I always wanted to be wild ;
And when I.came to man's estate
Assidously did cultivate,
With every effort I could make
The reputation of a rake.
With that in view,. I drank. I swore,
I hung about the darkling door
Whence issued to their waiting lords
The beauties of the British boards ;
I gambled maximums on Zero,
Was.blackballed at the Trocadero ;
I wore the greenest Trilby hats,
And hushed loud socks with louder
spats :—
Till girls from Camberwell to Kut
Declared me a most wicked nut . .
Alas ! my pride is brought to shame,
My Editor decrees me " tame."
" Tame poet ': ? I 1 who was by far
The fastest at.the Empire Bar,
Who drank my whisky and my Schweppe
From Monte Carlo to Dieppe;
And did most passionately squeeze
Flappers I met at Tango-teas ;
And treated Connie Ediss twice
To wafers and vanilla ice
Thou I editor who loathest rhymes,
Thou 1 printer of the " New Church
Times,"
Take back your words that bite like flame !
" Peet "— perhaps : but never " tame " 1
111tri'f"?.15-#

TURIGHTBARRRIA.
[Reference, "TATLER, April 26th,
P. t to,.]
--0-0-0—
beauties fan desire,
pictured
Where
And •' Eve " s' a weekly prattler
One draws us " Pictures in 'the Fire "
Well paid-fOr by " The Tatter " :
But with a club We fain would'bash
Your well-groomed head, my " Sabretache."
--:0:-For you have given—and survive !And I who write have read it,
In number Seven, Seven, Five,
To other men the credit
For all the ads, the prose, the rhymes
We printed in " The Wipers Times."
We do not mind your words of praise,
We'll let you call us witty ;
(Reviews are scarce these warlike days,
As paper in your City)
But what, to us, is praise you give
To soldiers of another " Div." ?
Learn please—and for the future steer
Your course with more precision—
That we who write these words of cheer
Are NOT the " 6th Division."
We would not hitch Apollo's Car
To anything so regular I
We are—but no, We may not state
For any linotypers,
Whose presses held the Menin Gate
Against the Bosche at Wipers ..
Yet, " Sabretache," if you are wise,
QUADRUPLY you'll apologize.
RitIAR4111 AIV1_
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"ONE WI10. KNOWS
WIPERS TIMES."
iii
Proceedings in this case were opened
at -the -Courts .of Justice, Wipers, , oh
April 20th irt-,the hearing of Mr. Justice
Starling. A large crowd was present in
court as the case had aroused considerable interest, the Press and naturalists
were notably represented.
.Counsel for plaintiff---:Mr. Cockles
Tuntley—opened proceedings with a
stirring address roundly denouncing the
" Wipers Times " tor the letter published
in their number of March 6th over the
nom-de-plume of " A Lover of Nature."
This letter he affirmed was untrue and
libellous in the extreme, and he.thought
that this paper exceeded journalistic
freedom. to an almost criminal extent,
and that, it ought to be stopped. He
The
finished his address thus
passage chiefly taken exception to reads
as follows : ' 1 am surprised that the
editor of a paper with the circulation
you boast should have found room for
such a scurrilous, lying effusion The
ignorance of the person is visible in
every sentence.' This extract undoubtedly throws extreme doubt in the public
rnind as to the general , veracity and
knowledge of one of out; foremost
citizens, and I think I am extremely
moderate in asking damages to be
assessed at only one million francs.
Mr. Tumley then called various
witnesses to prove his client's good
standing and social position, and finally
the plaintiff himself walked boldly into
the box, and took the oath with the
utmost assurance and " sang froid."
After putting a few minor qnestions
Mr Tumley sat down, and Mr. Maurice
Aviary—counsel for the defence—rose
and hurled a bombshell into the court
by asking the plaintiff if he wasn't a
leader of one of the bloodthirsty gangs
of desperadoes who nightly render
Hooge and district " unsafe."

Plaintiff :—It is true that I've been
company with
other good citizens, though (can't admit•
of anything but a law-abiding behaviour
on my part.
Counsel :—Have you ever entered
those well-known dens of vice " The
Culvert Dug-out," " Half Way House "
or " Railway Wood Dugout"? '
Plaintiff :—I have, but I disagree with
you as to the real nature of these places.
Counsel . —Are you a member of the
New Night Club adjoining the " Hotel
des Ramparts " ?
Plaintiff :-1 am, but you are again
entirely wrong in your insinuations.
Counsel —Is it not true that you are
in great tinancial difficulties at present ?.
Now be careful how you answer.
Plaintiff .—I am.
Counsel . —Are you not only bringing
this case to see what y w can get out of
the " Wipers Times " ?
Plaintiff --I am bringing this case to
try and clear lily good name.
The plaintiff then stood down looking
rather less confident of the issue than
previously, and Mr Maurice Aviary
addressed the jury in his well-kaown
style arid love for dramatic effect, concluding with the following words, "
have clearly proved that plaintiff lives
by his wits, and consorts with the most
doubtful characters, I appeal to you to

seen in the district in

exonerate my clients, and brirg your

verdict in accordingly.
After soni deliberation, however, the
judge eventually said that, although
plaintiff was not a man of any great
virtues, he thought the paper was wrong
in printing the letter. and damages were
assessed at 500 francs with costs.

wani

WPIPI 1

The Editor has ordered me
To write a batch of rhymes
To finish off this number of
His batty " New Church Times."
--N-1 —

The Editor's a mighty man
His will it must be done,
I'd like to know if he can make
The clock strike less than one
SOME POET.
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8PRINDsTIME
THOUGHTS..

German organisation. Tru-e, the
German artillery is there ready, but so
it will be at any front elsewhere. Already
the seeds ot failure are sown in the
German, troops there, and it would be
easier to turn this into an absolute
demoralisation than to butt up against a
new army on a new ground.

APIA UPI?.

Thank Heaven we are running out• of
winter and into spring. " Oh, to be in
Flanders now that April's there 1" Now
that summer has begun to arrive naturally
cvetyone is asking " What .is going to
happen ?" and the air is full of rumours.
Is it as impossible for us to go through
as it was for the Germans at Verdun ?
The differences, are distind contrasts.
On the one hand—perfect organisation,
but indifferent fighting material.
On
the other—Indifferent organisation, with
perfect fighting, material. The German
is tempexamentally a poor uphill fighter,
and once his organisation. is upset lie
will crumble. Obviously then the thing
is to upset his organisation. The easiest
way to do this is to suddenly make him
'reverse his plan of campaign, and attack
hint where his organisation is prepared
only for attack. The point lying ready
to hand for this is obviously Verdun,
and, by sudden concentration there, one
might achieve an overwhelming success
al much less"cost than willan organised
and obvious push at a place prepared
and ready for defence. Neuve Chapelle
and Loos show us the cost ot breaking
through prepared ground, and the result
Possibly the loss
is infinitesmal gain.
would be as large' at Verdun, though
a well calculated attack there could not
easily be more unsuccessful than the two
already mentioned. Also it would have
the advantages of surprise and of forcing
a sudden complete reversal of positions,
a state of affairs which might easily
prove too difficult for even the

Things We Want to
Know.
.c: —
Who it is that makes an infernal din
on a horn at 2 a.m.
? ? ?
Whether it is a fact that the amorous
incarnadined major has again succumbed.
? ? ?
Whether the popular Artillery C O.
helped the Belgian priest in his little
trouble
? ? ?
Wnether it is a fact that a noticeboard
at the foot of Kemmel Hill reads .' Anyone proceeding up the Hill will
please go by main road, as a patrol is
established there to enforce the siringent
regulations re passes, etc. Persons
going by other routes might miss patrol."
? ? ?
The name of the firm of estate agents
which is trying to let Red Lodge.

? ? ?
How the poplars are coming up.

Ne'er be peaceful, quiet, or pensive,
" Do your best to be offensive,"

His success shall greatest be,
Who regards this homily.
In the future day and bight be
" As offensive as you might be."
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Correspondence.
To the Editor,
" New Church " Times.

"ESPRIT DE CORPS."

Sir,
A ccrresnondent in your last issue
made a quotation from the writings of
The following quotation
Call Haine
from the works of that famous author
Carle Morelli seems to bear on the
subject, viz :—
God .made the horse,
The mule and eke the ass ;
R.E.'s do all the work
And Pioneers the gas.
Yours, etc.,
JUSTISSI MUS.
—§ §—
To the Editor,
" New Church " Times.
Sir,
There have been several relerences
lately regarding a certain C.O.'s whisky.
I recall the last words of ihe correspondence re the cuckoo, and all I wish
to say is :—Dam(n) not the C 0 's
whisky.
A LOVER OF SPIRIT.

Situations Vacant.

W
W

ANTED, few WIRE-CUTTERS, good

openings for sharp young men.—
Apply Box 203, No Man's Land.
ANTED at once, PLATOON COMMANDER. Applitant must be

offensive, and preference will be given to
originality of ideas in this direction Apply c/o this paper.

W

E HAVE been asked by several
members of the Division to mention
in ourcolumns thegreatadvantages which
would accrue if the integral units of the
Division came in frequent contact with
each other. Naturally one's thoughts
immediately turn to inter unit sport of
various kinds. Though the Division
may be separately all that can be
desired, yet perhaps it would be of
immense advantage if units knew
each other better. There are, and will
be, many opportunities for units to meet
in friendly rivalry, and we all know by
this time that this would meet with the
approval of our G.O.C. Not only will
it give us greater confidence in each
other in circumstances which will most
certainly arrive one day, but it would
make the work much smoother if one
were doing a job with cricket friends
rather than chance acquaintances. The
whole thing only needs such a small
effort of organisation that surely it is
wont) while, and the friendly rivalry of
a cricket field will be found to react in a
thousand little ways some other day.

WANTED, CHAUFFEURS for the Base.
yr

Must be young and active, and able

If you're waking call me early, call me
early, sergeant dear,

to endure all the hardships attendant on
base life. Good salaries given to the right
men.—Apply " Adventure," Boulogne.

For I'm very, very weary, and my

ANTED, good strong man as DOOR-

Oh ! it's " blightie " for a spell, and all

W

warrant's come, I hear ;
my troublei are behind,

KEEPER, Neuve Eglise HippoEx-pugilist preferred.—Apply
drome.
Stoss and Mohl, c/o this paper. '

(Hope the sea will not be stormy)

F YOU want ANYTHING, advertise in

Keep the war algoing, sergeant,

these Columns. You're sure to get it.

Train's at six, just bear in mind

I

And I've seven days before me
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POILS & TROTTSR,
STATIONERS AND POULTRY
DEALERS,
—o—
ALL GOODS SUPPLIED HALF-PRICE
TO THE TRADE.
—0 —0-0—

OMOULAtat POIOVE,O,
SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.
-0- 0-.0 -

ARE

YoU INTENDING
To TRAVEL ?

If so send for .one of our Yellow
Coupons which will 'take you anywhere.
—o—o—o" 11 you're tired and need a rest,
Buy our ticket 'tis the best."
. -0-0 -0
TELEGRAMS : " KEW."

HONED & CAULETT
The -Up-to-date Tailors.

THE ABSOLUTE INVENTORS OF
THE LATEST ODDS TELEGRAM.

THE OLD FIRM.
THE OLD FR
VIE OLD FIRM.
NU NTHORPE, Cox & Co.

—o—o—oThis Eminent 'Firm of Commission
Agents has once more moved into better
and more
COMMODIOUS PREMISES.
And are still doing BUSINESS on their
old lines.
-0

" in one place we seldom stay."
But you'll find we always pay."

TRIK"HUNQUFART
GALLSRY.

AGENTS FOR POND & Co.
—o—o—o-

Come and see our

SUM SUITING&
-0_0_0 -

ANY TUBE OR TRAIN TO HYDE
PARK CORNER. THENCE BY
BUS TO RED LODGE.

-0-0-0-

SPRING EXHIBITION.
-0-0-0-

" Be as like us as you can,
Clothes do make the gentleman."

Open Dayand Night.

-0-0-0-

-0-0-0-

Prices Moderate.

"Crumps may come and crumps may go,
But do not miss this wondrous show."

0-0-0 —
T-LEORAMS " KN UTTS."

o—o—oTELEGRA RAS : " R. 0. JERUM."
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PRICE 1 FRANC.

Professor Dodgits Academy.
YOU SURELY CANNOT PUT UP WITH THE OLD FASHIONED SLEEPY DANCES?
NO i THEN

MOV&WITH THE TIMRSAND JODI OUR CIA s.
WE GUARANTEE TO TEACH YOU ALL THE NEWEST STEPS IN
SIX LESSONS. THESE INCLUDE :

"THE DUCK-BOARD DANGLE,"
L'MACHINE GUN SLITHE,R,"
"WHIZZ-BANG HOP" AND THE
"CRUMP CRAWL," ETC., ETC.
COTTIR.SES ARE CONTIlsT1701:78 DAY 1~2•713 NIGHT_
PARTIES OF 100 OR MORE SPECIALLY CATERED FOR.
—o—o—o—oFINEST ORCHESTRA ENGAGED, PERSONALLY CONDUCTED BY

0. B. SERVER.
—0—o—o—o"Come and Ieain to skip and hop,
Ere you venture o'erthe top."
-0-0-0 -0TELEGRAMS : " BERTHA."

TELEPHONE " 1, HOP."
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NEUVE EGLISE HIPPODROME
THIS WEEK AT 6.30 & 8,

CHARLIE TAPL1N
In That Stirring Drama, Entitled

THE RUSTY DUD
OR

ALL IS NOT DEAD THAT'S DIRTY.

Tlig GHAT ADVANCI3

Featuring Hinden Berg The Bowery Boy.
THIS FILM IS 1,000,000 FEET LONG.
-0-0-0-0-

Harvesting At Hooge.
A PICTURE OF LOCAL INTEREST.
PRICES AS USUAL,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

DON'T FORGET WEDNESDAY, MAY 24th.
IS THE

T113 "NRW CHUM" TINS FLAG DAY;
PROCEEDS OF SAME TO BE DEVOTED TO THE FUND FOR PROVIDING

WARM WOOLLENS FOR WAHORN WALLOONS.
NO ONE SHOULD BE SEEN ON WEDNESDAY, NEXT NOT WFARING A FLAG, AS
THIS IS A MOST DESERVING CAUSE. THE FOLLOWING WELL - KNOWN
LOCAL LADIES HAVE CONSENTED TO ACT AS STREETVENDORS ;

Lady ETHEL FIVEAYE. Countess of Poperinghe;
Baroness BERTHA, of Berko; Mrs. Wm. WIGGINS,
of Wulvergheth ; Lady-WALTER WHIZZ-BANGE, of
Whytchate, and many others too numerous and costly
to mention.
-0 -0-0-0-

WE ARE ALSO SELLING

MEDALS AS A. SUBSIDIARY LINE
--0-0-0-0-

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE SMALL BILLS.
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"NEW CHURCH" TIMES.
WITH WHICH IS INCORPOPATED

THE WIPERS TIMES

No 3. Vot, 1.

Monday, 22nd May, 1916.

SINTORIAL
S OUR journal seems to
have met with some
measure of success,
we have pleasure in
announcing that the
circulation will be increased to- 250
copies, commencing with this number.
The price will be standard at 1 Fr.,
which will go towards the purchase of
paper, etc., as we are now coming to the
end of the supply so kindly left us by
some citizen of Wipers who stood not on
the order of his going, but got. Any
balance over after incidental expenses
will go as usual to charity. We regret
to say that the district is waning in
popularity as a health resort, and several
noted citizens have lately been seen
" legging it " for pastures new, with a
few goods and chattels and some family

A

PRICE I FRANC.

•

in tow. We are glad to see that the
City Fathers of Wulverghem .are going
to. introduce the Day-light Saving Bill,
as this 'will mean that some soldiers,
who are in the district, will be able to go
to bed earlier. It really is a great
blessing, and will enable all of us who
are lovers of nature to take our early
morning ramble an hour. earlier, thus
catching the lark at Its best. We are
pleased to be able to give the result of
our "Last Line" Competition on Page
8, The regrettable efforts made by•the
competitors have again prostrated. the
judge, who, I regret to slate, is sufferihg
from nervous breakdown as a consequence. Can nothing be done to break
the painful monotony of our gas-horns '?
Surely they might be fitted with some
musical apparatus, and so ' play say
"Excelsior " while arousing the slumbering .inmates of Batt. H.Q. Now that
summer is coming, we are considering
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the matter of our Annual Fly Competition.
There will.be the usual mammoth prizes,
but no fly papers will be allowed. Each
animal must be fairly shot or bayonetted.
Bombing will'be allowed, but any gunner
found sniping flies with anything larger
than an 18-pounder will be disqualified.
We will announce in a later issue when
the competition will commence, and trust
to the honour of all not to start before
the flag falls.. We hear that the
" D
ouv e mixed bathing season has
commenced, and that popular little seaside resort " Le Rossignol ".ought to be
crowded during the summer'months. We
must express the hope that we still have
the siippart of the Division in our more
ambitious scheme' re circulation, and
. must thank one and all for the appreciation shown to our previous eftorts.
-

VATCM..)

APOLOGIA.
We have pleasure In announcing that
the special warrants issued to the party
proceeding to London to , assassinate
"Sabretache " of the "Tatter " have been
cancelled. The individual members of the
patty are very disappointed as it meant
an extra spell of leave, but that cannot
be helped. " Sabretache " apologises
most handsomely for his mistake, and
explains it in a reasonable manner. So
we must ask readers to send no more
letters containing suggestions as to the
surest and quickest way of killing him.
Thanks " Sabretache " you are forgiven,
And should we ever get aNother effort from your pen,
We pray you TYPE YOUR LETTER.

There's a line that runs from Nieuport
down into Alsace Lorraine,
Its twists and turns are many, and each
means a loss or gain ;
Every yard can tell a story, every foot
can claith its fee,
There the line will stay for ever from
Lorraine up to the sea.

Places memorised by symbol, little things
that caught the mind,
As at LooS 'twas but a lone tree which in
mem'ry is enshrined
Perhaps at Wipers 'twas a corner, shell
bespattered, held our sight,
Or a nightingale at Plug Street, sending
music through the night.
6

Little things, yet each implanted when
the nerves are tension high,
And in years to come remembered how,
while gazing, death passed by ;
So the line for all has sign posts, and a
dug-out oft can hold
Little memories to haunt one as the
future years unfold.
e2
Though this line will be behind us as-we
push on to the Spree,
Yet to all it will be sacred, mud-encased
though it may be;
In the future dim and distant they will
tell the tale again—
The ghosts of those who held the line
from Nieuport to Lorraine.
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QUESTIONS A

PLATOON COMER
SHOULD ASK HIMSELF.

UM'S CORNET .14t

.0.

BY CYNTHIA."

' 4.14M}Mitiffit431-0z
At tifiii.
S THE Editor has been so troubled
with correspondence from lovelorn
members of the Division, and feels that
he is not qualified to deal with this
section of his readers, he has deputed
me to deal with them, and I shall be
pleased to give advice in all little diffl.
culties relating to ii affaires de cceur."

A

111)%lit1lE11%
t CORIRESIPQMIDEMS.
ROUBLED.—Your letter is rather
obscure. Am I to understand that
you have actually proposed, or .that you
are merely waiting an opportunity. As
you appear to be in a position to marry,
I think it is your clear duty to do so At
once. Remember no girl of spirit likes
to be played with.
ED TAB.—Thanks for the enclosed
photo. You . appear to be a very
nice-looking boy. I am sorry to disappoint you, but if the young lady whom
you call Tina has already refused the
attentions-of two generals, then do you.
not think. it would be better to dismiss
her from your thoughts.. It may hurt
now, but will soon be over.
LARA.- Yes, I think thr major tredted
V) you very badly indeed. But do not
worry, forget him, and anyway he is only
a major.
INGER.—I am surprised that you
should addresi such a letter to'a
lady I You ought to write and beg her
forgiveness at once. But please let me
know what she answers.

T
D

ENGRAVED BY SAPPER COtJZENS R.E.

I: Am I as offensive
as I might be.
Hauptmann Van Horner.
In trench traverse corner,
Once heard what he thought
was a goer " ;
But he was mistaken
Said Fritz Carl Von Haken,
" I'll write to his widow,• I know
her."

a

pyPTN1A.
TIlE " LOVE EXPERT."
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OUR SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL.

FROM BUGLER BOY TO
BRIGADIER.
OR

How Willie Pritchard
Rose from the Ranks
" 0"-0"""0 STORY OF THE
CI-REAT WAR_
—0-0-0—
fY ftPPY P• PAR fis•
—o—o—o--

t4,141PVEN 9 •

—0—
AR! The sleepy old town of
Hampton was ringing with' the
raucous cries of " special-1 special I I "
for it :was a mild summer's evening in
the fateful August of 1914. Tradesmen,
workmen, artizans were all hurriedly
purchasing papers—eagerly scanning the
stop press news —the stop press news
that sent England reeling under the
shattering blow of Germany's perfidy.
Groups" of men eagerly discussing the
news, stood at the street corners of the
old town—children ran wildly about, for
the moment forgotten by their parents
too busily listening to the opinions of
their menfolk, and now and then chipping
shrilly into the cohversation—=, then came
the days of tragic silence—,the retreat
from Mons, and the urgent appeal for
recruits
Such were the early days of the great.
war in Hampton when Willie Pritchard,
ihe son of honest parents, passed out of
the Council School to take his place as
salesman in the extensive and wellappointed grocery stores of Sir Jasper

W

Jephcott, the squire of Hampton. When
the appeal for King and Country went
forth- Willie Pritchard's heart was as
lead, for had he not an aged mother
depending on him for sustenance? How
could he go P—how ?—ah I that was the
question. So Willie stayed on in the
grocery store, and hid his aching -heart
beneath his linen apron. In this manner things went on until one day Sit Jasper
suddenly coming from behind a Tate's
cube box beheld our hero weeping
piteously.
" Come, come. William !
what is the matter ?"— said the kindly
old squire, his own voice shaking with
emotion—" Are you in any trouble, my
lad. Speak f speak 1 I my little fellow,
speak I 1 f " Dry sobs shook Willie's
frame, and for a moment grief poignant
and tempestuous held him in her terrible
sway, then raising his tear-stained face
from his hands he burst forth :--" SIR !
SIR I I —I WOULD SERVE MV KING I I I"
(What did Sir Jasper say ?—See our
next instalment.)

Vc9 qv SAVAZ1ZO MEV.
Oh, woe is me. Nov, by desire.
My head right in the dust I humble ;
Bring sackcloth. ashes, coals of fire,
Pardon I crave that 1 did stumble.
My pride has crumbled into naught,
Like any puff of wind it went,
(I still am half a column short,
Hence this apology's extent.)
—g t
So pardon that I called thee " tame "
Who boasts a past so truly blue,
In next week's is3ue you may claim
The same old page—'tis kept for you.
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[For explanation ask any "Intelligence"
Officer.]

I had a vision yesternight ;
The Great Advance was finished,
Right was triumphant over Might—
But both were much diminished :
Whence, after seven weary years
Of high forensic jaw,
Our House of Commons passed (with
cheers),
" Marital Martial Law 1 "
Each man to have a minimum
Of five and twenty wives,
With power of adding to that sum,
And power o'er purse and lives ;
Each paid-and clothed, as soldiers are
By our ungrateful state ......
With penal clause of prison bar
For every celibate.

—§1E'Twas at St. Margaret's Westminster,
The witching hour of noon,
from Lord K—t—n—r
warrant
By
I married my platoon:
Willing recruits, though quite untrained,
They were—save twenty-three ;
A widowette ; and none complained
Of serving under me :
For though I played the martinet
In all things strictly martial,
None had MARITAL cause to fret
That I was not impartial.
Lord, how we trained. By night and day
I spouted from the drill books ;
Inspected kit, and doled out pay,
And entered up their bill-books.
For I had spent both time and tin

In days before " The War"
When I was but a private in
The " Husband's Training Corps ";
And knew that neither love nor lust
Nor lucre's anodyne,
Saves breakage of the marriagecrust
But only discipline.
—§ t §—
.Knd then, my orders 1 " I shall dine
" At 8.z5 pip emma
" With private Number Twenty-nine" Mess-butler, Sergeant Gemma.
" Glad-eye detachment will patrol
•
" The Empire, Tiv, and Palace" Full, evening dress, with.camisole,
" Under Lance Corporal Alice.
lf past ten o'clock.
Reveille—ha
"
" Flappers report at three,
" Lecture on tactics, 'frock and shock,'
" And ' Early morning tea.' "
—§ t§—

Twas some platoon ; in form and fire,
Accoutrements or spendings,
Generals could aspire
even
Not
To more superb week-endings
Than I : not e'en the brassiest hat
That ever strafed in trenches,
Could find a pin to cavil at
On my efficient wenches :.
For every wish that I express ed
To Number Nine Platoon,
Was law : each passed her standard test
As " fit for honeymoon"
Ere we had been two months at drill :
I was a happy wight,
And served my country with a will
By day and eke by night,
Until
my Colonel's furious tones
Upon my dreaming broke,
And, terror in my marrow bones,
To duty, I awoke !

PH-T4PT fRAPStiP•
3 2/ 5/16,
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THE Day ROUND,
THE TRIVIAL TASK
SCENE I.
COMPANY H.Q. IN FRONT .LINE TRENCH.

very much old man, but we mustn't stay
long, must we, Bobbie ? " " No, sir ! "
They all crowd into Coy. H.Q.' and
drink whisky and water out of mugs, and
have a chin. Brig. about ten minutes
later, " Well, come on Bobbie, we must
gd. Thanks very . much Blearson, I'm
awfully pleased with the work done, and
also to find your stations so alert.. Isn't
it perfectly splendid, Bobbie ? " It is,
sir." Exeunt Brig., his Major, and the
C.O.
—:o: SCENE II.

Company Cominander and, Lieutenant
sipping rum and smoking: Enter Corporal.
announcing' a General in , the offing.
"'What General ?" " Brigadier, sir I "
" Which way is he coming ? " " From
Top end, sir I " " Most of the sentries
Awake ? " Yes, sir,' ward's been passed
down." Captain gets us and makes his
way up trench. Meets dapper Brigadier
accompanied by C.O. and Brigade
Major " Evening, Blearson, how are
you ? " " Top-hole sir, thanks!" " Your
boys fit ?" " Never been stronger, sir I '„
General to his Major aside " hint that
splendid, Bobbie." C.O. to Brigadier
" Blearson's Coy. has done a lot of work
herp sir, three dug-cuts and two traverses
built, and the whole trench drained."
Brig.-General to his Major " Isint that
priceless Bobbie ?" ". It is, sir." Brig.
gets into fire bay next to sentry and
peers over no man's land. TO sentry :
" Seen anything my boy ?" Sentry
(knowing Its the Brigadier but pretending
not to recognise him in the dark) '"Oo
the 'ell are you?" Brig. coughs slightly.
Sentry, " Sorry sir .didn't know it was
you. C 4 trench number 6 post, wind
safe ali correct." " Capital "—Brig. gets
down and goes along trench till he
arrives at another sentry post. Sentry
(promptly). " C 4 number 7 pos , wind
Seen
safe all correct." " Splendid.
anything ?" " Well, sirs I I thought I
Saw sumthink move about 40 yards 'ad
right, so I gives it two rounds, and as I
thought I 'eard it groan I asks the
sergeant to send up a light, and it was
only a tree stump." Brig. to his Major,
" Isn't that priceless, Bobbie ? ". " It
is, sir." C; O. aside to Capt., " Ask
him Into your dug-out, I think he'd like
" Oh thanks
a drink." Capt. does

--:O:-A MUDDY PARADE GROUND IN DIV.
RESERVE.
--:0:--

Company formed up. Enter Capt. CoySerg:-Major"Company,Company 'shun."
Turns and salutes. Cap t. " All right
Sergt.-Major . stand 'em at ease ! "
" Stannat ease." Capt. produces. copy
of Batt. orders and reads as follows :" The Commanding Oflicer has pleasure
publishing the following letter for
information of all ranks—" To O.C.
Umpshires. The Brig.-General Commanding desires me to say that tie is very
pleased with the work done by the Batt.
during their last turn of duty. He also
wishes me to say that he was much struck
by the alertness of the sentries,"—Signed.
Robert Commentlouer, Major,

Umoieth 1.B.
Companys' chests swell two inches
" The C.O. has informed me that most o
that letter may be specially taken to refer
to • the Company " (Companys' jackets
feeling the strain) "
pay the Company
at 2.30 p.m. Company! Company, 'shun !
Slope hup I Dis-miss I " Turns to Senior
Sob. " They can be smart when they
like, can't they, it's wonderful what a
little praise can do when it comes from the
right people." Exeunt omnes.—The
war goes on.
ONE OF THE " P.B.I "

Bang away ye 18 pounders,
Shriek ye hows in joyful strain,
Till the air with din astounders,
Leave is once more on again.
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Correspondence.
To the Editor,
" New Church " Times.
Sir,
Again I rhust complain through
your columns of the irritating increase lit
street cries.
Now that the Daylight
Saving Bill is in force surely these petty
nuisacces might be cuitaited, and if we
MUST have the morning. paper and milk
surely these might be left in silence at
the dugout door. Can nothing be done ?
I am, Sir, Yours, etc.,
NEUROTIC.
—§ §—
To the Editor,
New Church" Times.

Sir,
Several noted farmers have com•
plained of wanton injury done to their
fields. They cannot catch the offenders,
and the irritating frequency with which
they find neat round holes dug in thekr
fields has led them to prepare a sirougly
worded protest. They are supported by
the Mayor of Wulverghem, and wish me
to ask you if they may also rely on you.
• Yours, etc.,
RIGHT IS MIGHT
!j—
To the Editor,
" New Church " Times.
Sir,
As an ardent admirer of our
ancient churches, I feel constrained to
thaw your attention to the terrible state
of the church tower of " Neuve Eglise."
The tower has—as any of our eminent
archmlogists will know—leant 3() 4' 16"
to the west for many years. Taking my
Theodilite (Mark I., No. 5/64) up the
ottier day, I was astonished to find that
ibis divergence has increased by 1"6'18".
Can nothing be done ?
I am, Sir. etc.,
CHOIR-BOY.
—§ §—
To the Editor.
New Church "
Sir,

I notice that the " NEW CHURCH "
TIMES Flag Day falls on Wed., May
24th. This is most inconvenient,:clashing

as it does with a meat tea and social,
given on that date by the Society to
which I have the honour of being
Secretary. Surely we can come to a
mutual agreement in this matter.
I am most respectfully yours,

JOHN TARBOTTOM,
Sec. of Society for Providing
Blue Body Belts for

Bucolic Belgians,
Le Rossignol.

---S t
the Editor,
To the
" New Church " Times.
Sir,

I shall be much obliged if your
legal adviser can give me some advice
in the following difficulty. On the 29th
of last month I wished to have a small
bet on " Chlorine " in the 12'45 race
at Wulverghent the following day. I
accordingly rang up Messrs. Nunthorpe,
Cox and Co., whose advertisements I
had seen in your excellent periodical. I
asked to speak to one of the partners,
and shortly after a tremendous bellow
was emitted from the telephone receiver
which rendered me completely deaf in
my left ear
However. I slated clearly
that I wished to have one franc on
" Chlorine " for a place. In my anxiety
to hear if my message had been correctly
received, I asked Messrs. N unthorpe,
Cox and Co. to repeat the message, at
the same time putting the receiver to my
right ear. Immediately the same sound
as before came Irom the instrument,
breaking the drum of my ear. As you
CnIorine " was an easy winner
know
in the race, but when I asked Messrs.
Nunthorpe, Cox and Co. to pay up they
maintained that I had backed " Bosche."
who was a non-starter. . Now, Sir, have
1 any legal claim on the firm for payment
of my bet, and can I claim damages
against them for the complete loss of
my hearing ? In any case I think that
your readers should be warned against
the specious advertisements of this rather
shady firm.
Yours, etc.,

ROOKED.
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RESULT OF OUR GREAT
COMPETITION.
•

-4' cCOJ 4,")
W e have great pleasure this week in
announcing the result of our "Last Line"
Competition, which our readers will
remember was started in the 1st number
of. the " NEW CHURCH " TIMES. • The
work. of selection has been an arduous
one, and we can hardly congratulate the
-various competitors on their .efforts ;
however, we have pleasure in announcing
that. the FirSt Mammoth Prize . of
5,000,000 Francs has been won by
the Editor of this periodical with the
following poetical .effort, and in. case you
forget the 'first four fines we reprint the
whole .There was• a young general of forty
A year at the front niade.him sPerlY,
To say it 1 grieve
•
When he went on leave
TtlEv. tVOULDN'T BELIEVE HE WAS FORTY.

• Tile Second Prize 01.2,500,000 Fragcs
goes to the Sub-editor for the folloOng
clever.line..—
A DRINK FOR HIMSELF OFTEN BOUGHT. HE.
The Third and other prizes have been
returned to our Prize Fund, as we are
afraid that not one of the other efforts
sent in is .worthy of -consideration, and
some of them are not even of the type
that .a paper of this description could.
print. We hope to annottnce. another
and larger competition in due course.
-

Now telt me Major if• they're true
These cheerlut things I hear of you,
Of how a maiden coyly wrote
And with this question closed her note
:11 If you're lonely and despond
Let us often correspond.
Shall we ? '

Thingg We Want to
Know.
How much money changed hands
when It was known that be didn't get
married on leave.

???
What the anxious scarlet one answered
to the little French. charmer who wrote
" Let us write to each other often. Shall
we ?"
? ? ?
Whether any division has been offered
to the " great ones " to retake Lille,
Brussels, or Antwerp,
? ? "? •
Who is the genius who worked out
the scale of issue in A 1861/1 of 30-4-16,
and how long he took to experiment
before finding out exact numbers.
? ? ?
Whether the air in a certain Brig. H.Q.
is not becoming a bit too sultry, and if
this is because of the patterns on the
wall paper.
? ? ?
If Red Lodge is the health resort it
looks.• •

WANTED.
GOOD GARDENER, must be able to
drive motor car, clean boots, look
after baby (male), tune piano and extract
teeth. Trade Union men need not apply.
—Ref. Box '111. N.C. TIMES.

YOUNG MEN for giving out Hand .
Bills in the Messines district Must
know- the country well. Chance of a
rise.—Write Box 80, Advt. Dept.

AGENTS for '• Morning . Hate " Toilet

Soap. Good commision. Excellent
opening for an industrious young man.—
Write Box 505, c/o this paper.
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WEAK THE PEOPLE.
YOU WANT IT!! WE'VE GOT IT!!!
THEN COME TO US.

DOPE AND CURRIE
Livery and Bait Stables. Registry Offices.
-0-0-0 -0LESSONS IN DEPORTMENT, Etc., Etc.
-0-0-0-0- •

.

Did I hear you say you wanted a Domestic Servant ?
SPLENDID! THEN STEP THIS WAY.
And what for you, Sir—A Charger ?

YOU'RE 111 LUCK'S WAY---WE'VE THE VERY
ROLL UP! ROLL UP!! ROLL UP !!!
•

TELEGRAMS : "

VATICAN," BAILLEUL.

TOWNIALL, PLUG ST.
-0-0-0-

Special Visit Of The
WELL KNOWN LADY LECTURER,

MR& DIM PINK
(OF HOOGE). SUBJECT :

Playing the Game
In the West."
,—0-0-0—
A Precis of the Lecture can be had at
the door for the small charge of 2d.
•‘-0 -0-0-

ADMISSION BY
PROGRAMME.
G2

HALT! WHO GOES THERE?
WINDOW CLEANER I
Pass Window Cleaner—All's Well if you
belong to the Wulverghem & Messines
Window Cleaning Company.
—o--o —o -No w that the DAYLIGHT SAVING
BILL has been passed• you must make the
most of your Windows I Compris?
THEN GO TO THE WULVERGHEM
AND MESSINES

MOW CLEM CO.
o—o—oRing up Wulverghem and Messines
Window Cleaning Co., Messines, when an
interesting little Booklet, entitled

"Windows, Their
Uses and Abuses?'
•"..0
TELEPHONE : 123.
TELEGRAMS : " SHATTARED,"

Messines.
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THE

"NEW CHURCH" TIMES.
WITH WHICH IS INCORPOPATED

THE WIPERS TIMES

No 4. Vot. I.

Monday. 29th May, 1916.

PRICE I FRANC.

NEUVE EGLISE HIPPODROME.
This Week—Daily at 8.3o.
0- 0-o-SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT FOR ONE WEEK ONLY OF

Willie Hozenzollerns No. t Company
In the tlev;, Great and Stirring Drama—Entitled :

"BIG GUNS."
The entire original caste—Including that versatile and popular Artiste :

"EARRY HOWITSER AS THE HOUSEBREAKER."
" A. thundering good show."

A very moving little sketch."—Vide Press.
—o—o—o—o-

OTHER ITEMS.
TEWLIES TROUPE OF TRICK TRICYCLISTS.
MEALES MUSICAL? MULES. BEFIRSONS BEWILDERING BIRDS and

Prof. Windup the "Mystery Monger"
114 HIS FAMOUS SEANCE

"WHERE DID THAT ONE GO?"
Popular Prices.
Moving Pictures
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EXCURSIONS DAILY.
THE DRANOUTRE, WULVERGHEM AND
DEAD COW HOTEL CHAR-A-BANC
SYNDICATE.
THIS SYNDICATE HAS ACQUIRED A LARGE AND SPLENDIDLY EQUIPPED SERVICE

OF MOTOR AND G.S. CHAR-A-BANCS
AND WiSH TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR TOURING SEASON IS IN FULL, SWING.
• -0-0-0-0-+
Special tries will be arranged weekly' to MESS1NES, COM MINES and other i)laces of
local interest: The old church of Wulverghem is well worth a visit.
• —o—o—o—o—
We also have a special Car running to PLUG STREET WOOD. This sylvan retreat is
• .•
full of interest.

PRIVATE 'BUSES FOR .HIRE.
TELEGRAMS " CHAR A-BANC."

ADDRESS : KEW.

SAPPER BROS LTD.
CONSULTING . ENGINEERS.
LAND DECORATORS.
EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS.
Contracts Accepted In

France. Flanders and Gallipoli.
Buy One .of our Up-to7date 17in Proof Funk-holes.

NOBO3Y

SHOU4D 7. .3 'WITHOUT

TELEGRAMS : " UBIQUE."

TELEPHONE :

0113.
VISITUS."
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UMMER is realty with us
1.) at last, and those dreary
winter months cow only
a memory quickly melting in the sun. i We are
glad to be able to announce that the
Division has responded splendidly to
our.appeal for copy, and in consequence
we shall be able to publish much more
regularly, provided; of course, that the
supply continues.' it isgratifying to see
the whole' hearted support given to this
paper, and we should like to take_ this
opportunity of thanking one and all.
Also, it is good to see the spirit of
cheeriness, unity and *understanding
which is pervading the whole Division,
and 'which emanates from our C.O.C.
and Brigadiers., Our mammoth COm•
petitions are so pcpuiar that we must
haVe some more of them as we Still have

PRICE I FRANC.

some odd millions to give away. We
hope our readers will like the splendid
new serial. Each chapter is more enthralling than the last, and when Willie—
but there we must keep quiet or we
• shall be forestalling the author.' Our
flag day was an enormous success, and
our fair staff succeeded in forcing an
entrance everywhere. Some of the
well-known Ladies who assisted are so
enthusiastic that they want us to have a
flag day regularly. We are considering
the idea. Countess Fiveaye made as
much as 500 francs for the fund, and the
pretty picture presented by the Belie of
Berta° getting five francs out of the
elegant Staff Captain charmed all
beholders. However, the fund for providing " Warm Woollens for War-worn
Walloons" has benefited accordingly.
We . have received several complaints
about the " Here to-day and gone tomorrow" methods of a certain firm of
Commission Agents who have been
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advertising in our columns, and our
Special Commissioner is investigating
same. We must say, however, on our
own behalf, that we accepted the advertisement in all good faith, and cannot be
held responsible for breach of contract
on the part of any of our advertisers.
We hear that an eminent firm of financiers is inaugerating a char-a-banc motor
service for the summer months, to work
in co-operation with the syndicate which
has taken over the " Dead Cow " Hotel,
So that residents in this delightful district
will have the opportunity of mocnlight
motor trips, pulling up at the famous old
hostelry en route. The country is looking particularly well just now, and
farmers report things coming up everywhere. As our correspondence has
increased to such an alarming extent,
we have had to increase our already
enormous salary list, and may have to
approach the authorities with a view. to
importing a feinale staff, and are ready
to receive applications for appointments
now—publishing side only—as the
editorial sanctum must remain quiet.
Further Competitions will probably be
announced next week. As we have a
lot of copy we want to use up, this is
our Grand Double Summer Number:
The price remains the same as the cover
was printed before we struck this brilliant
idea. .Having originated the idea, however, we intend having a summer number
yearly, and the " Empire Day " issue
(approx.) will be chosen for the purpose.

VR1E

ittrre.22:)

Poile and Trotter, Poile and Trotter,
May I ask you if you've got a
Season ticket you can issue
To the press if so, we wish you
Would endorse and send it here.
Will you Poile and Trotter dear ?

AUNT ANNIE'S CORNER.
TENDER TALKS TO TINY TOTS.
:o:—
My dear-little Tot-ties,—
Thank you so
Much for the nice let-ters you have sent
me tell-ing me all a-bout your lit-tie
games. Your Auntie al-ways likes to
know what her Tots have been doing,
and that they have been good chil-dren.'
--:o:-Bertram has wrote to me a long let-ter
tell-ing me all a-bout his tin soldiers
that a kind friend gave him some time
ago. I hope some day some one will
give him some more of them.
:o:—
Roger has a col-Jec-tion of pretty
plc:tures which he looks at every day.
All his lit-tie friends like to look at
them too.
--:o:
Johnnie his a friend named Reggie,
they go long walks to-geth-er. Isn't
that splendid, . Tots ? Johnnie has a
nice lit-tie girl friend that he writes
let-Jers to'some-times.
--:o:-I want all of you to write to me please,
and I will al-ways answer your let-tens
if you have been good children.
Isn't this pretty :There was a little man,
He had a little gun,
He shoots it when he can,.
But ha§ never hit a Hun.
It was sent to me by a lit-tie friend
named Gilbert. He of-ten writes love-ly
poet-ry like this. Isn't he clev-er.
Good-bye until next week, Tots.
Your loving,
AUNTIE ANNIE.
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A DAY FROM THE LIFE
OF A "SUB"
IN DIVISIONAL RESERVE.
53-Y HIMSELF_
12'40 a.m.—Sleeping peacefully.
12'45 a.m.—Not sleeping peacefully.
12'50 a.m.—Awakened by a noise like,
a fog-horn gone quite mad.
12.55 a.m.—Realise someone has smelt
gas, cannot find gas-helmet or shirt.
a.m.—Grope about for matches.and
candle—find out to my discomfort several
extra articles of furniture in•the hut—
curse volubly.
1'5 a.m.—People rush In to remind me
that I am orderly " bloke." Have.heated
altercation with " next for duty" as to
when term of office ends. Matter settled
by the . entrance of C.O.—AM orderly
officer.
115 a.m.—Stumble round camp—
rumour of " Stand-to "-curse abominably. .
1'30 a.m.—Rumour . squashed—gas
alarm false — somebody's clockwork
motor-bike horn came unstuck—curse
again'—retire to bed.
3'30 a.m.—Sleeping peacefully.
3'35 a.m.—Alarming noise. Somebody
with bigger feet than sense of decency,
enters the but ; and knocks over a bullybeef box doing excellent work as a chair,
collides with everybody's field-boots,
mistakes myteti for his, and sits down
on same— . . . .
3'59 a.m.—Order restored by Company
Commander.
6'0 a.m.—Revei116..
6'30 a.m.—Get up, and wearily put on
one or Iwo garments. including somebody else's tie. Spend pieasant moments
searching for my wandering collar stud.
7 a.nt —Go out and wave my limbs
about for 45 minutes to the tune of
" Head backward be e-e-nd.."..7•45 a.m. — Try to shave — we have one
mirror amongst six.

8 a.m.—Breakfast.
The cook I;as
plentitully peppered the sausage, put salt
in my tea by mistake.
9 a.m.—Take party to and from the
baths--one man has no cap badge—
collect a bird front Adjutant. Have a
bath. myself, when nicely soaped the
water gives our, becoming 'md—curse
offensively.
10 a.m.—Orderly room—attend with
Company conduct sheets, collect another
bird. Make arrangements for a cage
and a supply of seed for same.
11 a.m. — Retire to but and quaff a
stoop of ale.
11'5 a.m. — Two-in - command arrives
inopportunely, speaks his tnind and
retires.
I1•10 a.m.—Inspect my .huts and men,
their clothes, rifles, gas-helmets, feet, etc.
12 noon.—Realise I am ,not being as
offensive as I might be, so go and annoy
the next Company (who were working
last night); by creeping in, starting their
gramaphone with the loudest, longest
and most loathed record, and.creeping
out again.
1210 p.m.—Angry " sub " in pyjamas
enters. am busy writing letters. After a
few choice remarks about people in
general and myself in particular, lie goes
away.
1 p.m.— Lunch.
2 p.rn.—Sleeping peacefully.
4'30 p.m.—Tea.
5 p.m.—Fall in working. party,astonishing number in my platoon suffer from bad
feet at this hour: Discuss their ailment
with them, and inspect members affected.
6'30 p.m.—Reach lorries and pack men
in. No. 9999 Pte Jones X- falls off 'and
sprains his ankle, and proceeds to camp.
T30 p.m.--Arrive at rendez-vous and.
await R.E.
8 p.m.—Await R.E.
9 p.m.—Await R.E.
9'I5 p.m.— R.E. arrive in the shape of
one most intelligent sapper.
9'30 p.m. — Loaded with material,
proceed to job.
9'45 p.m.—My sergearft rushes up.
Pte McNoodle, a sheet of corrugated
iron, a duckboard, and a trump-hole full
of water have got rather mixed. Leave a
lance-corporal to straighten -matters.
10 p.m.—German machine-gun annoying. Grateful for tin-hat.
1 a.m.—Return to lorries.
2 a.m.—Reach camp And retire to bed.
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ANSWERS TO

Messrs. NUNTHORPE,
COX and Co.
—:0: INVESTIGATION BY "NEW CHURCH"
TIMES COMMISSION.
An enquiry has been held by this
paper into the method of business and
general standing of the firm ot commission agents doing-business under the
name of Messrs. .Nunthorpe, Cox and
Co..; a coinmission was • accordingly
selected from our Staff and visited this
firm in their new premises. Our representatives met with every sort of attention and hospitality, but being experienced
men of the world they did not let this
influence their minds, rather did they
look on these tokens of goodwill with
some suspicion The representative of
the firm when questioned with regard to
the allegatons made about their repeated
movements, said that they had serious
drainage difficulties in their recent
offices, and their landlords had refused
to. put the matter right As one of these
offites was in the vicinity our representative visited it, and certainly tound cause
for complaint about a very distinct odour
though they were unahle to finally decide
against any drains, as the sanitary
arrangements seemed to be altogether of
-rather a primitive order. The case ot
one of our readers was then discussed
he stated that he had backed " Chlorine for the " May-day Stakes " at the " Bull
Ring Course " last month, the wire
was produced and inspected, and cer
tainly bore a time after that at which the
race was advertised to start, though on
Close examination it seemed that this
mark had been tampered with, and as no
record could be found at the post office
we could produce no evidence that the
bet was in order. The general appear
.ance of the offices and staff seemed to be
satisfactory, as did their accounts and
bank balance, though this latter may
have been fictitious, On summing up
all the evidence gleaned we would rather
advise caution when dealing with this
firm though we think their stability is
such . that they could hardly refuse to
pay on any properly acknowledged
transaction.

CORRESPONDENTS.
a —YOUR little effort, though both
terse and amusing, is hardly of
the
timbre " to appeal to the
pious readers of this
and
staid
journal. Whynot try the "Winning
•
Post "?
O.M.--Above paragraph for your

99

U

attention and future guidance,
•
please.
.•
URIEL. — No, up to the present
officers on the Staff do NOT wear
red gas helmets ; but your
suggestion is a good one,' and
will be forwarded to the tight
•:.
6 •
quarter.
SADIE.—He did not realty marry his
s

M

platoon, so there Is still hope for
you.

FOR SALE.
OUSEBOAT complete with sides and

H

bottom, now moored in the lower
reaches of that idyllic river '' La Douve."
Owner having gone on a long journey
has no,turther use for same, and will
accept almost any otter.— Write ", Boating " c/o ." New Church :1 Times.
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tF.

WAILS TO TN
MAIL

(Married men of the latest armies will
receive t 04 pounds per annum in addition
to the usual separation allowance.)
Northcliffe, my Northcliffe,
In days that are dead
The bard was a scoffer
At much that you said,
A fervid opponent
Of " Daily Mail " Bread.
The bard never dreamed
That it mattered a jot
If you trusted in soap .
Or Fait peas in your pot,
Or how many aeroplanes
England had not.
And when you backed Blatchford
To bark at the Bosche,
Or when you puffed Willett
As wiser than josh—
Northcliffe, my Northcliffe,
I own I said " Tosh."
Northcliffe, my Northcliffe,
Now here at thy feet
The poet craves pardon
Tho' vengeance be sweet
As the peas that thou prizest
In Carmelite Street.
Forgive me past trespasses,
Hark to my trope,
To my words that are softer
Than Lever's Soft Soap,
For only through thee,
Has a suppliant.hope
Northcliffe, my Northcliffe,
Ah ! greater than Mars
Or double-faced Janus
Whose portal unbars
The flood-tide of battle •
Napoleon of " Pars."

Whose words are uncensored,
Whose leader compels
Greys, Asquiths, McKennas,
And eke double L's,
With contraband cotton
And 'scandal of shells,
Who rulest the Seas,
And the Earth and the Air
And the manifold medals
" Base " Officers wear,
Northcliffe, my Northcliffe,
Njw hark to my prayer !
When the " Hide-the-Truth Press "
And the " Slack z3"
Have yielded sword, money,
And trident to thee
And K.J. and Boosey
And Pemberton B.
•
Remember, while paying
The Derby man's rent,
His rates, his insurance,
And more than he spent,
That others SAID NOTHING,
GOT NOTHING, but WENT.
They were somewhere in France,
While the Derby man bucked
To his wife, and in sheets
Was connubially tucked . . .
But no one pays them
For the homes that they chucked.
They were crouching to crimps
While he cried at a Zepp,
He was dancing what time
They were taught to " Keep step,"
And he gets a hundred
Per an. PLUS the Sep-Fration allowance I
By Carmelite House,
If a Man be worth anything
More than a Mouse,
Northcliffe, my Northcliffe,
THKSE CHAPS flAVE A GKOUSE.

P 1 F-fifftT f
22/5116. •
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"COMIC .CUTS."
(9 6. 6....

r

t2

7•1`-'
Cy, . 1e

A talTatAL MO.
[Communicated.]
—0— 0-0—

Para 1. The inner facts of how
Intelligence is worked has always
appealed to the lay mind, that is the mind
which deals in mystery, the secret sign,
the four fingers behind either ear before
you 'sit at meat, or the striking of a
match on the seat of someone else's
trousers instead of your own.
Para 2. (a) Are you merely a Dr.
Watson prostrate before' the onthiscient
schoolmaster ; (b) an 1849 Family Herald
or a pal of Eve, Evelyr, and Evelinda ;
(c) a Peri at the New Church Gate or
right in it with Dead Cow ?
Para 3.. Personally 1 ant so soaked in
the knowledge of the cult that I never
go round the line without. regarding
everything from the point of view of the
most doubting Thomas that ever lived.
(a) -1 see a rotten booby with one
sheet- of ccrrugaied and one layer of
sandbags, and recognise at once the
Frenchiest • of dug-outs, which would
make an ordinary 17" obus hesitate
considerably and then give up the unequal
contest and retire hurt. (b) 1 hear a
bullet, quite a solitary one too, cheerfully
sizzing along anywhere from Pilkem
to Isonzo, and I will locate it with all
the hunting thoroughness employed by
your last year's girl's solicitors to serve
I will tell you
her writ for breach.
where, how, why, and when the claimed
thing was made, the type of rifle and the
maker's mark (whether for Casement
shipment, or home consumption only)—
add 1 don't stop at little things -like that
—I find- you a tree it left, the man who
sighted the rifle, the' colour of his (a)
hair and (b) socks and when (a) and (b)
were last washed ; what he had far
lunch and where he made so much smoke
basting his Schnitzel, apd tell you

exactly what he thinks about "'wait and
see." '
Para 4. The obvious is always the
incorrect. Assumption is as bad as a
breach of the commandment or in your
front line parapet : and in the case of the
former about as common as subsection
7.
Para 5. Even a harmless, fool thing
like a 'hedge must never, never be
acceoted.as a hedge and nothing more,
like the something violet by the stream :
I can tell you different from that, by
Jove I It'd a very naughty false hedge,
something man made with hands, not
nature with the aid of fertilisers : and, if
you go-anywhere near it, it will get up
and run at you and bark, and then
become at will either an (a) O.K. or
'D.R.L.S. multiplane, (b) a mine shaft
or -(c) an Aaron's rod a thousand times
reproduced, or some rotten thing. (i).
Don't think the Dative uses the usual
official channels : it doesn't. We know
to our cost it over-runs banks that don't
belong to it just as much as Sinn Feinism
tries to.
Para 6. Things to me are, not what
they seem to the lay eye : opposition 'to
the accepted theory is the proof of brains
of a high order, the key to promotion. I
never agree with my enemy while I am
in the way with him, I get him out of, my
way, particularly if questions of seniority
crop up. sub. (i). Ill meet an optimist,
I pessimize right down to the bed of the
Styx [H. 3. L..7 1/2, 2.] and even press
him well down in the mud of it to remind
him of its Belgian confrere. sub. (2).
II a pessimist, gently remind him of the
horrors we used to suffer :----Ascot, the
Rivers Billie Carleton at a tete ktete
lunch at the Berkeley, et apres
. , the
National, a shooting trip, or a sole
colbert at-the Marigny after the Grand
Prix in those dire days before we became
Masters of our Fate and Servants of the
King ; those days when S.P. was as
removed from a Sniper's Post as your.
chosen gee from the judge, when the
numbers went up. Para 7. After all we are teaching
something. Most people now knovt, a
cross is nine times out of ten an 0.P.,
an ambulance with the Red Cross
is a transport for M.G.,
M.G. and the Hun
word for hospital is
It
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shews the type of enemy that prOstitutes
anything connected with about the only
sign average humanity always holds
sacred.
Para 8.. Opposition to me is galling
where merit is so eclatant, whatever the
Higher Command think about it —anyhow
next week I am going to put up the
ribbon of the " Order of the Impenitent
Sapphira, with crown." To avoid
unnessary correspondence, I may say
the first chapter of the Order, the most
ancient in the world, was held on the
banks of the Petite Kishon on 1st April,
3762, B.C. : the tibbon is purple as the
news in the 17 I.B. Summary : and
finally that the decoration is now long
overdue and payment is requestedherewith, or forthwith [See Rules for
Guidance of Officers in Distress.].
Para 9.- Don't think I am grousing :
I would a sight sooner watch one man
walk along the Messines-Gapaard Road
at 719 p.m., in his trousers relined with
his old pale passionate puce pyjamas,
and his Hunny bosom swathed in last
year's soiled -pattern blouse from some
tinter den Linden fashion shop, followed
by three (3) cyclists sons of shame testing
wire by cutting it, and after a decent
interval of 9 hours a caterpillar running
a difficult and tortuous race with a
homing pigeon, than I would sit in the
Row and watch neuters. They seem out
of place anywhere near that very, robust
gentleman represented by the Statue of
Achilles, and the mere comparison is
odious.
Para 10. I like the way the O.P.'s
are named too : (sub i) Doesn't Thatched
Cottage remind me or you of one up
River with topping little girlies who
loved the Brighton Metropole for
occasional week-ends ? (sub ii) Doesn't
Heath Trench in name if not in smell
remind one of Dartmoor ? (sub iii) And
then surely one must be happy at
Rossingnol with name and bird both with
us contra punting a machine gun playing
from Ash Road. (sub iv) Even to be in
Winter Trench is like a breath of
Adelboden, ski and snow shoes : doesn't
that keep one cool this hot weather even
if you are suddenly found by G.O.C.
ignorant of the quantity of grenades
Mills Mark V. stored there.
Para II. I could tell you a lot more

good news like,how to get Petite Munque
beer on Sundays, the exact dale when
leave is next stopped, and where
Glycerine is and why : but time presses
for the Summary, and I must try and
increase my news sheet somehow: I
pump for this with all the• ardour of a
mining major for water, and he has me
•cold every time. Everything is always
" normal." I can't give you many
columns, but I always give veritas even
in vino. (Advt.)
Para 12. Duty calls : a study of all
text books recalls the importance of
personal relations among officers. I
must go and see Topperton and find out
the result of his mating Tschschtoff with
fuse marked

With z
black and
7
1916. 1. green rings
Grrr.
and yellow cap.

N.B.G. 999.
ZZ

picked up at point 37°, W of 4. Huns'

Farm. Such a triple alliance should
produce peace. Will it ? Please.
Para 13. I suppose the little blue
eyed boys still sing 'I 1,0. triumphe stet
domus " at school just as- in prehistoric
days : but do they put the dot between
the 1 and 0 thus-1.0.. in the modern
inanuer, or are they backward as the
silly old Caius Ludicrous who wrote the
song B.C. and call it 10 ? -Which ? I
wonder.
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At a lofty elevation
Floating lazy in the sun,
What an ideal occupation
Keeping watch on brother Hun !
--:o:-Though a " sausage " is my villa
Far from angry whizz-bangs' scream,
I can watch the caterpillar,
And all things are what they seem.
--:o:-In a contemplative manner
When the " big push " is begun,
'Tis from here I'd love to see it
Front my place up in the sun.
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OUR SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL.
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FROM BUGLER BOY TO
BRIGADIER.
OR •

How Willie Pritchard
Rose from the Ranks.
-- 0-0 -0--.
THE
.A. STORY
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ACKWARD BEND I Backward
b-e,,e-nd.! Willie was now in
the Army, No. 12345, William
Pritchard, Blankshire L. I With
what energy he threw himself into
'early morning physical drill I Standing
near was Willie's platoon officer, none
other than Clarence Algernon St. John
Jephcote. As Jephcote's eye landed on
Willie his face took on an expression of
malignant and deadly hatred, muttering
" Curse you ! and again curse you! "
For Willie loved, and loved successfully.
For months Clarence had pestered
Maggie, the mill lass of Millward with
his unwelcome attentions, but with a
haughty look Maggie now bade him
begone. And so :—here we find them,
and things looking very murky for poor
Willie. Muttering again " Curse you 1"
Clarence strode off the paFade ground.
—0-0-0—

Cliarf
ra 3.
- :0:—
(Six MONTHS LATER.)
GHARGE 1" The word rang out in
I'
the clear morning air, and the
.
men of the Blankshires sprang to the

order. Leaping eight lines of German
trenches Willie Pritchard, now Sergeant
of No. I Platoon, quickly got in some
deadly work. .Having lost his sword
early In the engagement, Willie picked
up - a German 16-pounder which•was
lying handy and using it as a flail, was
soon in
circle of dead and wounded.
'Hacking his way through, and shouting
l • Follow me I " Willie very quickly had
turned the German retreat into a rout.
But where was Clarence ? Muttering
" Curse you I " he had followed. Willie
out .of 'the trench, and they had become
separated during the melee. Surrounded
by twenty-nine Germans, Clarence was
putting tip a magnificent fight, but at the
critical moment his sword broke, and
there seemed nothing for it but surrender
when a Flying figure appeared on the
scene. It was Willie. Plying his awful
weapon with deadly accuracy, Willie had
soon hacked his way lo Clarence, and
shouting " Follow me ! " dashed after
the flying enemy. Muttering " Curse
you 1 " Clarence went after him. Towards
evening Willie began to feet tired, and
rallying the Blank,hires made preparations for' passing the night. Clarence
had meanwhile caught up with them and
trouble was looming in the near future,
when the General appeared on the scene,
asking for Sergeant Pritchard; Wonderingly Willie went forward and saluted.
"Sergeant Pritchard," said the Generl,
" henceforth you are no longer Sergeant
but Captain Pritchard, V.C., D.S.O."
Overcome by emotion, Willie was led
Muttering " Curse
from the scene.
you!" Clarence followed him, and
handed over the acquittance rolls.

caarrra 4.

=:0:—
MORNING broke on the battlefield. Willie awoke refreshed, and
having • ptretched himself, aroused his
men, and told them to prepare to continue

ritHE
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the battle. Willie was now weaponless,
but nothing daunted on they went, and
soon caught up with .the flying foe.
Yesterday's performance was repeated,
and utterly demoralised the Germans
were driven back to the Rhine, there to
make a stand on the further bank: But
how had it fared' with our hero?
Clarence's heart, was full of bltternev
and hatred, and muttering 'Curse you l
curse.you I I" had taken a shot at. Willie's
flying figure. Narrowly missing Willie's
head by two or three yards, the bullet
had perforated . Von Blinkenberg, the
German Generalissimo. But Willie by
this time was bleeding from eighteen
wounds, and sat down on the nearest
parapet to staunch them. Clarence.
creeping up behind him, this time made
certain and hit Willie on the head with
a reverting Matil which he had found.
Muttering " Curse you! " as Willie fell
he stole away into the darkness.
(WHAT DID WILLIE DO ?—See next week's
instatmeilt.)
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It at any time you happen to be
at all depressed—though of course this
is extremely unlikely out here where
there is so much to interest and delight
one—=find out whether there is a lecture
on anywhere, given by the G.S.O. first or
second of a Division about to be relieved,
to the officers of the relieving Division,
and go to it at once. it will make you
realise that war is worth while. Roughly
speaking, the show will be as follows :The room is packed with an expectant
but nervous conglomeration of officers, of
whom certainly not more than the first
iwo rows will hear a word of the glad

tidings. That doesn't matter, however
there is. a screen and- a magic lantern
which you may be deluded into thinking
is going to show you a reasonably clear
picture of the trenches—don't be had• by
it—it's only a trap. Well, eventually a
Staff Officer mounts the platform, and
you gather from his opening remarks
that he has peen deputed to give the
lecture, that he is not much of a hand at
the job. and that you must forgive him.
This is greeteJ with sympathetic noises
—the audience apparently attempting to
ingratiate themselves into ''his good
offices thereby, and hoping that If they
are successful in this he'll let 'em down
with a minimum of forgetfulness. The
Staff Officer is not moved in the least.
He proceeds as follows :—"As a matter of
fact I haven't been up to the front line,
for —er—some tine (the audience appear
incredible) but when I was last up. A I
had fallen in, and of course moSt of the
communication trenches had been—ercrumped in." The audience seem to
appreciate the fact that there are still a
few.trencties extant " 1 will now show
you some photographs of the craters.''
The operator having woken up, the
lantern is lit, and a beautiful bright light,
accompanied by a very realistic imitation.
of the odours encountered at Hooge is
given. Unfortunately the lighting,elfects
are poor, but anyway you have a quiet
ten minutes In which to give your pal
instructions what to do with your corpse.
Eventually a picture Is shown, whichmay remind you of your late Uncle. Bill,
who used to suffer severely from warts.
As the lecturer invariably holds his
pointer at least one foot from the screen,
you will naturally look at the wart
indicated by the shadow, but that always
adds to the amusement, and you can run
a book as to which smudge is the crater.
The grand finale is always worth paying
attention to. " The enemy shoot at you
from three arid a half sides, some officers
make it three and three quarters, though
personally f incline to tihe latter view."
The Staff Officer then tells you that he
doesn't think he has anything more to
say, and though everyone seems grieved
to hear it, he subsides into a chair next
to the G O.C. The best part of the
lecture is, of course, that it leaves you
with a magnificent thirst. -1..4P.B.I.
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No doubt you know the great ones, and
tt here but lightly drawn,
In this my lay divisional you'll find them
I'll be sworn ;
But should you fail then blame the scribe
whose pen had little skill
To draw the man his mind's eye saw.
although he had the will

Who scans you o'er with piercing eye
with monocle attached
And makes you wonder how he knows
some folly you have hatched ?
Those countless things you should have
done. but didn't, haunt you while
'You're answering politely, then he leaves
you with a smile
2

Who, by his gracious ways and help in
time of toil and stress.
Has smoothed full oft a weary path
(and lent aid to the Press)
Who'll spin a yarn of countries far—and
one thing I must mention—
Has earned the love (I) of Frightful Fritz,
who pays him much attention ?
:o:3.
Who is't can make a job of work a
pleasure all the while,
And " priceless " though his words may
be, more priceless is his smile ,
Who makes you think by word and look
your job is his pet hobby ?
The picture would not be complete
without attendant " Bobbie."

CHURCH " TIMES
4
Then he, the latest to the fold, by
manner bright and breezy
Can make what seems the hardest Job
both quickly done and easy
Whose speech the sham rock doth disclose.
whose walls are decorated
With visions lovely where one finds both
an and beauty mated
-- .0:—
5.
At once to Kew my thoughts are drawn,
and there are stationar y
Lost in an admiration of such virtues
which can vary
To any point the wind may blow, and n
this our division
The quotient you will find in Kew •
Politeness and Precision.
6.
This one you'll find but lightly touched,
although 'twould take a ream
His various virtues to extol, whose merit
is extreme,
Without his presence there's a Batt.
would very, very rum be,
Yet here I mat not name him or the
Editor would glum be.
—:0:—
7
Back to H.Q. There dear old—no ! 'tis
here I must not name him
Lest he should roll an eye at me, and few
there are who'd blame him
Who always seeks a " field of fire,"
though careful of a wetting,
Is always full of anecdote, the Vatican
his setting.

—:o:—
The Editor impatient roams, my ardour
is diminished
His eye agleam for copy is, he's asking
if I've finished.
Another time if fate is kind my ditty I'll
renew,
This week the Editor decrees that one
full page will do.
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LANCELOT'S LETTERS
TO LONELY LADLES
FLANDERS
May, 1916
OU poor little Dears :-How we pity you, how
we sob for you, and how often we think
01 you with great big tender thoughts.
wish we could invite you all to come out
here and look round, even in Flanders you
would find the country quite charming.
in parts, just now, but—on second
though s— much as we should love to
have you wilh us, the responsibility of
your presence would be too great, but
leave being about due we will come
home and see you instead.
Tell me, though, do you REALLY
all wear those short skirts and things we
see such pretty pictures of in the
Illustrated Papers from Home ?
This is a nice time to come home for
a swift, short week is not it ? I have
visions of little runs to Skindles, lunches
at Prince's, " Mr. Manhatten " in the
evening and so on, in a land where gasgongs, whizz-bangs and stand-to's are
not allowed.
Are you very much afflicted with
" rumourists " at Home? They exist
in droves out here, and this is just their
busy season. They may be divided into
two distinct classes, opti-rumourists and
pessi-rumourists. The first named are,
at heart, good fellows but save me from
the latter. I inet ona the other night ;
said he'd been lunching with some gents
of the Corps who " knew things," and
that he'd " heard " that the Division was
not going out to rest for another five
H

months, that the Huns were massing in
prodigious numbers just opposite our
own pet bit of line, and that all leave
was on- the point of being stopped
indefinitely. No, if I've got to mix with
rumourists give me the opts type, the
sort who has a brother high up in the
diplomatic service whom he knows is
taking 100 to 8 on the war coming to a
satisfactory conclusion by next Thursday
week.
I heard such a tunny one about one of
our majors the other day. He lost his
way in a bit of the country he was ill
acquainted with. The day was hot and
dusty, the major was hot and thirsty
when—lo and behold—he saw, leaning in
a somewhat negligent attitude against a
gate a private soldier
" Which way to the Officers' Mess of
the Umpshires ?" shouted our tired and
weary major
Along the road about half a-mile, on
the lelt, sir. answered the Tommy.
nodding his head in that direction, but
otherwise motionless
" Why the -- don't you spring to
attention when an officer addresses
you ? " roared our friend now thoroughly
roused
" Because sir," said the man very
meekly, " I'm doing F P No I . and am
tied up to this 'ere gate '•
And he's a nice little miior man too.
Good-bye and God bless you all,
I-. ft Pf-P T
17*

Oh I To be in Flanders in a gas alert.
How I love a "stand to" in a little shirt
When the wind's erratic, and you're
dining in Berloo,
and take it in
P.H.G.
your
Doh't forget
with you.
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Correspondence.
To the Editor,
" New Church " Times:
Sir,
May I use the columns of your
periodical to ventilate a grievance. On
many occasions lately when proceeding to and front my work (I am a window
cleaner at . Wulverghem) 1 have been
pestered by thousands of -women selling
flags .for, some charitable (sic) cause.
rday a forward female had the
Only yeste
audacity thask me to buy a flag to assist
in the purchase of a blue body-belt for a
bucolic. Belgian. This, sir I maintain',
is monstrous, and the sooner something
Is done the better. Only last Sunday I
gave ,a franc to provide Warm Woollens
for War-worn Walloons and now, what
with the Daylight Saving Bill and other
things .which deserve your attention life
is becoming too much of a trial. Surety
you will move in this matter.
I -am, Sir,
Yours, etc.,
WALTER WIGGINS.

To the Editor,
" New Church " Times.

Things We Want to
Know.
--:o:-If it takes one adjutant one hour to

purchase one' hundred francs worth of
lace ; how long will it take all the
adjutants in the B.E.F. to buy up all the
lace In Belgium. ? ? ?
Whether it is a fact that the Editor of
this paper has cabled an offer to the
" Berliner Tageblatt " with a view to
incorporating that enterprise with the
" New Church Times " at an early date.
? ? ?
Whether a certain big man with
attendant grandparent enjoyed his (pub?)
crawl a short time ago, and were the
cellars lull.
? ? ?
The name of the Intelli&ence Officer
who sternly rebuked his opposite
number for not keeping his eyes on his
own boat.
? ? ?
How Grandpa enjoyed his trip to
Messines.

Sir,
As a dabbler in the arts, and that
of painting in particular, it has been my
habit recently to visit the famous Petite
Munque Galleries from time to time in
search of some new gem. A few days
ago I made one of these calls, and was
surprised to find this home of art overrun
with excursionlsts ; these latter, though
probably very worthy citizens, had
evidently not come to study the paintings ; I therefore would most respectfully
suggest that some reasonable steps might
be taken to stop a repetition of this—in
my opinion—most undesirable state of
affairs. Possibly " Cooks " could be
induced not to include this place in
their list of attractions, as all true lovers
of art would, I imagine, be able to nose
it out for themselves.
Yours, etc.,
" ART FOR ART'S SAKE."

WANTED.
VTRONG YOUTH as LAMPLIGHTER•
1,) for Wytschaete—good wage paid if
work satisfactory.---s-Apply 'Wylschaete
Urban District Council.
GENTS for ART. HILLERY'S HOT
CRUMPETS—Good oper,ing for a
forceful young' man.—Write Box 110,
" New Church " Times.
MEN of GOOD EDUCATION to join
the Army—good pay—no worry—
brilliant prospects.—Apply R. E. Cruting
and Co.
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Are You Ambitious? Does Anyone Stand inYourWay?
IF SO, COME AND TAKE A COURSE OF INSTRUCTION AT OUR FAMOUS

PYROTECHNIC INSTITUTE.
WHEN YOU HAVE QUALIFIED IN OUR COURSE
THE WORLD WILL BE BEFORE YOU.

• A Brass Hat will be within your reach.
TERMS VARY, with rank of person to be removed, from 1 centime (Huns all ranks) to
500 francs for Generals.

OWING TO NEW TELEGRAPHIC REGULATIONS OUR CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
HAS HAD TO BE DISCONTINUED.
—o—o—o—o-

Anarchist Societies Specially Catered For.
—o—o—o—oALL KINDS OF BOMBS PROVIDED AT SHORT NOTICE.
—o—o—o—o-

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
-0-0-0-0--

Ki111, BROSOLST ARO CO

TELEPHONE : "

102, BANG."

TELEGRAMS : "

BUST UP."

SHORTS ! SHORTS! I SHORTS ! I I
—o—o—o-

HAVE YOU GOT NICE KNEES ?
DO YOU WANT TO SHOW 'EM ?
—o—o—oCall and see our new Summer Stock of

SHORTS
All Colours, all Sizes, but one Quality
only.
We guarantee to show more leg than
any firm in the trade at lower prices.
—o—o—oRED BUTTONS FOR THE STAFF A

SPECIALITY.
— o—o—oFANCY TRIMMINGS AND HEM-

STITCHED EDGES EXTRA.
—o—o—o-

JERUM AND CO.,
SPORTS OUTFITTERS.
Sole Agents to Boy Scouts Association.
H2

THIS SPACE TO
LET.
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KEMMEL TIMES.
WITH WHICH ARE INCORPORATED

The Wipers Times & The New Church" Times.

No 1. Vol. 1.

Monday.

3rd July. 1916.

PRICE I FRANC.

"SPANIBRORK.HOLKN" OP !RA HUSS.
THIS WEEK—FOR 0ONE WEEK ONLY,
-0-0-0-0-

PROFESSOR SCRAPPER'S

PERFORMING TROUPE OF HIGHLY-TRAINED ANNALS.
-0- - 0-0-

Screaming Farce Entitled :

"Who Pinched Our Entanglement."
—0-0-0-0—

THOMAS ATKINS
WITH HIS FAMOCTS SONG :

SIR! YES, SIR!! THREE BAGS FULL.
—0-0-0

- 0-

Book Early to Avoid Disappointment
—o—o—o—oPRICES 101r. ; 5fr. ; Hr. BOXES from 201r.
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DRANOUTRE ELECTRIC PALACE
-0-0-0-0-

This Week—That Stupendous Film Play

GAS
Will be Released.
IN THREE PARTS—io,000 FEET

LONG.

Featuring TWEN TEFORTHin an entirely new role.
-0-0-0-0-

OTHER ITEMS.
-0-0--0--0-

BYE AT THS FRONT.
IN TWO PARTS.
- 0-0-0-0-

PEASANTS LEAVING HOOGE, etc., etc.
—0-0—o

PRICES AS USUAL

HOWFIELD AND CAULETT.
WEST END TAILORS.
—0-0-0-0—
This highly respectable firm wishes to bring to the notice of all their Patrons the fact
that they have recently taken over a splendidly situated

SUITE OF OFFICES.
THESE are more COMMODIOUS AND PERFECTLY APPOINTED, and we hope, by
STRICT ATTENTION TO BUSINESS,
To retain the CONFIDENCE of our old CLIENTSr and to obtain that of many new ones.
-0-0.-0-0-

BUSINESS AS USUAL.

TERMS CASH.

-0-0-0- 0--

TELEGRAMS : " PRETTIDERES."

TELEPHONES : 22, KEM."
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RDITORIAL.
ANY startling things have
happened since our last
number. • Firstly there
is the death of Lord
KITCHENER. • True he
was known to most of us byname only,
yet it was a name that meant a lot to• us,
and although nothing can make any
difference to the result of the war,
one would have liked him to have• seen
that end which. he will have• done so
much to bring about. Then there is the
naval victory, which has probably had a
great bearing on the duration of the war.
Had Fritz been content with saying that,
hpVing found Mare ttoitble, than he had
anticipated, he hit Out and ran away, one
might have passed it all over, and said
that for a Hun he did as well as could be
expected. However, the pitiful spectacle

els

PR!CE I FRANC.

of William, Tirpltz and Co. shedding
tears of blood in their anxiety to prove
to a pack of poor deluded sausage eaters,
that they had blown the British Navy off
the map, ceases to be amusing and
becomes a disgusting spectacle of mane).
maniacal absurdity.
Meanwhile here
everything has been merry and bright.
The meat tea and social in aid of the
fund for providing Nue. body.belfsfor
bucolic Belgians was an enormous
success. Also a very successful sportsmeeting was held, which is reported on
more fully elsewhere. We are • pleased
to he able to congratulate many members
of the Division on, the new and wellearned ribbons which adorn their manly
breasts. Also we should like to express
the regret felt throUghout the whole
Division at the temporary disablement of
Colonel CUNNINGHAM. and the hopes of all
that he will soon be with us again. We
have lately heard from several people "in
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the know " in England that peace is to
be declared this month. . Should it take
place. before -.this issue is before- the
public, theft will all subscribers please
call at Our ',offices, when they will be
presented with a copy and a gold watch,
as slight remuneration for their kindly
support. We are glad to be able to
announce another of our mammoth
competitions, particulars of which will
be found on page 8. The interest which
these arouse is very flattering, and we
almost feel tempted to increase the prizemoney. We must thank the senders of
all kindly letters of appreciation of the
new serial, and feel that the enormous
aihount outlaid to secure the rights of
this thrilling tale is more than repaid by
the satisfaction we have been able to
give our readers: It-is unfortunate that
the'weather is so unsettled, as this may
- etract. .from the success of. the forthd
Corning regatta on the " Douve." 'However, we may still hope
tee a'large
and fashionably dressed crowd, as there
are - many -counter-attraction§ Should the
weather prove unkind. We must thank
those members of the DivisiOn who have
sent us copy, and express the 'hope that
they will continue, and'that many others
will also send along something when the
spirit moved them.. We have lately taken
up another and more luxurious suite .ot
offices in a very prosperous neighbourhoodi ;and .are consequently compelled
once 'again to change the name of our
periodical. We confidently hdpe to
receive. the Same support from the public.
as was. accorded to the previous journals
which are incorporated with the "Kemmel
Times."

_06

SPORTS.
C17 4:
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On Thursday, the 8th ult., the —
Royal Fusiliers held a very successful
little meeting at Burford Camp, and Col.
Hancock and the officers were at hothe
all the afternoon. The meeting was
favoured by very tine weather and vi as
a great success from the' word go.
There were certain events open to the
24th Division which 'drew fairly representative entries, notably.the tug-of-war,
in which some very interesting heats
were decided, to be- won finally by an
excellent team of the Leinsters who well
deserved their victory.
Perhaps one
of the most interesting events from a
spectacular point of view was the Officers
V.C.. Race which drew. about I I entries,
some of the effOrts -at remounting with
the (tummy blitsed a certain amount of
good-natured laughter, but the winner
showed excellent judgment and skill both
Id hig heat and final.' The meeting'
struck a note that we have 'more than
once advocated in our coltimns; a tnore
frequent occurrence' cif this 'type of
friendly .rivalry bringsitbe members of
the various units into closer contact with
each oilier, and . •promotes. a .greater
Esprit de corps" in the division as :a
whole, not to .mention the relaxation
from .things more serious which such
'occasion's afford. • •
As a final word Col. Hancock and his
officers were truly excellent hosts, and
we thank them one 'and all for a very
enjoyable day, as well .as congratulating
the executive on! the. able manner in
which everything was carried .out.

it • cv_.2,24,..
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A Major once polite, urbane,
Did cook espy in smock of blue,
And Tommy heardamated " Bon Jour,
Ron Jour, coin nient vous potlel-vous?".

•

77_)-11"*•

111Q LET.,-FineWEEHOLD ESTATE,
. In.ialubrIousneighbouthoOd. Terms
moderate. * 'Owner going east shortly.—
Apply Bosch and. Co„ Messines.
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llOW THE PEASANTS
LEFT ROGE.
.--,:_)
) - 4=c) •

VIDE A SPECIAL-CORRESPONDENT.
•

••• •
-•••••71-0/1<V>it

•
4.
•••

LAST
SCRAP AT H000E, IN SEVERAL

MR. TEECIi BOMAS, WRITING ON

LEADING LONDON DAILIES.
Of course, as leech says, it was a
thrilling sight to see the peasants of
Hooge trekking back to Wipers in the
merry 'month of lune. There wai Lizzie
of the corner estaminet well to the fore,
and all the other local celebrities in close
attendance.
Have you ever seen the
peasants of Hooge frolicking in " No
Man's Land " and picking gooseberries in
Railway Wood ? No ! Well, you surprise
me. I really must tell Teech. Bye-theway, I wonder he did'nt tell .us what
happened to all the gee-gees in training
at the stables. Can't you see those dear
peasants calling at the Culvert for a spot
before legging it down Menin Road en
route to the Hctel des Ramparts where
friend Boniface is always on hand to
deal out hospitality. That must be
some gliss that Teech uses if, by its aid,
he'saw the churCh at Hooge get knocked
out of the . perpendicular. Poor s old
church ! ,What happy hours we can remember in the shadow of its ivy-covered
'walls (I don't think.) . However, on the
strength Of Teech's obs'ervations, the
Editor ha's cut this special. reporters.
salary down to a minimum for missing
all these thrilling sights. Well, .Tina,
it 'Only runs -tO a bottle of bass to-day,
so pour it Of 'clear add. I'll tell you all
2h-out the British Army.
P.B.1.

WHO IS IT?
-

3'. 4!"

re
s

e -0.• • ,4.) e/
gin

See him standing in his "'plus twos,"
Winkirig at the girls who pass,;
Note the polish on his brogue shoes,
Always looking in the glass.
See him sitting ip his office,
Writing orders for his chief ;
See him dashing to his billet,
Keen to see the next releif.
See him writing to the Chateau,
Love has filled his face with glee,
Life no more is dull and flat, oh I
" We will write, love, oft, shall we ? "

FTIV1 /41F

Things We Want to
Know.
The name of the subaltern who told
the Major that to take his wife to
Nottingham Goose Fair was like taking
a sandwich to the Lord Mayor's ,banquet.
.? ? ?
Whether the London papers are;aware
there are a few BRITISH troops on the

western front.
? ?
What Fritz said when he: hurriedly
left his sausages the other day.
?
7
Whether Tina's knowledge of troop
movements,

is more profitable than her

canteen.

Jack and Jill on top of a Hill
Had built an 0. 'Pip Station,
But Frightful Fritz blew it to bits
To their great consternation.
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WRIT'S
CEIRONICLk_g OF
FASHION.

4

OW do you do, everybody ? I enter
your pages introduced by, no less
a person than our mutual friend
" SabretAche " of " The Tatter." . He
vows that henceforth your motto will be
"Quo fn(hion) et gloria ducunt." A man
guilty of perverting Latin in that manner
would be capable of anything, and I
leave it to the Gunners themselves to
avenge the outrage and devise'a suitable
punishment. If their imagination tails.
they might call in the aid of any member
of the " ' New Church' Times" staff
who has ever had to decipher " Sa.bretAche's " handwriting; They would be
sure to-receive some happy suggestions
* * *

H

ELL, here I am, ready to lead
you gaily along the avenue of
Fashion, also down all sorts
of . fascinating by paths on the way.
To expourd Fashion's whims • to an
audience of mere males is no light
task, their ignorance of the technicalities
of dress . creates difficulties.
I was
recently describing to an interested pal
the glories'of an evening gown of taffeta.
" Sure you know what that is ? " " Oh;
rather," he answered, " I used to have
shirts and pyjamas made of it—stripey
stuff l'" : Imagine an . evening frock of
striped Shirting
**.*

W

S

O I shall . not risk creating weird
oiCtures in your minds ; but I'll tell
you of some of my purchases this
week, or rather ours; for sister .Nancy
and I have been together on a shopping
expedition. Mighty good time we had
too ; spent a. courile.of days helping two
of the boys'on leave to enjoy themselves,
and that means, as everybody knows, not
a single minute wasted.

HOOSING frocks for Nancy is a
delightful task. She is PETITE. with
a slim dainty figure lots of auburn
hair, REAL auburn, the rich, deep, coppery
sort—and a lovely complexion.' She
wanted a frock for Alexandra Rose Day,
and she chose a tiliny white muslin,'very
simple, with lots of dear little frills from
hem to waist, where a wide azure,blue
ribbon gave the necessary touchof colour.
The waist-ribbon is important nowadays,
our skirts are so full and our bodices so
loose that we need a trim and taut waistline to secure an aittactive silhouette.
The hat to complete Nancy's outfit•is a
big shady white one, azure-blue ribbon
round the crown ; and when she gazes
up from under the becoming brim at her
defenceless victims on Rose Day, I'm
thinking they'll seccumb without a
struggle, so the harvest shculd be a rich
one.

IC

Y own pet extravagences are shoes
and stockings. I wish you could
see my new BOTTINES, black toes
and white uppers, of course: A la " Eve,"
and. so high ; for not 'a scrap of a gap
must there be between boot tops and
skirt-edge, and the latter is still at a
deliciously high level. A. windy day
witnesses .many revelations, some more
fearful than beautiful; and Only those of
us who are conscious of our—ahem I" stockings " being faultless dare face a
real gale.
* * *

Y latest effort is a poultry farm to
supply . eggs for the wounded. • I
wanted. the special hens Whose
eggs go to the hospital to .wear a Red
Cross badge round their necks, to show
they were real war-workers. Failing
that., I tried making a cross inred ink on
a dozen eggs, hoping The chicks would,
hatch out branded for life as Red Cross
layers. But they weren't even layers,
much . less Red Ctosvites, for every
blessed one of the dozen hatched out a
cockerel
Atj revoir,

YIPPT•
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In New
New Church yard, on a smashed
tom bstone,
A Gunner Adjutant sits alon-.
Hisbreeks are patChed and his tunic torn;
His cap is floppy and battle-worn
His hair is long and his eyes are wet
With the unstaunched tears of a. vain
regret.
And he doesn't care how the gas-winds
• blow,•
If the crumps burst high or the' crumps
burst loW, •
Or whether the notes are flat or sharp
That,he twangs from: the strings of• his
minstrel-harp,
As he sings, in the mournful cypress.
shade
"Pm Lay of the Nuts of the Old
13 rigade "
0 - 0 -0

Oh where arethe Nuts Of the old Brigade,
The Nuts that utzd to be here ?
They have left their GUnhers and motored
away,
Shall I find the at Kernmel or •at
Fleurbaix •
Or in Tock Twenty-Seven Beer ?

Oh where .is Johnnie.the 'Brigadier
-The joy of his glittering Staff ?
In the hottest hour of the bloodiest fight;
He was never flurried or impolite,
When he asked for a CouNTERSTRIVE.

Oh where is Bob o' the hig moustache
An alien Adjutant shoots
For the Major-man that I used to know,
With his Kirchner ladies all in a row,
And his seventeen pairs of boots.
-0 -0•-•15—

Oh where is Caw-Caw the Captain bold,
The pride of the tailor shop ?
Is he writing chits for his G.O.C. ?
Or writing,to fairies he nevbr showed me
When we used to billet in Pop. ?
Oh where and oh where is Nick-it-and-run,
And whom ,does he call 'iny dear,
At dead of night on the telephone,
When he tells you secrets the Boche has
known
Forthe better part of a•year ?
-0-0-0-

•
And where is my boy of the Signal Corps
With the white and blue on his arm ?
In what O.P. do his gig lainps shine ?
Who damns his buzzing and curses his
line
When the horns shriek Gas-alarm'?
0--

Oh where are my lost interpreters,
• And what the'deuce do they do /
Are theybuying port-by the wagon-Toad,
Or galloping hard on the'hard high road
To draW'their.pay in Baloo ?
—0-0— 0Oh give me the Nuts of the old Brigade
The Nuts of'the right good cheer i
I wish I were with them, wherever they
went,
Though I'd rather it 'wasn't The
Salicnt
And sd wbuld the old I. Beer.

P)1-PPPT .FIIAPSA.P •
r&6/r6 •
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OUR SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL.

FROM BUGLER BOY TO
BRIGADIER.
OR

How Willie Pritchard
Rose from the Ranks
—0-0-0-A. STORY OF T
0-1R.E.A.T1
—0-0-0—
y

PPPY P• PAJT/s•

0:

NIGHT ON THE BATTLEFIELD.
DOOR little Willie's was indeed an unenyiable .plight. Staggering to. his
feet, he hastily pulled a roast duck from
his haversack, and with the remains of a
bottle of whisky proceeded to relieve the
pangs of hunger which assailed him.
His head was aching badly from
Clarence's felt blow, but after having
eaten he felt better, and began to look
about him for his men... On the way
Willie met the General who greeted him
thus " Hello Willie how's your father ?"
" f have no father, sir " replied our hero,
" But auntie is very well except for a
slight touch of the jaundice." At that
moment a 17 inch shell fell behind them.
Before it could explode Willie had
whipped off his coat and thrown it over
the deadly missile which immediately
exploded harmlessly..
Thank you,
Major Pritchard " said' the General.
" Major, sir" said Willie hesitatingly,
" Yes, you will be gazetted to-day "
said the General and passed on..( Willie,
coatless but undaunted, soon caught up
with his men who were now rounding up

Germans in . all directions, and here for
the moment we will leave him. Meanwhile what had happened to Clarence.?
After hitting 'Willie on the head with a
maul (ES. head) lie strode off into the
darkness muttering " Curse you."
Passing the night in a neighbouring
estaminet Clarence, next morning, fell
in with a roving band of the Stumpshires
and. took command of them. Word
having come down that the British left
was in danger Clarence hurried to the
rescue, and by a timely movement
averted the danger, and the Germans
; hurriedly retreated. Clarence pursued
' thew all the afternoon, and had almost
caught them,' when another party of
GennanS helped them to rally. Things
looked awkward for Clarence, when all
of a sudden a party of English emerged
from' the local estaminet and fell on the
rear of the Germans who immediately
capitulated.
To his dismay Clarence
recognised in their leader .none other
Willie Pritchard. • Muttering " Curse
you " he went to meet him. A General
who happened to have been watching
the fight now came up to Willie, and
seeing him coatless said " What is your
rank " " Major, sir " said Willie " Well"
said the General ", You are promoted
Colonel here and now." " Thank you,
sir " said Colonel Pritchard feelingly.
Muttering " Curse you " Clarence strode
off:
(WHERE WAS MAGGIE ?)
Another exciting instalment next week.

People We Take Our
Hats off To.
--:0:-The British Navy.
—:0:—
The Russians.

—:0:—
The French.
--:0:-The Canadians.
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OW TIRPET WO
BATTLS.
e UTLAN

144,%-'44-Fra;557-X4?Ts-oli'VergA.*• .
Von Tirpitz was an admiral, his beard,
flew bold and free,
He called up all his captains and
gallant lads," quoth he,
" The day has come, ten thousand
• Hochs ' and though t stay at home
My spirit will be. with you. Now Prepare
to brave the foam ! "
The captains ttied with- one. accord to
.raise a pleasant grin, '
Yet each one Wondered. when and how
the trouble would ,begin ;
Their ships they put in dry dock, had
the barnacles remoted,
While by the 4id .of countless " steins "
the outldok they improved:
my merry .mariners 1 " said
Tirp. one day in May,
" Art ready now to sweep the sea and
end Britannia's day .?
Has each of you his Iron Cross, and
flannel next his skin ?"
With'one accord they answered " Ja! "
" Gut ! now we can begin ! "
§ t §—
the gate, and peered
unto
So Tirpitz crept
out o'er the sea,.
While gravely muttering in his beard
" I'd rather you than me !
" The coast is clear," he shouted back,
" make haste ' The Day" is here ! "
Then shut the gate behind them, and
consoled himself with beer.'
§—
When on his homeward way lie paused,
this master of the gales,'
And drove into his statue half a ton of
six inch nails ;

" What

he; , '4. now I
" -loch I hoch ! "
must go and write up my report
Of this, our greatest victory, and lessons
it has taught."
So he and Wolff sat down to think, and
soon one came to .see
German fleet had won a
mighty
Thegloriouivictory,
$o " wire the news around at once, the
time is getting short,
The world must have our story ere our
ships get back.to port."
—§ t §—
Then back went Tirp. to Kiel. again, and'.
peeping through the gate.
He saw some ships returning in a mighty7
flurried State,
•" What's this ?" he cried, behind hii.
beard his face was turning pale,
And straightway lo. his Statue went and
drove another nail.
—§ i§my'gallant lads," quoth -he,
" Ho !
" why make such frantid haste ?
You come as though by 'devils ,chased,
and little time to waste."
The pale and shaky captains muttered
through their chattering teeth
" We've won a-great big vict'ry, all the
foe is underneath."
--S §—
'"If that is so"- quoth Tirpitz, " why this
frantic need for haste,
Why hot- remain and glut on joys of
which you've bad a taste,
Why leave the field of victory whose
laurels wreath your hair ? "
" Well, to be honest 'tvias . because the
British fleet was there."
" Oh well l" said Tirp., " the glorious
news is speeding on its way,
And !twill be known the-whole world 'oer
ere breaks another day ;
If wecan't win by ships and guns we
can at least by tales."
And then into his statue drove another
ton of nails.
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Correspondence.
To the Editor,
" Kemmel Times."
Sir, .
, 1 feel it my duty to bring to your notice
the disgraceful manner in which the
Metropolitan Board is carrying out their
duties. The countryside is obscured by
clouds of dust, and f have yet to see the
first water cart operating. Now that the
motoring season is in full swing the evil
is very apparent, and something should
be done at once. ,
1 am, Sir,
Yours Faithfully,
PRO BONO PUBLICO.

'Tuns.
at these Offices, and we have great
pleasure in returning same to you.)
Doubtless you will see your way to reassure that section of your public already
referred to as to the scrupulous honesty
of the firm. The report of your representative ,which appears in the last issue
of your paper, though rmt unfavourable,
does not appear sufficiently detinite to
remove the feeling of uneasiness in the
public mind, which has unfortunately
made itself • felt lately and caused a
considerable decrease in our business.
Yours faithfully.
NUNTHQRPE, COX & CO.
June 8th. 1916.
[Our representative asserts that he
lost 50 francs. Verb sap.—ED.]

To the Editor,
" Kemmel Times."
Sir,
It would appear that a certain amount
of uneasiness still prevails among a
certain section of your public, as to the
bona-fide nature of this Firm. (The
enclosed note, valUe 5 francs, was found
shortly after the call of your representative

TISTICE,
—:o:—

Owing to pressure on our space, also
the' many calls on our time by hostile
demonstrations in our neighbourhood,
we are compelled to hold over numerous
answer? to correspondents.

OUR MAMMOTH COMPETITION.
-0-0--0-0---

PRIZE :
FIRST
SECOND PRIZE ;
THIRD PRIZE :

io,000,000 Francs.
5,000,000 Francs.
2,500,00o Francs.

TROUSANDS OF OTHER PRIZES I

or ALL YOU HAVE TO DO

•
•

SUPPLY THE LAST LINE OF THE FOLLOWING LIMERICK :—
" There was a fair Belgian of Locre
Who smothered herself in red ochte,
When people asked " Why ?"
She exclaimed with a sigh "

NIP

••••■

gam..

Every Attempt to be accompanied by a
FIVE-FRANC NOTE.
The Editor's decision is ABiOLUTELY FINAL, and in the event of TWO ANSWERS BEING
CORRECT, he will award the Prize As tis THINKS FIT.
ADDRESS ENVELOPES : — " Competition," Editor, " Kemmel Times."
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OUR NEW INSURANCE
SCHEE.

—o—o—oIS YOUR DUG-OUT INA DANGEROUS
POSITION ?
WE WILL INSURE IT FOR YOU AT
A VERY SMALL CHARGE.
-0-0-0-

Send for our Booklet
OR DROP US A CARD WHEN OUR
AGENT WILL CALL ON YOU.
— o—o—oIf your dug-out's insecure,
Against the crump we will insure.
-U-U-0-

POILS &
TROTTRRI
_0_0_0_
This Eminent Firm
HAS LATELY ADDED A

House Agency
TO ITS OTHER ACTIVITIES.

DO YOU ilitIAROUSE?

—o—o—oWE WILL GET YOU ANYTHING
YOU LIKE.
o—o—oALL UP-TO DATE VENTILATION
AND SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS.
All Business under the personal
supervision of our

THE

COOKER INSURANCE CO.

MR. TROTTER
—0-0-0-Ring up or Wire.

MUNQUE ART GALLERY.
- 0-0-0-0-

This Magnificent Collection Of

OLD
MASTERS
Has moved into a more Central Position.
—o—o—o—oANY 'BUS WILL TAKE YOU IF IT'S GOING THAT WAY.
—0-0-0-0—

SOME VERY VALUABLE ADDITIONS
HAVE LATELY BEEN MADE, AND PATRONS WILL FIND THE GALLERY WELL
WORTH A VISIT
NEW ADDRESS :

CENTRAL GALLERIES DRANOUTRE.
—0-0-0-0—
TELEPHONE : •I 102, KNEWD."
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SOMME-TIMES.
WITH WHICH ARE INCORPORATED

The Wipers Times, The New Church" Times &
The Kemmel Times.

No 1. Vol. 1.

Monday. 31st July, 1916.

PRICE 1 FRANC.

THR CORTALMAISON OPERA HOUSE.
-0-0-0-0

THIS WEEK:
The Great Spectacular Drama, Entitled

"THERE'S ONE MORE RIVER TO CROSS"
INTRODUCING THE CELEBRATED MALE IMPERSONATOR,

LITTLE WILLIE.
-0-0-0-0-

THE THREE LORELEI
IN THEIR SONG SCENA, ENTITLED :

"Oil WILLIE COME HOME BEFORE YOU GET HURT.'
-0-0-0-0-

The Original Bottle-nosed Comedian,

FRITZ
IN HIS NEW SKETCH
66

I'VE HAD SOMME."
-0-0-0-0BOOK EARLY.

PRICES AS USUAL.
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MUT MI Xi :S,-1 EIMM13 CIRCUIT.
- 0 -0 --7-0-00-

Grand Touring Concert Party.
BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH

PROFESSOR SCRAP PER
-0-0-0-0-

THE FOLLOWING ELL BE THE PROGRAMME (W.P)
-0-0-0-0-

TROUPE OPENING CHORUS.
i. Song—"When the midnight choo-choo leaves
for Pozieres."
2. Solo--" Up r came with my little lot."
Enrico, WALTHALLO.
3. Concerted item--.--" Come along over the garden wall."
BY THE TROUPE.
4: Grand chorus . and glee—" I'm much more
happy than when I was free."
Sung by Messrs. BOSCH.
5 Song and Chorus—"Pray tell me gentle
Hunlet are there any more at home
like you."
6 Grand concerted number---" Another little
drink would'nt do us any harm:"
BY THE TROUPE.

BOOK EARLY.

PRICES DOUBLE.
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SOMME-TIMES.
WITH WHICH ARE INCORPORATED

The Wipers Times, The New Church" Times &
The Kemmel Times;

1.• VOL 1.
No 1.:

Monday, 31st July, 1916.

1TORIAL,
ELL 1 Here we are in
July with the thermometer
still hanging round in the
fifties. The war seems
to be drawing nearer to
its only conclusion, and two or three'
friends ofours in the Division are thinking of b'uying a farm at Hone and
settling down immediately they get back
from Hunland, although we personally
think they would have a much better
chance of decent profits if they mined
there instead of tanned. The name of
'the present issue is not yet decided for
good and sufficient reasons. By the
time these lines appear the 24th Division
Will be very near its second birthday
and, should it be possible at the time,
we think it would be a good idea to hold
an open ghymkana to celebrate the
12

PRICE I FRANC.

occasion.. On another page is the report
of a cricket match held at Locrehof
Farm. .This was a most interesting
event, and the sight of some of our
cheery Brigadiers. (the war forgetting,
by the war forgot from 2-7 p.m) gambolling on the. village green was most
inspiring. Our special reporter 'was
there and has done the match in his best
style. Also, we have attached to our
staff at an enormous salary Mr. Teech
„Bontasthe well-known war correspondent.
His thrilling articles will be read with
great interest by everyone; especially as
he sees incidents overlooked by all
others: Our mammoth competition met
with the success which has attended its
predecessors, and the judge has retired
to his dug-out with a case of whisky, 10
sacks of mail and a headache. The
result will, be published in due course.
Our thrilling serial is drawing to its
conclusion, and we are making arrange-
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ments•for another Herlock Shomes story.
We also hope to introduce several new
feature1 shortly, including another
mammoth competition. Should this
issue be very much delayed we hope our
readers will understand and excuse it on
account of the marty calls on 'our time.
Since the above was written certain
things have happened which have
decided the name of the present issue.
Whether we shall have time or not to fill
all fhe pages is another thing, and our
readers will understand if the number is
produced with a blank page or two. We
think it better to take this course than
wait till after the show to produce a full
number. And now there is one thing
we would wish to do, that is, to wish
God-speed to all our pals in the Division.
We've all had many weary and many
good times together. Who that has
knoviq it can forget the joy of a spot in
the Culvert dug-out, and the many other
haunts known to most of us ? Whatever
comes we can rely on the old Division
tO give a .good account of itself. So
here's to you all, ' lads, the game is
started, keep thee . ball rolling and
remember that the only good Hun is a.
dead Hun. Good luck be with you all,
and when we pull out—mell-call in at
the editorial sanctum for a spot and a
chin.

EMTIVR.)

pstaxamitammswmpsgsmfomffegm

TO MINIg.
41:=444}

-~►

(Dedicated to the P.B.I.)
In days gone by some aeons ago
That name my•youthful pulses stirred,
I thrilled whene'er,she whispered low
Ran to her when her voice I heard.

—:o:
Ah Minnie ! how our feelings change,
For now I hear your voice with dread,
And hasten to girt out of range
Ere you me on the landscape spfead.
-:0:-

Your lightest whisper makes me thrill,
Your presence makes me hide my head,
Your voice can make me hasten
But 'tis away from you instead.
--:0:

You fickle jade I you traitrous minx !
We once exchanged love's old sweet tales.
Now where effulgent star-shell winks
Your raucous screech my ear assails:
'--:0:-No place is sacred, I declare,
Your manners most immodest are
You force your blatant .presence where
Maidens should be particular.
-:0:-

You uninvited do intrude,
You force an entrance to my couch,
Though if I've warning you're about
I'll not lie there, for. that I'Il vouch.
There was a .young girl of the Somme,
Who.sat on a number five bomb,
She thoughetwas a dud 'Un,
But it went off sudden—
Her exit she made with apl9mb.1

—:0:—
Name once most loved of all your sex,
Now hated with a loathing great,
When next my harassed soul you vex
You'll get some back at any rate.
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CRICKST.

4,.

• •44.-

— o—

WITH APOLOGIES TO CAPT. F.. B
WILSON (Late, of the Daily Mirror.)
—0—
X. I. 13: v, LOCREHOF.
—0-It was a great game, we won of course,
and Roger Rum got a blob, bless him.
Anyway I won ten bob, and how Johnny
did love it. Small wonder too, as he
had 'actually registered more'n forty on
the tins before he had his piddle ash
rather badly bent, watching 'em like the
meanest private watches dear Minnie at
Spanbroekmoien .and connecting every
time too he was. What an innings, in
other words the real bons. As for the
Editor he revelled in it—he is rather
roguish with the crimson rambler. Was
I there ? Search me as they say in Horace,
AND I may tell you that the day before
when the Editor was batting I removed
all three pegs with the .second ball (the
only reason itwas'nt the first was because
I'd previously arranged Jo let hirti get 'a
couple by serving up-. a full toss well
outtide the crux peg providing he did the
same to me when 'I staggered into the
centre) well, as I've said, the Editor got
a couple and then went out-t--quick-.7and
during the remainder of the innings pmceeded to prop up the bar 'at the regimental canteen during closed hours too—
the horrid florid Forester•I By the time,
,therefore, I took my stand he'd forgotten
all about our little do, and hanged if the
.very first time he swung the spheroid at
me'it tvas'nt accompanied by a fearful
crash of ash. He's no sportsman" as you
may or- may not know. but .I'm getting

continue. The
a trifle off the rails so
moment, and
a
for
up
Professor Iiimed
we assured him we weren't playing too
much cricket but merely combining same
with a. little bombing • practice; And
what about our sometime Rugger international ? I "don't care to tell you how
many he got as he's my C.O. so ask the
Editor if you want the news. The
wicket was as beautiful as Tina, and we
had a priceless day although Bobbie
was'nt playing.
P.B.I.

•<.+1
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For a year we've taken what came along,
We've fought or worked and we've held
our line,
Till August finds us " going strong,"
The game's afoot and the goal's the
Rhine.

Through summer's heat and the winter's
gloom
joys that the Salierit
the
tasted
We'Ve.
holds,'
A filthy dug-out our only room,
Where- our only comfort a jar enfolds.
- :0:•••••

We'Ve" learnt the game in a grim hard.
school,
Where mistakes had a price that 'twas
'hard to pay.,
With Death sitting by and holding the
.rule,
studies by night and
our
And conducting
clay.

But we've also learnt, and 'tis good to
know,
a friend worth
dug-out's
a
of
pal
That the
while,
For friendship made 'neath the
glow
Means " Help every lame dog over a
stile."
-:0:

Now we have arrived in pastures new,
Where the Hun's taking lessons that
once he gave.
Here's the best of good luck to all of you
In the teaching of blackguards how to
behave.
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BLANC
AND
I
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But you may only dream, and scan my
funny face, dear Soldier-man,
And wonder if you can't orcan, FOR LEAVE
Ts CANCELLED Soldier-man

• -CI- •
•

§ t§—

•

TKts MOUTARDE, IF.YOU UNDERSTAND HER,
IS COUSIN BLANCHE, OF "THE BYSTANDER."

It-0,

-t3

APOLOGIES TO THE •
SPIRIT OF
JAMES- ELROY FI.CKER.)

Three picture-papers 'Smith and. Sons
send weekly,
And-three deariadies write therein from
Blighty ;
Write evety week to tease us In our exile,
Of Mande's latest hat and Edith's newest
nighty.

--§
TIHS.IS THESONGOFTHE PRETTY PRATTLER;
,`MHO SIGNS HERSELF `I EVE " IN EACH .
'THURSDAYS " TA T CE "

§—
Mistress of fash.–La little rash but awfly
. smart, and awfly cnicVgad about in Belgraye Square and write
Sou what I've done each week,
Phrymette may wield a Gallic pen, and
Blanche make love to her K,N.,
But.) and Tou-tou still shall sway our
darling Khaki Soldier-men.
.1-..Ook on my-r. pies., 0 B.E.F.—Fish drew
ihera all.. Do you suppoge
A tilati.could.love a' girl who'd got• no
whiskers and a pukka,nose ?
Look on my frocks 'cds they're the rage,
dear.Phyllis wears them on the stage ;
(i)md.,4,puff Tina...! in MY .me—and so
- we're qtiits 0 Soldier-man 1).
AM- Y not simply.jtisf too sweet, thefitiffy
. dream you'd like to meet
And take for-wilkS down Rodent Street,
when you.'re cfirl I eave,. 0 Soldier-man ?

—§ §—
I am the girl who loves the sea. 0 Sailors
take me out to tea !
With anything in blue and gold, the
Carlton's. good enough for me.
The Tete-a-tete, thepalm-embowered, the
half-a-crown, the Khushi-tea,
The h old-my,hand;theleti-discuss-wherewe-will-go-fhis.-evening tea.
Then, alter.tea, you'll driVe me home ;
and you shall smoke; and Blanche
shall comb
Her . . . .. is it gold or brown o(black
this hair of mine ? And'then
roams
Down dear old Bond Street to the Ritz :
and yon shall say " Those fluffy bits
Of late upon your pink ZHARMEUSEr you
darling Blanche, just give me fits."
Thereafter we will g6 Ind see—unless of
course you're bored with me—
The .very nicest' show in town—I think,
don't you ?, the Gaiety:
Then on to Ciro's where we'll dance
some rather dinky fox-trot steps— And in the car Ou'll hold mestatherclose
because I'm scared of Zepps.
Bad boy to ask if I'll allow one kiss upon.
. my marble brow ;
And what a silly place to kisS
we're
very hot in Lngland now I
§—
LAST. J NOT LEAST (HER, I HAVE MET)

A

LITTLE ,.KETCH OF FRIEND PHRYNETTE.
'

§--

is sthe-PIQCANT
touth; a 'word,
a word and 'had:r.aid
The little more, theovermuch that makes
the printer-man blush
Inc; like my LINC.3ftlE
ChOOSE3 the
phrases which you's read out there ;
Mine
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And Gladys never draws QUITE bare—
because we think its bad for you's.
Poor lonely you's wh'o write to me, I tell
you's stories, frilly ones—
Half French, half English, double-paged,
my pretty-pretty pattern runs.
I write about my woman friends as
PETITES AMIES—you's, confess
How much that. MOT-A-PROPOS
lends to
.
your Phrynette of naughtiness I
;Did I tell you,'s of Dolly, who's fiancee
to a brace of you's ;
And how that MECHANTE Margot loft a
pair of ROSE DU BARRI- shoes ?)
What would you's do, poor lonely you's,
without my letters to peruse,
I teem to hear you's voices shout a
htindred thousand loud NA POCI'S

P JP PRT
31/7/16.

A ESSAGE FROM 1111.
TEEM BOES.
BY OUR SPECIAL CORRFSPONDENT
MR TEECH BOMAS.
MR TEECH SOMAS SPEAKS.
No Mar's Lard, 26,7/16.
I write from the -middle of the battlefield. There are a lot of bulletS but I
don't minds that. Als6 the air is thick
with shells. That also 1 don't mind. Let
me tell you all about It while I can
think clearly. Before the battle com•
menced I took up a favourable position
In No Man's Land, the little larks were

larking and the morning was fine.- Ther
Hell broke loose and as . things got
really hot I climbed up the rope of a
sausage and joined .two A.S.C.'s who
were- also watching the proceedings.
Let me tell you of the gallant dash of the
Umpshlres: Into the pick of the Prussian
Guard they dashed. The few of the
Guard who remained cried " Kamerad
and.surrended. That rush was epic. I then
-walked over the German lines to have a
bok at them. There were a lot more
bullets but what would you ? Now I
thrill with an ecstacy.. Here they, come,
the wood is ours. Strange associations,
here we see the submarine co-operating
with the cavalry and shells falling thickly.
Then—the peasants—I witnessed the
thrilling scenes of the last peasants
leaving their happy. farms in No Man's
Land, harnessing their mongrel dogs
into their little • carts and driving oil
when the battle got a bit hot. It was
epic. Taking a place is one thing but
putting it back is another. Profound
but true, and so the wood was won. .A
correspondent must always see to write.
This may appear unnecessary. to the
cognoscenti, but it.is so. To-morrow I
wilt tell you more. I return now to the
battle.
H. TEECH BOMAS.

Man teinEntalirtegl
---o-0-0—
NO II.
--:o:-Sue.(TO man wearing cardigan over
shirt on blazing hot day)- -'- What the
deuce are you wearing your cardigan for
on a day like this ?
MAN.—To keep my shirt clean, sir I
Itylfstts
iv,
The Kaiser °two said at Pero.nne
That the Army we'd got was " no bon,"
But between you and me
He didn't s' comprit "
The size of the job he had on
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No, thank you, not for me, !011ie
" Sales " are on. I saw two of the new
revues, and if anyone has leave shortly
due, he should not miss " Some " at the
Vaudeville, the brightest show rve seen
for a long time. Lee White scores a
huge success, so does little Betty Bolton,
while pretty Billie Carleton is more
charming than ever. (Do
notice
Grandpa showing signs of interest ?)
" We're all to it," at the Empire, is
likely to be a big success ; you can
i magine the very pretty elfect of the rose
scene,- where dainty maidens climb
ladders of rosis to the tune of a haunting
refrain,—it delighted the first night
audience immehsely.
c—t!....s • 4,
12,_

1

I
I

FASUICONs 'I

(L( MD etlI)Jelf? fIDEITCE112%.) 1
evrArA..4.01:91.1.00wr40v.w.4%..004.0,

1TY the poor Fashion Chronicler f An

J

account of what we've been wearing
this: month would ' read more like
November than July, fOr furs have been
more in evidence than muslins. But we
still contrive to rook' charming, so what
does it matter.? Even when a Burberry
is the only sensible weir by day, we can
always enjoy our glad rags in the evening. Such a jolly little dance we had
here last night. Where is here ? Well.
not so very -many miles from that wellknown Camp of Little- Muddy Huts;
whence came most of bur guests. All
leave being slopped—of course—and a
whole army of P.M.'s being On.the alert
alOng the three miles to the Ftation, Our
gallant partners had to follow the timehonoured custom and depart' friim camp
by motor in the opposite and unguarded
directiorn -After a big detour and an
hour's-run• they arrived here intexcellent .
sprits. The orchestra was' fine, the
flobr was A I, the silting-out rooms wee
" de luxe," So. the whole affair whs
voted a huge success when the party set
off on the return journey at three o'clock
this morning In their motley collection of
cars and . Fords. Extraordinary how
Much more you men enjoy anything if it
is " out of bOtinds."'
/Or

WAS . up in town thls'Week-;-so glad
A I 'm not

Londoner, who car, never
know the joys of that Unfailing tonic,
a visit to town. Shopping, did you say?
a'

ear*

im
Ca))

r TOLD you, did*nt I, that high winds
A 'mea nt adventures while our skirts
are so short ? WeU,.last week I saw a
pretty girl's skirts blown right over her
head by a lively gale. I was reminded
of the ad. In one. of our recent'numbeis
" Haile you got nice Knees ?. Do you
want to show'em ?-" Fortunately, the
lady's lingerie 'and limbs were 'alike
'irreproachable, and I was not the only
spectator.who hugely enjoyed her con.fusion as She vainly battled with the
surging 'billows—I mean the billowing
serge. But an outraged Mrs. Grundy
-rushed at 'her—This is actual fact—and
hustled her into the' nearest shop ; so
our vision of ankles, etc., was cut short.

•

nFFERs of ass'stance with 'this column
continue . to reach me - from all
quarters....One well.knOwn perverter of
mottoes even offers illustrations ; but
'though' his copy must have spoilt the
eyesight of many good printers, I don't
see why his drawings should be allowed
to spoil their morals. I doubt whether.
the samples he submits would ever reach
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the printing department• they would be
probably confisticated by our staid
Editor. • Another correspondent thinks
the terms of colloboration could be
settled over a little lunch at Prince's, and
will I please fix an early date ? He's
evidently .a. man of Ideas. But I resist
all blandisnMentS ; this is my column
and mine, only. You know, some day
in the lookdistant future your Vi will be
a gentle, silvery-haired• old lady—oh,
still dainty and very charming I promise
you—and when the children gather
round and say " What did you do in the
Great War Granny ?" she'll proudly
answer' with a reminiscent smile, " I
was on the Staff, dears—the Staff of , the
?4th Division Times."
IV* .0.-Lirjf•

—o—o—oNO, I.
.
KIND COMPANY COMMANDER (To Man
in Trench) —" That aeroplane's a bit
low ?" MAN IN TRENCH—" Yes, sir."
K.C.C.—" it's a' Botha,. . isn't • it ?!'
I don't
Yes, sir."
one of
ychi
seem. to linow your face, are
the latest drafts? ", M.J.T.-1- No sir,
.l'm agUrther." K.C.C.(musing)—"That's
the worst of these Batt. Lewis Gunners,
one never gets to know. them.." (Aloud)
" I suppose you otten fire at gocheieroplanes when they.. fly low ?".
No, sir.," KX.C.—" Haven't you got
any A.A,‘ mountings for your gun ? "
No; sir." K.C.C.—" Well,
of course, even if you haven't its really
quite simple for you to fire your gun from
the • shoulder, isn't it ? M.I.T.—" No
sir, it 'ud be 'ard to get the right amount
of elevation,it would." K.C,C.—"Why;
my man ?" ;•N.I.T.—" 'Cos I'm the
signalling. corporal for the 4:5 Howitzer
Battery coverin' yer, and it 'ud give yer
a .bit of an. 'eadache firing .the ruddy gun •
from the shoulder,it would l"—(Coi,Lar!sz
or K.C.C.)-!-The war proceeds..

OUR. SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL.
••.-0 0-••-0 —

FROM BUGLER BOY TO
BRIGADIER.
OR

How Willie Pritchard
Rose from. the Ranks.
—0 —0— 0 —
1-1EI
.11. STORY 0
Cl- R E AT WAR- — 0 —0
p Y ft pp Y
PPPP/s•
-

—0 —

01APTEN 8•
riow found . himself' Colonel
in command of one of the finest
infantry battalions in the 13ritish
Arrhy. Having seen that all his. men
Chad had- enough to eat,. and had cleaned
their horses, he sent round to sec that all
the capnuns had been' swabbed. dOwn.
Clarence 'had followed' him muttering
dirk threats, the V.rhile casting malignant.
glances at his stalwart back. This did
not disthrb Willie, whose thoughts had
tarried to home and Maggie the Mill-lass
of Millwarde,. • Where was she, and What
was she doing.? :Heaving a bitter 'sigh
;Willie turned, and to his -horror saw that
heovas -surrounded. The enemy had
completely .enveloped him in the dark,
and Willie saw that it would- be a .fight
to the death. Seizing a bugle he aroused
his. slumbering troops, and made ready.
Whiz:shall fell df tho horrors•of that time?
For . four days Willie. and his ,gallant
bated held out. No -food—A-all the .water
gone—what could herin An'honourable
surrender Was Zher.only course open to
him. lie..was just on the point of hoistingthe white flag when—Hark ! What is
that ? Can it be ? It is t It isn't I It
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sir 1 Hurrah,. the Band of the .. Royal
Tiddley-Umpshires. The enemy fled at
their approach. Willie hastened forward
to meet his rescuers. As they came
nearer Willie . saw the. Carnmdnder-inChief at their .head. Saluting, Willie
reported to him . that all was well. The
Commander - in • Chief irrontoted hint
Brigadier on the spot, and told him to go
to the ambulance to get a drink. As he
was pouring himself. out a spot he
happened to glance at the comely figure
Of a Red Crass •nurse. who was in the
van: " Maggie !
" Willie l ! 1 " In
a moment they were in each others' arms
Muttering " Curse you ! " Clarence
strode oft.

"vs lc—II

Correspondence.
To the Editor,
" Somme-Times."
Sir,
I should like to draw your atten
tion to a recent discovery of ours which,
we have made by judicious inter-breeding.
It is the " Parrotidgin " and it is
the result of crossing the parrot and the
pigenn.
It should be of immense use
to the War Office as the bird can deliver
its message by word .of month. It
requites careful feeding and judicious
handling. Our efforts in this direction
• ate still proceeding and we will advise
you of any further results.
We are, sir
Yours faithfully,
GRANDPA and NICKETT,
Ornithologists.

rr"-.

1)

OUR .MAMMOTH
COMPETITION.

Things We Want to
Know.

enis■■• AMMON.

We have great pleasure in announcing
.hat the 1st and 2nd prizes of the above
Competition have again been won by the
Editor and Sub.Editor respectively with
the following praiseworthy efforts, We
reprint the verse in Coto for the edification or thcAe who were not fortunate
enough to see it,
There was a lair Belgian Of Loere, '
Who smothered herself with red. ochre,
' When people asked why
She exclaimed with a sigh,
The following line was successful in
gaining the 1st prize :-I'M SUCH AN INVETERATE JOKER.
The 2nd prize was awarded for the following line :
I'VE FALLEN IN LOVE WITH A
STOKER
AS usual no other efforts were worthy
of consideration, so we were compelled
to return the balance of the prize money
to our bank.

The name of our most recent encarnadine acquisition who has a. pretty taste
in visiting cards and where he got
them.
? ? ?
The name of the brunette infantry
officer who succumbed to measles of the
'-fun variety and where he caught them.
? ? ?
Whether most of the Division goes to
the BIG Town to.see the CATHEDRAL:

? ? ?
Whether we still have the Munque
collection of Otd Masters .with us and if
there have been any recent additions.

On account of the many calls on our
lime and space we are compelled this
week to•curtail the space alloted to our
Correspondence and Answers to Correspondents.
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ARE YOU A VICTIM TO

OPTIMISM?
—0-0-0-0—

YOU DON'T KNOW ?

THEN- ASK YOURSELF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

—o—o—O—o1.—DO YOU SUFFER FROM CHEERFULNESS?
2. —DO YOU WAKE UP IN A MORNING FEELING THAT ALL IS GOING
WELL FOR THE ALLIES?
3. —DO YOU SOMETIMES THINK THAT THE WAR WILL END WITHIN
THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS?
4.—DO YOU BELIEVE GOOD NEWS IN PREFERENCE TO BAD ?
5. — DO YQU CONSIDER OUR LEADERS ARE COMPETENT TO CONDUCT
THE WAR TO A SUCCESSFUL ISSUE?
1F YOUR ANSWER IS " YES " TO ANYONE OF THESE QUESTIONS THEN YOU
ARE IN THE CLUTCHES OF THAT DREAD DISEASE.

WE CA.N CURE YOU.
TWO DAYS SPENT AT OUR ESTABLISHMENT WILL EFFECTUALLY ERADICATE
ALI. TRACES OF IT FROM YOUR SYSTEM.
DO NOT HESITATE—APPLY FOR TERMS AT ONCE TO :Messrs.
72, " GRUMBLESTONES."
TELEGRAMS : " GROUSE."
TELEPHONE

Walthorpe, Foxley, Nelmes and Co.

STOP! & THINK!!!
—0-0 —0 —

Messrs. NUNTHORPE, COX & CO.
Are now opening their book on the

Summer Meeting.,
-0-0-0 THE OLD LIBERAL PRICES ARE ON
OFFER.
5 1 the field for the BAPAUME STAKES
All in, Run or not.

We Always Pay ! ! !
-0-0-0Midsummer
Handicap.
1 3 ATKINS and ANZAC.
100 1 THE FLYING HUN.
—o—o—oDo not trust financial crocks,
Put it on with Nunthorpe, Cox.
— o — 0 —0—
Telegrams :

' REDTABS."

Telephone : Six Lines, " 102 Back'um."

Mr. HOWFIELD
Begs to notify his many kind Patrons
that he and Mr. CAULETT have
DISSOLVED PARTNERSHIP owing
to a little difference of opirion and he
is carrying on business in NEW and
COMMODIOUS PREMISES with

Mr. NORLETT.
— 0-0 —

COVE & INSPECT OUR
New styles in line Tiles
Great cops in gorgeous props

AND REMEMBER THAT
If you're going o'er the bags,
Come and see our new glad rags.

THE SAME FINANCIAL LATITUDE
ALLOWED OUR CUSTOMERS
AS HITHERTO.
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GUILLEMONT HIPPODROME.
-0 -0 -0- 0—
THIS WEEK—GREAT REVUE.

HULLO TANKO
FAMOUS 'ALL STAR" CASTE,
BOSCH BEAUTY CHORUS
---o— 0-0 --t)—
PRECEDED BY A LIVELY CURTAIN RAISER, ENFITI ED

ZERO PLUS 5.
-o 0-0 0

Screaming Farce, Entitled .

IT'S A WAY THEY HAVE IN THE ARMY.
" No Treating" Order Absolutely Ignored, and
We still have a Promenade.
PRICES AS USUAL.
BOOK EARLY.
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USE THE L.B.M.L. RAILWAY AND

TRAVEL IN COMFORT
Our new Branch Lines are now Open.
We can takeyou over the Battlefields.of Europe.
TOURISTS SPECIALLY CATERED FOR.
Regular Passengers can obtain Books of
Tickets at Greatly Reduced Prices.
We are now running TWO EXPRESSES
DAILY and Business Men will seize this
opportunity of saving time:
—0-0-0-0—
FOR TIMETABLES, ETC., WRITE :—
S.

APPER,
General Manager,
L.B.M.L. Railway.

ARE YOU READY FOR WINTER ?
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR WINTER'S KIT ?
We can supply you from the
gt- Dernier Cri " in Macintoshes

To Gum Boots.
The very latest things in Trench Coats
with a flounced " Moire" lining and dainty
motifs.
Send at once or you'll be late,
A soldier must be up-to-date.

HOWRIE and NORLETT,
Seventy-third Street.
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ZDITORIAL.
LONG time has elapsed
since our last number-.
This was unavoidable,
in fact at one time it
seemed that our tenth number would also
be our last.'as the press was marooned
in the midst of a disturbance which is
taking place down South. However the
putfitis once more safely housed, and
our new premises, -although draughty,
are at least in a quieter situation where
the street calls and other noises are not
so persistent. Many cheery, faces are
missing from the Division; and it seems
we must get a new lot of contributors.
For reasons over which we have no
control we are compelled to 'alter the title
of our journal, and so we now appear
under the all-embracing name of '' The
B. E. F. Times." May we here and now

A

PRICE 1 FRANC.

beg everybody to send along every
incident which might be adapted,
humorous or otherwise. We have great
pleasure in announcing that, for an
enormous fie, we have secured another
effort from the pen of the author of
"Iferlock Shomes." Owing to the popular
demand some characters of the story have
been resuscitated, we will leave to the
reader's imagination how they got over
the little difficulties in which the end of
the last . serial saw them. The first
instalment appears in this number. We
arc fortunate in having another graphic
article hom our special correspondent
Mr. TEECH E3OMAS. Also we have opened
a new branch in " Our Matrimonial
Column," and any candidates for a
suitable partner can probably be
accommodated from the splendid selection
of charming young ladies we have
on our books.. For this branch we have
secured the services of " the brunette
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infantry officer" whose graceful figure
and bronzed complexion were such a
feature at Prince's and the Piccadilly
Grill Rooth in the dear dead days when
we fondly imagined war to be other than
Wallowing in a dirty ditch. It was all
NAPGLEON to shout
very
fot
aboUt every soldier carrying a Field
Marshal's baton in his knapsack. after•
all he knew very little of war. The
nearest approach nowadays is a tin of
bully in a sandbag, and anyway even if'
you 'had a " Field Marshal's baton," then.
you'd have to dump it to make room for
another pair of socks or you'd be over 35
lbs. We have an article from our special
correspondent, who has just spent two
years in a German front line trench
disguised as a Hun. He had breakfast
with the Crown Prince, and relates his
experiences in a thrilling article. We
have pleasure also in announcing a new
competition. We should like to extend
a welcome to all those who have recently
joined the Division, and to express the
hope that they will try to assist us by
sending along copy. This also applies
to all other units of the B. E. F.,'and we
hope to receive enough copy to enlarge
our numbers to 12 pages.

teat

* M4.41,442

41+14.41)

Q.

4ft

WkwitilitIAGION44.41•403
" O.C. Companies will render a return,"
'Tis imperative that Q. shotild quickly
learn,
If you're short a tin of bully
Please investigate it fully,
" O.C. Companies will render a return."

By the 16th inst. the O.C. Coys will state
If they've got an engine driver or a matt,
Or if some benighted' private
Ever managed to
at
Excellence in sticking coal into a grate.
—•:o:-Are your men nonconformistic'ly inclined,
When you've had your cheese what
happens.to the rind ?
Why was plum and apple jam
Substituted for the ham ?
And your " eskimo " return is much
behind.

-:0:2

VeTnifit 0)0 rilaKtEs

—0-0-0—
4 40h 1 madamerselle, chary madamerselle,
You come for a nice promenay ?
Yes, its always the same with your' apres
la guerre,'
And your ' me no compris ' what I say,
Come along Bill to the old ' staminet,,
Though the beer may be rotten it still is
a wet,'
A hunk off a loaf and a glass, me and you,
What's that old lady ? Oh f damn it,
' Napoo,'

Is your Company addicted to trench
feet ?
Do you save the bones from out your
daily meat ?
Have you men who can hew lumber
If so kindly send the number,
Is your S.A.A. affected by the heat ?

Do you wonder at the awful careworn
smile
On the face of .every 0.C"." Coy, the
while
In his sleep you'll hear him murmur
" Have I got a man from Burma,
Or a sergeant who can go and dam the
Nile ?"
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FRAMES FROM
FRANCS,
And it came to pass in the early forenoon, having partaken of a frugal meal
of clorinated tea and Tickler, I sallied
forth andgained the chalky fastnesses of
WHISKY CRATER, completelyoblivious
of the dangers I encountered from our
*own artillery and Tock Emmas ! Scorning the periscope, 1, slowly elevated my
bitst above the parapet.
" Jee-rusalem—surelY this is not the
result of excessive thorassic lubrication ?
No, no, a thousand times NO f It 'cannot
be since last night the Quartermaster
once more failed us, and the Army
Service Corps had registered another
hit."
There, before my startled gaze appeared the familiar form of Ginger Fritz
of Doodles
Alas ! What mernoties that name conjures up I Fritz of Doodles
But, what a change
Quantum mutatus ab illo as we used
to say in our schooldays I
Gone was the greasy evening dress,
and in its place the tield grey uniform.
Gone too his happy smile, and in its
place a lbok of concentrated hate.
He stopped I He looked f He listened !
Then he saw me.
With true Prussian instinct he levelled
his musket and pointed it in my direction.
Like a flash an inspiration seized me !
"Waiter " I cried at the top of my voice.
" Waiter ! A brandy and soda I A bun
for the lady friend 1"
At the sound of the well-known voice
he started ; his lethal weapon clattered
to the ground, and with leaps and hounds
he answered the call.
In two of the proverbial &hakes he was
beside me in the trench.
As I led my now smiling prisoner
down the C.T. I had visions of how I
would spend my week's leave. Doodles
of course would be oue of my first calls!
I-was about to thank Fritz for the good
turn he had done me, when I suddenly
thought of A.O. 1965/3. . . damm it
all I 1 forget the rest 'of it—but 1.cl°
remember that I can't go on leave for at
least another four months,

VIRTUE

!Ili

Now you subs of tender years
For.your morals, it appears,
(You must admit they're open much to
question)
There is shortly going to be
A morality 0.C.,
Who will see that vice does not spoil
your digestion.
His H.Q. is going to be
Close by Leicester Square, and he
Will parade his Batt. for duty every night,
In his ranks we'll shortly see
P'raps a Bishop or M.P.,
Who will see that virtue's path you tread
aright.
H on leave and pleasure bent
At Victoria, a gent

Will grab you as you're dodging off alone,
Will escort you to H.O.,
When you'll quickly find that you
Are provided with an aged chaperone.
Your amusement will depend
On how much she'll let you spend,
And you'll dine at Lyons or an A.B.C.,
Should you dare to want a drink;
With a look she'll make you think
What an awful well of sin a sub can be.
You may smoke one cigarette,
Lie retiring you will get •
All your orders for the morrow's pleasure
feast,
Hand your cash in charge, and then
Off to bed as clock strikes ten,
Feeling that in fdrmer days you were . a
beast.
You will come to lea rn and love
Programmes as described above
For you must admit that you were most
immoral,
You will find when leave's expired
That your fancies will have tired
For the glass that sparkles, and.for lips of
coral.
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I41 WIESEN&
:0:
BY THE MAN WHO HAD BREAKFAST WITH THE CROWN PRINCE.
—:0:—
A FIER a lot •of manceuvring, I had
managed to obtain an interview
with the Staff Officer who was
in charge of the Prince's valuable collection of " Objets de vertu."
As I was
perfectly disguised as a Bond Street Art
Dealer my task was made much easier.
By way of opening up the conversation
I commented on a beautiful painting
which I was told the Prince had bought
from a poor Belgian woman Alter
several hours conversation, during which
I extolled the virtues ot all the Prince's
purchases, I was invited to take breakfast with the Prince himself
What a
heavensent opportunity. Of course I
accepted with alacrity, and was shortly
ushered into his own apartments
" Hullo " said the Prince with his usual
jocularity " How's your father " " My
parent is enjoying his usual health. I
thank your Highness " I replied "May I
venture to ask, how you are progressing
at Verdun?"
" Verdun be damned " howled this
spoilt favourite of tortune. "I never want
to hear of the place again
I was
there, or at least near there some days
ago, and made a speech to my soldiers
— jolly good speech it was too—all the
fancy bits about father and myself and
' places in the sun,' and that even if they
were all killed I'd remember 'em in my
prayers before turning in and the damned
ungrateful fellows didn't even give me a
hoch.' Father was cross " I
" And way 1 ask your Highness " I
ventured, " How is his Imperial Majesty,
your father." " Rotten " candidly replied
the Prince, " He's really fed up with old

Tirpy and Falky. You see,.Tir-py told .
him either to go away, or come and run
the damned fleet himself, and when papa
told Tirpy that, as far as he could see,
the fleet ran itself, Tirpy got cross and
shot a poor old woman who was just
going to knock a nail in his statue. So
between the lot of them, life is becoming
unbearable. Papa is so hasty."
"And may I ask your Highness'sopinioh
of the military situation ? " I ventured.
" Tophole " the Prince replied with
enthusiasm. " If it lasts five or six years
longer I shall have one of the best collectionl in the world."
" And the new English Army " I slyly
remarked.
" Pah " snapped the Prince, as he
savagely spat at his orderly " You wail
till I've finished with Verdun, I'll attend
to them."
Seeing that the interview was over, I
took my leave and went, feeling confident
that my disguise was unpenetrated.

- US .

e'

Stop Press News.
GREAT ROBBERY AT THE MUNQUE
ART GALLERIES.
-'0

We regret to announce that a burglary
has taken place at the Munque Art
Galleries. This valuable collection ot
old masters has been stolen and evidence
points to an old hand at the game.
Suspicion has fastened on William, jun.,
the Potsdam pincher. No further
details yet to hand.
Generals von Sauerkraut and Hauptmann von Gotzer wish to pair for the
winter. Any acceptances should be
addressed to O.C. Huns. Bapaume.
We hear that a traverse has been sunk
at P 42 C 1'3. It is feared that this is
likely to be a total loss. Submarines are
suspected.
Miss Minnie Werfer arrived at the
front, but went off suddenly.
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&Vila tfr.
Gone is the Summer, and gone are the
flies,
Gone the green hedges that gladdened
our eyes ;
Around us the landscape is reeking
with rain,
Gone is all comfort—'tis Winter again.

So here's to the lads of the F.B.I.,
Who live in a ditch that never is dry ;
Who grin through discomfort and danger
Go " over the top " when a chance comes
to strike ;
Though they're living in Hell they are
cheery and gay,
And draw as their stipend just one bob
pqr day.
—§ §—
Back once more to the boots, gum, thigh,
In a pulverised trench where the mud's
. knee-high ;
To the duck-board slide on a cold wet
night,
When you pray for a star-shell to give
you light ;
When your clothes are wet, and the rum
jar's dry,
Then you want all you cheeriness, P.B.I.
—§ t §-They take what may come with a grouse
just skin-deep,
In a rat-worried dug-out on mud try to
sleep ;
Do you wonder they make all the
atmosphere hum,
When some arm-chair old lunatic grudges
them rum ;
And they read in the papers that "James
So-and-Such
Thinks that our soldiers are drinking too
much."
K2

Leave the Tommy alone Mr. lames
So-and-Such.
There are vices much nearer home waiting
your touch ;
Take yourself now for instance, examine
and see
•
If your own priggish virtue is all it
should be ;
Give those of a larger life chance to enjoy
A charity wider than that you employ.

—6 t §--

Don't

let Tommy's vices shatter your
sleep,
When you write to the " Times " stick
to " Little Bo-Peep,"
As a subject she's really much more in
your line
Than licentious soldiery, women, and
wine,
So here's to the lads who can live and
can die,
Backbone of the Empite, the old PALL
PIONEER.

Who Invented The
Tanks ?
We notice much discussion going on
in our English contemporaries re the
inventorship of the tanks. We could
settle the matter here and now, but
modesty compels us to keep the matter
secret. If they have been helpful in
winning the war we are content.

Lig)

N‘i

Irtb,

The prisoner with mournful look just
sadly murmured " Who'd
Have thought that Prussia's beSt should
thus so quickly have been looed ?"
" Ho ytts," said Tommy with a gr in,"and
bloomin' well napooed."
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OUR SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL.
If

"NARPOO

- —0 —0 —

BY THE AUTHOR OF " SHOT IN
THE CULVERT."
—0-0 — o—

DRAMATIS PERSONAE=
—0-Cloddy Lyme — A Sanitary Inspector.
Madeline Carol —
A French Girl.
hitfta Pink
A Pioneer.
General Bertram
Rudolph de Rogerum—The Earl of Loose.
Lord Reginald
de Kheathorpe —
His Son.
Q. Wetrim
A Storekeeper.
L. Pluniernapple
A Soldier.
Herlock Shomes —The Great Defective.
DI Hotsam
His Admirer.
—o —o—o-

—0_0_0_—

1A

i•

MY DEAR flotsam, nothing of
the kind I assure you," said
Shomes, in his comfortable dug
Out In Quality Street. •' My methods
are based on deduction
For instance,
you hear someone coming up the stairs.
Well, that is all the untrained eat can
hear, but I know it's a soldier with many
ribbons, an Irish accent and a friend
named Reggie How do I know ? My
dear fellow—
At that moment the door
opened, and General .Bertram Rudolph
de Rogerum entered. Casting himself
in a chair he demanded a cocktail.
" Well, my dear general," said Shomes,
placing his finger tips together, " how
can I help you ? " " What ! you know
me ? " gasped the general " Oh yes ! "
said Shomes, as he tilted his vermoral
sprayer and squirted a quart into his left
arm
" Well," said the general, " I have
come abobt a very mysterious attair
Three nights running the Brigade rum
ration has disappeared "
" Good heavens!" ejaculated flotsam
Aha I " said Shomes, " this promises
to be a most interesting case." With
that he picked up his violin, and proceeded to play dreamily, " Now I am
ready, general, tell me all about it."

GiTr

" Well," said the general, " as you
know, my men mostly dislike rum, so
that when it comes up l' have it put in
one of the outhouses, Three,monti ngs
ago, when my son, a priceless lad, if I
may say so and above suspicion, went to
look at it, he found it had disappeared.
This has happened on both the following
nights, and so I thought you might be
able to help us."
" Have you no clUe at all ? " snapped
the great detective.
" Only that Wemrn's store seems to be
more popular with the soldiers than
formerly," said the general.
" Leave the matter in my hands,
general, I will find your rum," said the
detective, With that the general went
oil jauntily, whistling " Another Little
Drink Wouldn't do us Any Harm."
'Immediately he had gone Shomes
sprang up. " Now Hotsam, we must to
work! " Hastily throwingoff his smoking
jacket, he donned a.tin-hat, mackintosh
and gum boots;ancldisappeared into the
night.
Meanwhile in the lovely French evening, Plumernapple was paying court to
Madeline Carol, the pretty daughter at
the local estaminet. " Well, it's only
'art past eight," he murmured, " and
there ain'r no perlice corprel about."
"No compris," sshe gurgled, as she made
to shut the door.
Picking up his A
frame, he sadly made his way along the
road.
At Wemrn's store a very merry parly
was in progress, and flotsam, taking the
air, strolled across there. Pushing open
the door, he saw Q. Wemm entertaining
many friends from among the neighbouring troops. He was immediately made
welcome, and a mug of hot liquid was
thrust into his hand
Casting his eyes
round, they fell on a 'heap of jars in the
corner " The Rum I " he gasped—
(WAS IT ?)
(Read next thrilling instalment.)
(To be Continued.)
Owing to shortage of paper we have
been obliged to restrict this number to 8
pages, so that many things are unavoidably held over. However. we hope that
our Grand Xmas Double Number will
follow close on the heels of this, and w:11
contain our New Competition and many
popular features.—(ED )
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HOW THE TANKS WENT
DYER.

•
ENT,
SPOND
BY OUR SPECIAL CORRE

Mr: TEECH BOMAS.

In the grey and purple light of a
September morn they went over. Like
great prehistoric monsters they leapt and
skipped with joy when the signal came.
It was my great good fortune to be a
passenger on one of them How can 1
clearly relate what happened ? All is one
chaotic mingling of joy and noise No
fear f How could one fear anything in
the belly of a perambulating peripatetic
progolodyniythorus. Wonderful, epic,
on we went, whilst twice a minute. the
l7in. gun on the root barked out us
message of defiance. At last we were
fairly in amongst the Huns. They were
tound us in millions and in millions they
died. Every wag of our creatures tail
threw a bomb with deadly precision, and
the mad, muddled, intirdorers melted.
How describe the joy with which. our
men joined the procession until at last
we had a. train ten miles long. On
creature then became. in festive mood
and, jumping two villages, came to rest.
in a crump-hole. After surveying the
surrounding country front there we
started rounding up the prisoners. Then
with a wag of our tail (which accounted
for 20 Huns) and some flaps with our
fins on we went. With a triumphant
snort we went through Bapaume pushing
over the church in a playful moment and
then steering a course for home, feeling
that our perspiring panting proglodomyte
had thoroughly enjoyed its run over the
disgruntled, discomfited, disembowelled
eaith. And so to rest in its lair ready
for the morrow and what that morrow
might hold. I must get back to the
TEECH BOMAS,
battle

OUR MATRIMONIAL
COLUMN.

—:o:—
Everything in this department receive.;
the greatest discretion and secrecy, and
correspondents may be assured that all
correspondence is treated with the utmost
delicacy.
- -:o:-.CAPTA1N.-35, handsome anddashing
appearance. Thorptighly domesticated
and capable of looking 'after the home.
Feels lost in his present position of Camp
Commandant. Fond of dogs. Would
welcome correspondence with a view to
matrimony. Money no object as he has
his pay.—Write Vatican, clo this paper.
BRIG -GENERAL—Young — charming personality—feels lonely Bashfulness has made him rake this way of
settling his future happiness, and he
would like to correspond with some
priceless• young lady matrimonially
inclined.—Write Rudolph, clo ihis paper.
- :0:—
AL. — CompaniahleGENER
BRIG.jocose—domesticated —loving. Is feeling
his unattached condition very much, and
seizes this opportunity of making overtures to some sympathetic young lady. —
Write Jock, c/o this paper.
—:o:
L1EUT -COLONEL. — Gone grey
through loneliness. Feels that his life
could be brightened by the introduction
of a female element. Romantic disposi:on, and has had many " afFaires,"
but would entertain an opportunity of
settling down. Widow preferred. Money
no object, but would like one with small
public house —Write Buffs, c/o this
paper.

--:o:
LIEUT.-COLONEL.--Tall andstriking

appearance. Just recovered from.wound,
fee& lost now without feminine attentions, and would welcome correspondence
that might ultimately end in providing
hint with congenial society for life.—
Write Rugger, c/o this paper.
--:o:-(Many thousand advertisements are
held over for lack of space.)
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' (With apologies to the late LEWIS z'
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The War Lord and the Chancellor,
Were walking hand in hand ;
They laughed like anything to see
The devastated land :
" If this belonged to us," they said,
" It really would be gland."
—0-0-0" If fifty Huns with fifty guns,
Swept it for half a year ;
Do you suppose," the War Lord said,
" That viettry would be near ?"
I doubt it," said the Chancellor,
Aud shed a bitter tear.
—0-0—o" You always were a pessimist."
The frowning War Lord said ;
" Oh 1 Highest One it is because
I always look ahead ;
Before this War is finished you
And I will both be dead."

He danced with rage, he howled and
swore,
And vowed that he would see
That Army so contemptible
Would very quickly be
By every kind of •' flightfulness "
Sent to eternity.
—0-0-0—

The Chancellor spoke loud and long,
With rhetoric inspired ;
He spoke of love. and peace. and food,
He spoke till he was tired ;
And when he paused he wined around—
The War Lord had expired 1
9

IP •
-

.7"•'"

.+

Extracts From
Contemporaries.
—0-0-0 —
1.— (From " Coips Intelligence Summary," Nov. 1/14.)—" ALARMS.— Dogs
have been HEARD BARKING in the trenches
and ALSO GEESE: Confirmation is required
as to wherher the geese are in the
trenches or wild geese tlighting."
2.—(From " John Bull," Nov. 18/16.)
—" The case of a certain BATTALION of
the Duke of Wellington's Regiment is
instanced to US. FIFTEEN THOUSAND
STRONG, they have been at Skipton,
Derby, etc. . . . "

-

" Don't talk like that

I ao beseech,"
The War Lord wailed aloud :
" To win this War by any means.
You know that I have vuwed ;
With Zeppelins and subinritines,
And waves of poison cloud."
—
" Oh ! chuck it
the Chancellor
Said with a rueful air,
" You know quite well with 'frightfulness'
We've tried them every, here,
And got it back with interest,"
Bill glared and tore• his hair.

We have been asked by Lt.-Colonel
Cunningham and Major Twiss to say
" Good -bye " for them to the many
friends they have in the Division,
to express their regret at having to
leave them, and to wish them all the
best of luck. We should like to say
here,that in losing Lt.-Colonel Cunningham and Major Twiss,the whole Division
feels it has lost two good pals, and that
wherever they may go the wishes of the
Division will be'with them.
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WHY WEAR THAT
CHARLIE CHAPLIN?

POILE & TROTTER.

WOULD YOU LIKE A LONG
FLOWING CAVALRY
MOUSTACHE?
—o—o—o-

Mr. POILE wishes to announce to his
many clients that, although he has

—0-0-0—

WE CAN HELP YOU.
- o—o—o-

SEND AT ONCE FOR THE NEW
MOUSTACHE TRAINER

" THE DOPELET "
Made in Three Sizes and Materials : — 10 Fr.
SILK
— — 5 Ft.
CANVAS
EXPANDED METAL — 2 Fr.
—a —o —o —

severed his connection with Mr. Trotter,
he is still doing business on the old
lines. His Tourist Coupons have
become more popular than ever. Send
for one at once. They are stilt printed
Irish
on the favourite yellow paper.
arid Scotch clients specially catered
for.

OOPS & ORRIS

NU,

BROKEN HILL,
FRANCE.

hew.

STORES.
OUR DIVISIONAL AGE
MENT.
UNDER ENTIRELY NEW MAN

TD
JARRIE AND LAMES, Lha
vn't

You want it ! We've got it I ! If we
a
try something else, it's just as good. Drop
u.
P.C. and our Mr. Jarrie will call on yo
(Perhaps Ed.)
-0-0-0--0One teaspoonful Cames's Curry and you'll
ylime in your tea.
never notice the clorid0-0- 0-0- •
Follow the duck-boards ! All lead to our
d
well stocked branches, where you will be treate
with civility and promises

NO TI CK

UNT
BRAKESMOMAN
Head Office : CON DY'S LANE,Tele
."
grams : " SCOTCH
Telephone : 5, " 1NAROW."
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GRAND XMAS DOUBLE NUMBER.

T H E

B. E. F. TIMES.
WITH WHICH ARE INCORPORATED

The Wipers Times, The "New Church" Times,
The Kemmet Times & The Somme-Times.

No 2. Vot. 1.

Monday 25rh December. 1916.

PRICE I FRANC.

PALACE OF VARIETIES, L----

(CENSORED ED )
—0— 0—o-0-POSITIVELY THE GREATEST COLLECTION OF ENTERTAINERS WHICH
HAS EVER BEEN GOT TOGETHER AT ONE PLACE AND TIME.

FOR

ONE WEEK ONLY.
-0-0-0- 0-

Miss MINNIE WERFER.
ALWAYS MEETS WITH A THUNDEROUS RECEPTION.

- o-o-o-o-

ALLIMAN FAMILY—Glee Singers.
COMPLETELY NEW NUMBERS. INCLUDING •La
Paloma,"
" They Didn't Believe Me."
••
The Irish Troupe Of Quick Change Artists.
IN THEIR AMUSING SKETCH,
- Won't You Come and Play in Our Yard."
-0-0-0-0GRAND OPERETTE. ENTITLED -WILLIA M, TELL!
GRAND MAT.,£ CHOR.178.

AS PERFORMED BEFORE MOST OF THE CROWNED HEADS OF EUROPE.
DURING WHICH BETHMANIANO WILL SING

I Would Row Wilson if Wilson Would Row Me.
- 0 -0-0 0
PRICES DOUBLE. BOOK EARLY.
ani.-23PP11,14 CSATAia &nano Iewm: mum,

"

- -
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laCTURR
HALL.
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THE COMMITTEE has shown great enterprise in securing the services of all the
CELEBRATED LEC fURERS, and hopes to make this a popular feature during the coming
•
winter.

All Buses Stop At The Door.
Don't be disappointed if you can't get in,
come again.
Patrons from the front specially catered for
in a large and commodious Market Square.
NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAMME.

MR. HI TEOF BLISS
PERMUTATIONS AdiECTeR6 RIBINATIONS."
It for knowledge you should thirst,
Take good care to get here first,
•••••••••

■
,■•,/00.1.11,41. 1110.11•11■•■■.

Admission Free.
Come Early and Often.
Applications for Reserved Seats must be made to :FURS, TARMEY and Co.
GRAND CHRISTMAS BAZAAR.
41111M

RAH
YOU A RENO AT `FEIN FRONT.
IF SO WHAT NICER PRESENT COULD YOU SEND HIM THAN OUR NEW
"VER MOR LET."
This
12 Bulus

can be used either as a Soda-water Syphon or Anti-Gas Sprayer. Complete with
for each purpose. 50 Francs.
--0-0 -o -o ALSO OUR NEW

" Combination Respirator and Mouth Organ."
The dulcet tones of the Mouth Organ will brighten even the worst Gas Attack.
WE SPECIALISE
.
-0-0-0-0-

NOVELTIES:

Come .and View. You will not be urged to buy.
Or drop a Field Post Card, and we will send you our
Illustrated Catalogue Printed in Seven Languages.
• -0-0 -0- 0See our new Waterproof Suits. They are made to
resist the dathp of the Trenches. and only the best
Metal is used in their construction.
HEROD'S, UNIVERSAL PROVIDER.
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RDITORIAL
OW we have arrived at
our " Grand Double
Xmas Number" (this byis provided
- e.way
the paper arrives in
time) and the firSt thifig any,good Editor
does,' is to wish all his readers•the very
best of good wishes. Between ,ourselves
I think the least said aboUt " Peace on
earth, goodwill to man " the better,
when mosl of the inhabitants of this
planet are trying to " put' it across "
someone or. other in the most unpleasant
way that lies handy. Wd have received
many of the Xrlias Nos: of our English
contemporaries, and we must say that it
is about time England had a war; if the
popular taste runs in the direction indicated by ,most of the Coloured. plates. It
is good to see that Englind has.at last

PRICE 1 FRANC.

realised that we are at war, and has
fixed the price of officers meals,
although we ,fully endorse the •views
expressed by the Brigadier who wanted
an extra pat of buffer at an A.B.C. and
was told he had Already spent ninepence,
and so was up 4o his, limit. But it is
undoubtedly a step tri the right direction,
and by the time the war is in-full swing
it will not surprise us to see many innovations of this sort, in fact, one niight
venture to prophecy that a few more
years of war, will see officers restricted
to a three shilling taxi fare. If we are to
win the war then officers • will really
have to make every sacrifice. But it is
pleasing' to see that England has shaken
herself .and means business. Also we
think that our 'contemporary the " Daily
Mail" should be suppressed. • It is
always urgirig sonic drastic step, and
.calling attention to the war. ' In.fact, so
strong and persistent at, times became
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its hysterical shouting, that ; some
All
decisions were actually reached.
this is very unnerving, and we really
think that the total suppression of the
Northcliffe Press is the only way of
ensuring the preservation of a respectable
and dignified " festina lente " policy.
Should the war be hurried we, the
Editor, would lose our job, And so
would many others, a fate horrible to
conte:nplate. Out of work, and thrown
on the mercy of a hard and cruel world,
good heavens ! Put more coal on the
fire ! My dug-out has suddenly become
chilled. A bas Northcliffe. a bas
" Daily Mail ". Taisez vous f Mefiez
Les oreilles ennemies . vous
vous I
ecoutent I During our nocturnal rambles
the other night, when the country was
bathed in a soft light, the joint production
of moon and star shell, we met a
PESSIMIST He was a strange elfish
creature, and seemed in the depths of
despair. A broken rum jar at his side,
and the mute evidence of his appearance
testified to the utter abandonment of all
hope. He opened up the conversation
wittr the remark " We've lost this 'ere
war." " Come cheer up old chap all is
not yet over "-We remarked in a futile
endeavour to throw a little light into the
darkness " Hover " he exclaimed as he
took oft a gum boot and emptied a
stream of liquid mud into a dixie full of
tea belonging to the next dugout. " Ho,
then yer don't read the papers. 'Ere's
Ilarious Belloc says all's lost in the East,
'ere's Bottomley says we're sitting on a
yolcano, and a imp of pineapple gone
t'trdugh the rum jar. I'm going over
the top to kill a 'un. I'm that fed up."
Seeing the impossibility of disputing his
point we passed on, deep in thought.
" Surely, surely," we thought " they
must realise everything possible is being
done. Here we have officers meals
limited to five shillings, and they're not
to wear evening clothes any longer.
Good heavens ! Cat. the fellow not

reallge what an effort we are making.
And so we returned home, saddenid .by
our experience, and killed three rats on
the"way in the irritation of the moment.
But this, . by-the-way, is our Xmas
.Number and we have rather side-tracked:
" Good King Wenceslas looked out
On a frosty mprping."
Can you imagine a picture of 1' Good
King Wenceslas" sticking his nose out of
a dug out and saying what he thought
of war in general, and Huns in particular?
Try and imagine the dear old lad as a
platoon commander at " stand fo" on a
He'd have carolled
Xmas morning
some We have great pleasure ma
announcing that our new Mammoth
Competition will be found on the last
page. We are awaiting news of several
new and interesting features which %se
hope to include in this number which we
expect to be able to increase to twelve
pages. Violet returns to the fold in this
number, and we will have to forgive her
for her temporary desertion which she
has explained prettily to us. We should
now like to wish you one and all the
best of luck at Xmas and during the
coining year.

xr9Ivra„.)
SWITCE1RE3D 11LIMS1®1)%.
—0-0-0—
It may be love that makes the world go
round,
Yet with the statement oft I disagree ;
t was not love fon that I'll bet a pound)
That, last night, made the world revolve
round me.
—0-0—o—
I cannot bring my mind to realise
That love inspired friend Fritz, when he
propelled
A Minnie of a most terrific size
In my direction, so, I had him shelled.
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Intelligence. Summary;
—0-0 --0X REGIMENT.
—u—u-eliding in the Early
hours
24
the
For
Morning. (?)
7 a.m.—Bosche seen at K.42.b.9.7 ,
wearing a pair of boots. (Normal.)
3'45 a.m.—Hun aeroplane pursued one
of- our carrier pigeons over our fines.
After a burst of M.G. J ire, our pigeon
was seen to crumple up and crash to
the ground.
9'30 a.m.—One of our machines in
retaliation dropped a 200 ton bomb on
a German at H.69.b.2 3. Good results
were observed. Our machine returned
salely. 11'5 a.m.—Enemy fired 10 Pomegranates
and ont Pumpkin into our sap at
H.62.C.7.8.
bombardment by our Stokes's
Noon
guns was followed by shrieks and
groans from the enemy trenches.
12'50 p.m.—Enemy fired 80 Minnies.
Seventy of these exploded in our front
line. No damage was done. Our heavy
artillery at once replied by bombarding
our own support line for two nours. At
the finish of the bombardment our
support line was completely obliterated.
This proves the superiority of our
•
ammunition.
3 p.m.—Sniper located at H.Z.0.5, dispersed by'the fire of our heavy artillery.
4.10 p.m.—Four sandbags in our front
line damaged by T.M. fire. A Court
of Inquiry wiil be hell to fix the responsibility for placing them there.
6.50 p.m.—A Very light tired by a
Bosche burst into puce andyellow stars.
These were thought to be crescent
shaped. Nothing unusual followed.
9.50 p.m.—Strange noise heard near,
sounded like an °witch in the .1.30sehe
trenches munching glass. or a train.
12 m.n.—Flight of 20 Zeppelins seen by
officer on duty, who failed to report on
the proper form,and noaclion was taken.
2.50 a.m.—One of our patrols brought
in a pink garter, whereby an important
identification has been established.
4'10 a.m.—Bosche heard playing a
. barrel-organ in No Man's Land. Organ
located at ti 22 c.3.4. After a heavy
-concentration of fire the music ceased.
The organ had disappeared by dayitght.

1313AZIET
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Christrnastide, Christmastide, .mistletoe
and holly,
Lovely girls and ingle nook
Gaiety where'cr you look
In each magazine or book
Banish melancholy.
—:0:—
In my brazier as 1 gaze
Pictures come and pictures go,
Dimly seen across the hazeChri.ltmases we used to know,
:

Now the coals bum clear and bright
There 1 see a merry throng
Round the fire, one Xmas night,
Laughter ringing loud and long.
—:0:
Now the glow has disappeared,
• And my dug-out's overcast,
Just outside the night is seated
With a shell, or Minnie's blast,
:0:—
Now again she's burning clear,
Visions come of better days,
Gone discomforts that are near,
Hope around my dug-our plays.
— :0: —
Pictures come and pictures go,
Yet one truth alone remains,
Ile who strikes the- best last blow,
Ile it is the prize who gains.,
So what matter mud or snow ?
Spring and Sufnmer come in turn,
Better days will come, and so
Burn, my good old brazier, burn..
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TB WAR IN THE
SAM
—:0:—

Major Taude, B.C.
Of

course all the tactics employed in
this campaign are wrong. I have studied
the whole affair carefully (from maps and
the histories of previous wars) and I find
them absolutely contrary to all the rules
laid down by Julius Caesar and Hannibal.
1 well remember the excellent results
obtained by my adoption of the tactics
used by Bruce at Bannockburn. and I
consider that it was due to these that I
obtained the splendid moral victory over
the Church Lads' Brigade, at Shepherd's
Bush, in 1870. I have proved time and
again in my articles that the opposing
force can only hope for success 'so long
as it beats the defending torce, and that,
once the positions are ieversed. then the
defending _force will become the attacking
force. War and tactics have been my
constant study, and I feel sure that a
more careful scrutiny of my works would
lead to an earlier successful termination
of the ar. There was that successful
little alfair of mine at Clapham Common
which might be emulated with advantage
by Sir Douglas Haig in his Western
campaign. Verb. sap.
-4 ,17--•
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OUR SHORT STORY.
It was Xmas morning in the trenches 1
M-m-m-m-m-m.

CflE
fr441
Peace, peace, let us have peace,
Quoth Bill with a face grave and long ;
You can see we have won
Ere you've really begun,

So let's chuck it while I'm going strong.

4+ GONE. 17Gone are the days of the Seventythird-,
When never a quail or a grouse was
heard,
Gone are our smiles—each eye has a tear
For gone is our priceless Brigadier;
We ne'er shall forget his cheery face,
Tho' we've got another to take his place.
--g t §—
Gone is the Transport Officer too
" Dear. old Charles " whom an ranks
knew,
Knocked out by a shell for a Bosch who
flew,
They say that the air for miles went blue;
We ne'er shall forget his cheery face,
Tho' we've got another to take his place.
—§ §—
Gone half of the firm who advertise,
He never again will dazzle our eyes
With the wonderful cap, with its band so
red,
He wore on the back of his curly head ;
We ne'er shall forget his cheery face,
Tho' we've got another to take his place.
—§ §—
But there's still one left of the old
Brigade,
Who always pretends he's old and staid,
He teaches the new ones how to go
In the ways of the others we used to
know ;
We ne'er shall forget his cheery face,
And want no other to take his place.
—§ §—
They've not gone far, and we hope some
day
To meet 'em again when we're all at play,
When the Huns have gone where all
Huns should be,
And we're playing at soldiers near
Camberley ;
To chin of the things we have seen. and
heard
And the things we did in the Seventythird.

T. G.
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I want to write a poem, yet I find I have

- no theme,
" Rats" are no subject for an elegy,
Yet they fill 'my waking moments, and
when star-shells softly gleam, 'Tis the rats who spend the midnight
hours with nie.
—0-0-0—
On my table in the evening they will
form " Battalion mass,"
They will open tins of bully with their
teeth;
And should a cake be sent me by some
friend at home, alas!
They will extricate it from its cardboard
sheath.
They are bloated, fat and cunning, and
they're marvels as to size,
And their teeth can penetrate a sniping
plate,
I could tell you tales unnumbered, but
you'd think I'm telling Iles,
Of one old, grey whiskered buck-rat and
his mate.
—0-0—o Just to show you, on my table lay a tin
of sardines—sealedWith the implement to open hanging
near,
The old buck-rat espied them, to his
missis loudly squealed,
" Bring quickly that tin-opener, Stinky
dear ! "
—0-0 —0 —
She fondly trotted up the pole, and
brought him his desire,
He proceeded then with all his might
and main,
He opened up that tin, and then--'tis
here you'll dub me " Liar ! "He closed it down, and sealed it up again.-;

Have you seen one, should a rival chance
to spoil his love affair,
Bring a bomb, Mills, hand, and place it
underneath
•
The portion of the trench where that said,
rival had his lair,
And then he'll pull the pin out with his
teeth.

BY ORDER.
—0-0
Oh dear r .Nearly a column to be
written, and the Editor has detailed me
for the job. He won't have anything
about the War, as he says he's "fed up".
with that subject, so what on earth shall
I yarn about ? I wonder if tie's heard
the tale of the Transport Officer and the
rum. Of course there are many tales of
T.O.'s and rum. The oldest one of all
is the. one of the T.O. who didn't like
rum. But this tale I'm going to tell you
is true. There was once a T.O. who
was coming up with the rations. The
said rations included " rum for weary
soldiers." Also the cargo had a consignment of tear-gas in a rain-jar for the
M.O. to try a 'few experiments with.
That is all the tale—but I may as well.
add. that the T.O. recovered. Did you
ever hear the tale of the General. the
Tommy, and the letter. Oh f I mustn't
tell that tale, what a pity 1 (I wonder
how many tales it takes to fill a column.)
Did you ever bear the tale of the five
officers in a dug out ? One I ant afraid
had too great a fancy for alcoholic
stimulant. A great big fat rat appeared.
Silently they all looked at one another.
" I didn't see it 1 " blurted out our
alcoholic friend. That ought to about
do it, so, haying obeyed orders, I'm oif
to bed. Adios !
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CURSE THEM!
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By HORATORIO COCKLES TUMLEY.
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1 0 " the Cibtervi.:r who stood at his post,
And at 3 on the Toth saw t small.German
host
Going East with a ono, so he had a good
look
And proceeded to make—a note in his
book.

" D " the Division who read the next day
The report " 0 " had rendered, and sent
it away
To Corps, where it rested, until bye-and.
bye
The Army decided that those nuns
should die.
So a mandate was issued to Corps as a
start,
To slaughter those Iluns going East with
a cart,
Which mandate was then with decision
and ease
Pushed on to Division,"for action please.
--:0:-Division post-haste, oras near ascould be,
Sent word to the gunners Gf what " 0 "
could see,
The gunners prepared with shot and with
shell,
To blow those said Germans from here
into Hell.,
--:o:-With lanyard in hand, and with cool
flashing eye,
They scanned all the landscape. 'they
scanned all the sky—
And here we will leave them, gazin:-; apart
For the Huns who
WEEE AGO—passed
with a cart.

PURSE them all ! There—I've said it,
U. that's straight from the shoulder.
'CURSE them all ! And in years 'to come
motherless babes and babyless mothers
will echo my cry. Damn their procrastinating habits and their futile
compromises. Why cannot the Pecple
be fold the whole truth ? ..Why hide it
trtnitt them ? I can hear the cry echoing
down The ages, " Why ? " But I -will
give them a.-word of advice :—Be careful
Be very careful !? Or the curses of
millionS of babyless mothers to be will
descend.on your addlepa1ed beads. Be
careful how tar you -try the temper of lb:,
people, test they turn and rend you.
Shall the people 3.cnOw nothing ? No
fell you. and the voice of the indignant
multitude thunders with.me " No ! " Vox
populi t Vox Deli and in years to come
myriads of motherless babes will rise and
cry, " Vox populi l Vox Del I " Take
heed then before you have gone too far,
for the mandate of the People is too great
a thing.to trifle with. So be warned in
time. We will not brook interlerence.
Shall the People's Rum be tampered
with ? No ! A thousand times No When
you took away their sandbags I told you
what would happen. And now you
contemplate at even greater crime. Let
us have a BuSiness Rum-jar. About the
same size as the tanks. But do not
interfere with the. People. Give us a
Business Q.M.G.! Good heavens, what
have I said? Well there ! Let it stand.
But don't keep the People in the dark.
Think of those poor babvIess rntithers
and remember, ITS UP TO YOU.
CURSE THEM ! Br-r r-r-r-r.
HORATORIO COCKLES TUMLEY.
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In childhood's days my wayward fancy
ran
On battle, and a soldier bravewas
I led niy men to action wish elan;
We dashed ahead resolved to,do or die.
Yet in my pictures scarce can I recall
What means we used to circumvent the
wire,
Nor how we fought the direst foe of all,
If we had m" ud then mem'ry is a liar.
Green fields and sunlight, swords and
prancing steeds,
And pistols with some score yards range
at most,
In pleasant lands which furnished all my
needs,
In fancy. fought my foe (rain post to post.
Ali, Childhood's days ! No prancing
steed have I
Who, day and night, must wade,thruugh
seas of mud
Attired in tin hat, mac, and boots, gum,
thigh,
I almost think niy childish dreams were
dud.
No flight of fancy ever found me glad
A filthy dug-out, full of rats, to see ;
I cannot e'er remember being mad
Chloride of limtto sample in my tea.
No flying-pigs, or Ninnies, had a place
In battles which my fancy freely waged,
No shrieking cans of death came put of
space;
No stinking as the air of war outraged.
—0-0
Will future battles fought in childhood's
dreams
Still hold romance and chivalry etitire?
Or will the coming child draw war which
teems
With I-fuu barbarities and Kultur's fire.
L

AUNT ANNIE'S CORNER.
TINY TALKS TO TINY TOTS.

aiy

Dear Lit-tie Tot-ties,
It is a long time
since I have been able to an swer your
nice lit-tie let-ters, for your Auntie has
been bus-y. Clev-er Tot-ties will know
what bus y means. It means your poor
Auntie has had to WORK. Work is a
hor-rid thing, and I am sure my Tut-ties
never have anything to do with it, do they?
Some of my Tot-ties have writ-teinne
little let ters all about Christ-Inas. Here
are the ans-veers to them'.
EAR Buf-fy,
ft was so nice of your
friends to lend you all their sol-diem to
play with. Per-haps one day Santa Claus
will put a lot in your stock-big of your
very own. That will be nice, won't It ?
And you must be careful not to break
them. I hear you have been to school
too. t hope you were a good boy.

—
MEAR little Mor-ice,

ITS

I am sorry Santa

Claus made such a silly mistake, and put
some curt-ing tongs in your stock-ing.
Never mind, you will be able., to give
them to your lit-tle friend Ken-neth. lie
will be pleased. I am glad you have a
nice new red hat. Also you tell me you
are fond of dogs. That is kind of you..
--:o:--

SEAR Rog-er,
61j4
I am sorry you have
been ra-ther un-well late-ly, but I hoe
you are bet-ter now. You did not tell
me what Santa Claus put in your stocking. but I hope It was some thing nice.
have you been for any long walks lately?

I am glad you are going to have a par-ty,
That will be nice, and all your lit-tie
friends will en-joy it very much. %You
must be polite to them, and show them
your new pic tures.
--:o:-- .
Good-bye, Tot-ties,
Your Ev-er Dov-ing
AUNT ANNIE.
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OUR SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL,

"NARPOO RUM."
BY THE AUTHOR OF " SHOT IN
THE CULVERT."
—0-0— —
r311..AlisteAcs.TIS PERSONAE:
—o—
Cloddy Lvme — A Sanitary Inspector.
A French Girl.
Madeline Ca rot --`
'
A 'Pioneer.
Inlha Pink
General Bertoth ..
RudolphdeRogerum—The Earl of Loose.
Lord Reginald
. His Son.
de Knelithorpe
A
Storekeeper.
Q. Wenim
A Soldier.
L. Plumernapple —
Hedrick Shotnes —The Great Detective.
Hts Admirer.
Dr. Hotsam
—o —o—oINAPTIII
AT was Xmas.. - The sturdy figure of
General Bertram Rudolph de
Rogerum was plodding along the
snow-covered road jauntily whistling a
Xmas, carol. Every row and then a
frown crossed his handsome face as he
thought of the missing rum ration, and
how the evidence seemed to point to
none other than his son, Lord Reginald
de Knellthorpe, . Had Reggie in a reckless moment stolen the Aim ? Heaving a
deep sigh he fell into a crimp hole Which
had been hidden under the while mantle
of winter.
Meanwhile .what was happening at
Wemm's store? At Hotsam's exclamation
" The Runs" a guilty look spread over
,Wemm's face, and his assistant guiltily
stole through the door. flotsam sprang
in front of the jars, ." Open one "•he
thundered. Shakingly Weinm compiled;
and poured out- a glass of the liquid.
Hotsam examined this and found it to be
solution for vermoral sprayers. With a
- nod to Wet= he went out. On returning to his dugout he found Lord Reginald
de Knellthorpe in possession of the armchair shooting rats.
Hullo, old boy " said Knellthorpe,

" what about papa's mum."
" Look here Reggie," said Hotsam.
" Do you know anything about it ?
Shames is on the track and you might
be able to help him." Reggie paled.
" Shomes " he gasped, picking up hrs
helmet gas, " Shames I Good heavens,
then all is lost.', Staggering to the door
he disappeared into the night.
Mixing himself a drink Hotsam sat•
down and began to go over the evidence.
Suddenly the door opened, and the Earl
of Loose entered. " Good evening,
General," said Hotsam. " General be
dammed," snapped Shotnes' voice,
" Has Reginald de Knellthorpe been
here ? "
Just this minute gone," said
Hotsam. Dashing to the door Shomes
rapidly disappeared, followed by Hotsam.
Suddenly two shots rang out, (30
Shames dropped in the snow, crying
" Follow him, follow him." Hotsam
dashed madly in pursuit, and didn't stop
till he fell down the shaft at the Old
Fosse.
Picking himself up, Shomes returned
to his dug-out and bound up his wrist
where the shot had struck him. Baring
his forearm he injected a gallon out of
his vcrmoral sprayer and picked up his
violin,
Down .ln the village Madeline Catot
sat at the door of her old mother's
estaminet. Her face brightened as she
sqw the sturdy figure of lntha Pink
coming up the road. " Oh Intim," she
exclaimed " t thought you were never
coming to see me. _ Where have you
been ? "
Hurriedly glancing up.and down the
road Pink slipped into the estaminet and
closed the door. " Rum I " he gasped.
Madeline got him a glass of turn
which he swallowed at a gulp. " Has
Shomes been here " he demanded.
" Yes," she replied, " He was here this
morning, and had a glass of rum."
" Then we are lost," shouted Intha,
and disappeared through.the door.
• Holsam, meanwhile arrived at the
bottom of the shaft. Taking his flash
lamp _from his pocket he proceeded to
examine his position.' The first thing
his light fell on was a pile of jars stacked
in a corner. • " The ruml'' he gasped.
(WAS IT ?)
Read next thrilling instalment.

(To be Continmed.)
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OUR MATRIMONIAL
COLUMN.

—0—o—o —
WING to the enormous success of
this new feature, we shall have to
increase our staff. Letters continue to
pour in, and we have as many as 500
applicants for the Cheery Brigadier who
advertised in our columns last week, and
he has several of these applications under
considerationat the moment. The greatest
secrecy is observed in dealing with this
delicate subject, so any other candidate
wishing to take advantage of our columns
may do so with impunity.
. . • —o—o—oGUNNER LT.-COL.—Tall and striking
appearance. Distinguished career. Is
tired of his present lonely existence, but
owing to an exaggerated sense of modesty
fears to approach any likely young lady
on the subject. He would weldome
correspondence which might eventually
secure him congenial companionship.
He loves his guns. yet these he'd miss
To taste the joys of married-bliss.
—Write enclosing photo to GUNS, c;o this
paper.
BIAJOR.—Under. 40. strong, tall and
slightly war-worn, but has taken ho
prizes in beauty competitions, would like
to meet young and lively widow (without
family) with view to marriage. One who
can mix cocktails and play good hand at
auction preferred.:-,Write STurov, Tne
BUFFS, cfc• this paper.
BRIG.-MAJOR.—Young and c goodlooking, whose priceless personality and
charming manners• have fractured many
feminine hearts, wishes to settle down.
Applicants for his hand must be young,
pretty. open-minded, and not of jealous
disposition.--Write REGINALD, cfo th is
.
.•
paper.
--•
SAPPER.—In the prime of life. Hides
a charming genial nature under an outward manner which has been mistakenly
called grill,. Fond of walking and outdoor exercises. Keepa car. Would like
to correspond with a kindred spirit.
Write and send sketch in scale.—
SAPPEIOCOL, C/G this paper.

0
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Things We Want to
Know.
--:o:-What is the-story about " Mother."
???
When is the regulation referring ro
hunting stocks and crops going to apply
to shooting suits.

?

7
The number of bones that have been
Sent to the soup kitchen up-to date, end
what is being done with them.
? ? ?
The name of the motorist who has a
passion for collecting cows on the
Boulogne Road, and what the natives
think of his pet hobby.
? ? ?
Whether a certain officer is shortly
publishing a little song entitled ' Why
was I so careless With the bootg. ? ? ?
Whether a Camp Commandant we
know can give us a return of the number
of clogs in his district size, colour and
pc tigree.
? ? ?
Whether the new collection of Old
Masters at the Munque Art Gallery
doesn't heat the old one.
`-e'r\f-tte

Mr. Teech Bomas.
-0-0 -0 —
We regret to inform our readers that
Ps Mr. TEECH BOMAS has felt IJr his
usual winter trip to warmer climes, all
proceedings will be stopped meanwhile.
The battle will be resumed immediately
on his return, when we hope to have
further graphic articles from his pen.
—ED.
•2?

People We Take Our
Hats off To.
— —:o:-The French.
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VIRUS
CHBONICIAR
FASHION.
(CIE.. OtbE1R f11)ZIttEIRS.)

(SUBS. NOT TO READ THIS—ED.)
—0-0—o— •
have
doubtless
ou
heard of the sub.
who defined a lady as one who
wears stockings that are silk all the way
up. (Which is perhaps hardly fair to those
whose misplaced ideas of economy lead
them to purchase what the shops call
" silk-ankles.") Well, he will have' to
revise his deli nition,anyway. For not only
our stockings must he silk nowadays,
but all '`Ies dessons." Never has fingelie
been more fascinating,—or more extra.
vagant ; but girls whose .warwork
prevents the wearing of .pretty frocks
may be forgiven it they indulge in Irillies
instead. Garments are fairy-like in
their filmy beauty,—cainisoles are airy
fragments of chiffon, lace, and ribbon
just blown together, petticoats are real
poems, while as for night-wear, even the
simplest designs are artistic triumphs,
and the materials are so dainty and
sometimes so diaphanous that the result
seems a mere ghost of a nightie I

y

I

CAN imagine our own Press Censor
looking anxious as to what I'm going
to say next, so I'll ease his mind by
changing the subject. One of the nicest
evening gowns I've seen lately is one of
my own : a lovely soft fuchia• red satin
with little glimpses of deep pansy-purple
at waist and hem; rich bead embroideriei
gleaming through the net of the bodice ;
rather daring, but effective, for I was a

" little devil " twice and " a witch" three
times in a single evening, and; according
to George Robey, if you . are .called a
witch you just know you've " got there."
Sister Nancy — she of the auburn hair—
has a sweet dance frock of layer on layer
of fluffy tulle in softest shades of -pink,
mauve and pale blue. But I won't fry
to describe the effect when she's wearing
that, or there will be a sudden rush for
special leave And it wouldn't be any
use, because we are both booked tip for
leave engagements till the middle of
January, Applications for dates beycind
that will he .duly considered and dealt
with in rotation.
Its r
-415
eerg4t
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still flourish down in " our

kJ

village." much to the joy of the
inhabitants of the local camps. The
boys of one regiment have earned our
gratitude by bringing over their own
band, for it's getting difficult to find a
good orchestra ; think we shall have to
give other regiments a hint to do likewise, the invitations might conclude
" Pretty partners provicied; but bring
your own music." It is nice to see
'Hose same partneis as the most charming
butterflies imaginable at night; for nearly
all are the busiest of bees by day. We
appreciate our gaieties now, after hours
of sewing at a. depot. serving . at a
canteen, making shells, or minding
babies while their mothers make diem

m

ANY kind correspondents inquire
aftei my poultry farm. It still
'flourishes finely, I can see myself with a
Rolls-Royce it eggs remain at fourpence
each much longer. My latest achievement is the Non Stop Hen, guaranteed
to continue laying when every other bird
in the kingdom has gone on strike, and
admitted to be a triumph of breeding. Of
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Grandpa and Nickett should need any
aid in perfecting their valuable discovery
the Parrotidgin, my expert advice is at
their service.) Orders for pens of NonStops for the trenches are flowing in
rapidly as their lame spreads, (what
could be nicer for the C.O.'s breakfast,
or more soothing for his temper, .tton a
fresh laid egg ?) and the Khaki breed
are specially trained to lay on undeterred
by noisy and muddy surroundings.
.e –5) • 4; 17 'V
ONGRATULATICNS to my consoeur
—I suppose that is the correct
feminine!--of "The Taller,': our beloved
" EvE," on her decision to introduce
herself at last to an eager world. Not
by name, mais cela n'importe , we have
for so long had to be content with an
imaginary vision of the lair scribe, it is
enough for the present to have an
authorized version of the picture. EvE,
Sahli f "

IC

(0)

A

CORRESPONDENT basely suggests
that the removal to another sphere
of action some weeks ago of one GILDER-I,
FRANKAU is not unconnected with a poem
of his in the " Somme-Times." His ode
to those charming ladies, Eve, BLANCHE,
and PHRYNME, was appreciated by no
one snore than by the present writer.
But my correspondent's idea is that " at
least a brief sonnet might have been
written to VIOLET," who " must have
felt a trifle piqued ; " and that it was
hearing that I was on his track that made
our gifted contributor seek safety in
distant regions I ; I can only reply that
such trifles as poetical tributes weigh
not at all with one who has such indisputable indications of favour as the
Editor's approval (Ahem!), her enormous

salary (double that of TEECH BOMAS), and
the huge Increase in the paper's circulation since she joined the stall.
'6 6)

A

PARAGRAPH in my last chronicle
concerning officers who invite me
to lunch promptly brought me a letter
from friend " Sahretache." He wrote
me that I " must NOT go out with
any of those soldier devils—one never
knows I " Well, advice from a man, like
" SabretSche " is not to be ignored, and
he will be pleased to know that I have
obediently refused all luncheon invitations, and gone to dinner instead every
time.
VIOLET.

9011041 44galaif 4iHibM
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k;;44114Dearest, at break of Dawn, I need you
most,
And, as you, in your silver shrouded
dress,
Gambol berme my eyes, I daily bless
The coins that made you mine, the
trifling cost,
That sold you into bondage, such as this;
To be my Slave, Enchantress of my Soul,
To pay, afresh, each morn, the levied
toll,
That I extort trom you
honied kiss.
And, as, upon my cheek5,. my rugged
chin,
Your scented lips, you passionately press,
In muscadine abandon, I caress
Your adipose delight, and with a grin,
Each morning, half awake, for you, P
grope
Oh Stick of Superfatted Shaving Soap.
C. L. P.
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Coirespondence.

FAREsiBLL
We have been asked, by many of his
friends in the Division, to say good-bye
to Brig.-General Jell for them through
our columns. His old Brigade feels his
departure acutely. It is Ito reflection an
our new Brigadier to say that he will
have a hard job to occupy the place held
by General jelf in the hearts of all ranks,
who one and all knew him for a chum.
We wish him a speedy recovery, and he
will know that he carries with him all our
wishes for his future success, and refer
him to the last verse of • " Gone " in this
u tuber.
•Here also we should like to extend a
hearty welcome to our new Brigadier,
and to express our conviction that his
popularity will equal that of his predecessor.
Le roe est mort, vive le
Roi."
THE EDITOR.

To the Editor,
" B.E.F. Times."
Sir,
May I ask for the assistance of
your widely read columns to further the
interests of a much neglected charity. I
refer to the fund for providing flannel
pyjamas for our troops in the front line.
We hear on reliable authority that these
poor fellows are very short of pyjamas,
and in many cases have only one pair.
Surely something can be done to help
them in this matter. We were so successful with our fund for providing " Umbrellas for our gallant sailors," that we
have great hopes of our new appeal. All
contributions must be sent to the
secretary.
I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,
ELIZA STIGGINS, Hon Sec.

OUR MAMMOTH COMPETITION.
.•■■=meiggibw■

BURIED TREASURE.
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE.
We have buried cheques for the amounts offered in the following places
I. — BETWEEN 1-100GE CHATEAU AND THE CULVERT ARMS..
22—IN THE GROUNDS OF DEAD COW FARM.
3.—BAPAUME.
Hidden clues as to the resting place of each cheque will be given in our great serial
" NARPOO RUM." All you have to do is to closely follow the adventures of General
Bertram Rudolph de Rogerum, and go and collect the money.
CHEQUES ARE VALUED AT :—

io,000,000 Francs.
.5,000,000 Francs.
2,500,000 Francs.

I'MME EDITOR'S DECIf3I0/sT IS
When found if you have any difficulty in -cashing the cheques write at once enclosing a
10 franc note to :COMPETITION EDITOR, 13.E.F,
When another will be sent you.
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THEATRE OF VARIETIES.
Every Evening at 8-3o.

To-day at 2-15 ;

MR. THOMAS ATKINS PRESENTS
HIS STUPENDOUS XMAS REVUE.

.
ARE SERE
BANGS
THEByBING
MEW NISHEN-WURKURS.
MUSIC BY R. TILLERY.

LYRICS BY REDATS.
INTRODUCING :

TINO : The world-famed sleight-of-hand artist.
WILHELM : Who will sing Peace, Peace, Glorious
Peace."
HIND and BERG : Sword swallowers and nail eaters.
ALSO THE

WO THEHELLSITMATOGRAPH
FEATURING :—THE WESTMINSTER TROUPE IN
ALL CHANGE HERE.
DOORS ALWAYS OPEN.

Now Open I Now Open!! Now Open!!!
o—o—o-

BURNEY'S
AMERICAN BAR
-0-0-0-DRINKS!
DRINKS! !
DRINKS ! ! !
—0-0-0—
We cater for all palates, and even the
most hardened will Lind something unique
in a

NORDIANTI Nam.
—o—o—oTHE SWIFTEST DRINK YET INVENTED GUARANTEED TO CURE :
OPT ► MISM,PESSIA1lSM. RELIGIOUS
MANIA and CHRONIC THIRST.
—o—o—oyou can say :—" Royal Marine Light
Infantry " alter taking three of our
specials you get your money back.
—o - o—oSubalterns under 14 and Generals over 90

Not Admitted.

PRICES AS USUAL

HAVE YOU COMFORTABLE

WINTER QUARTERS?
—A-0-0—
DROP A P.C. AT
THEN
IF NOT,
ONCE WHEN OUR MR. BLEWES
WILL CALL ON YOU.
—o—o —o—
TRY ONE OF OUR NEW AIRY I7in.
PROOF DUG-OUTS. THESE ARE

Guaranteed Rat-proof.
-0-0-0DON'T DELAY PLACE YOUR

CONTRACT ATOM.
—0-0 —0-THESE ARE NOT

Jerry-built Residences.
--0-0-0If you're really nice and deep,
Minnie rocks you oil to sleep.
—o—O—AWRITE :—
SHERWOOD, FORESTER 6i Co.
Contractors to U.M. Government.
Telegrams " KNOTTS,"
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WITH WHICH ARE INCORPORATED

The Wipers Times, The New Church" Times,
The Kemmel Times & The Somme-Times.

Saturday January 20th, 1917.

No 3. Vol. I.
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PRICE 1 FRANC.

(CENSORED, ED.)

THIS WEEK,
GRAND CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME.

BABES. AND THE WOOD.
SPECIAL. ENGAGEMENT OF ALL THE STARS, INCLUDINCi :THE
CELEBRATED " A " FRAME EQUILIBRISTS AND DUCKBOARD DODGERS.

ATKINS FAMILY;

THE SIX HOWS.
Knockabout Comedians.
MAGNIFICENT SCENIC EFFECTS
Lighting by the Very Light .Company, Ltd.
Dresses by Inn Dent and Dados.
BOOK EARLY.

PRICES AS USUAL.

NO TREATING ORDER ABOLISHED. BRING YOUR OWN WHISKEY.
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PALACE OF VARIETIES
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OF THE AERIAL TROUPE

THE FLYING PIGS,"
FILM FARCE, ENTITLED :-

FRITZ."

TICKLING
By the P.B.I. Film Co., of the UNITED KINGDOM and CANADA.

SIGNOR NAYL'ORI,
THE "TRIP-WIRE" EXPERT.

BOOK EARLY.

CHARGES MOBILE.

Magnificent Dining Rooms on the premises
where you can have as many courses as you
like.
WHY GO TO SWITZERLAND ?
ALL THE ATTRACTIONS OF WINTER SPORTS, AND IN GREATER VARIETY
CAN BE OBTAINED IN THE NEW OBERLAND."
—o—o—o—oSTAY AT THE

"HOTEL DE, BRASM1S,"
UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT AS THE

HOTEL DES RAMPARTS, YPRES."
-0-0-0-0-

Wonderful Cuisine.
Terms, Moderate.
Climate Healthy.
Good Shooting.
Ski-ing on the Crassier.
Toboganning on the
Famous Mountain Way Run.
-0-0-0-0-

Telephones : PRIVATE EXCHANGE.

Telegrams : " PIONEER."
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EUTOR1104.
ANUARY 1st, 1917.
Here's the best of luck
for the New Year to
all our readers. Whatever it may have in
we
can
at least be thankful
store for us,
we are not Hues. H they were anyone
else but Hues one might feel sorry for
them, and send them a card of sympathy
for the trouble in store. If we were Old
Moore, and gifted with prophetic insight,
we would go as far to make a note in our
dlgry, "1917—Disturbances in Europe "
However, we will leave prophecy to
those who understand tactics, etc., and
Major Taude,13.C. may be induced to
send us an article on " What the
Germans will do in 1917." There also
we could sum the matter up briefly by
saying, '4 Get it where the bottle got the

J

PRICE 1 FRANC.

cork," but we prefer to have the matter
more eloquently expressed by him. We
have now completed our first year of
journalism, and are feeling quite old
hands at the game, talking learnedly of
dis-ing" and chases, furniture, etc. It
was certainly a lucky day for us when
we found the old " Jigger," otherwise
we should have been hard put to it to
fill in all the spare time which we have
on our hands during these pleasant
winter months. Talking of Winter we
are of the opinion that it should change
places with Autumn and be called the
" Fall." Personally we think there's a
lot too Much fall about it. We are often
glad to be able to think we are only
soldiering for pleasure. It would be
terrible to think that we HAD to do it.
Well I We are getting through the
Winter somehow, and soon shall be
thinking of Spring. " In, the Spring a
young man's fancy lightly turns to
thoughts of —" grenades, hand, Mills
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and any other lethal article lie can lay
his hands on. America seems to abound
inhurnourists, and President Wilson is
rather . undermining Mark Twain's
A new edition of " The
reputation
innocents Abroad " from the pen of the
gilled President would be certain' of
instant success. As we are writing a
terrible rumour has reached us. that
whlshey wit) shortly be ria-poo." This is
the most unkindest cut of all, and as the
ub-editor trudely puts it " No whiskey,
Ito war." Can anyone imagine calling
at the " Culvert Arms " and being told
Thai whiskey was " Off." - Good
ElaraVens 1 It will be the ruin of many- a
rind' old-established house; and wt
'should not be surprised if many of the
most popular dug-00s In the line had to
shut their gas-curtains. However, all
this and More we will bear for England's
sake, but it is going to be a dry stimwer.
We must request all competitors in our
new Competition not to go in massed
formation to search for the buried
cheques as it inconveniences the Hnn.
Sections of ten at 50 yards interval
would be adviF.able,. and we wish to
state here that the Merlin Road East of
the Culvert Arms is closed to all vehicular
traltic Including buses. As our previous
appeals have met with . very little
response we should like to make a fresh
effort and remind all readers that copy
is urgently required if we are to keep tip
to 12 pages, and beg one and all to send
soinething along. Once more wishing
you all the best of luck during 1917.

V.1012. LATVIA
1.:21
4.441
Let me like a soldier fall,
Upon au open plain ;
For if 1 trip and fall in. it trench,
1 could never get up again

DISTURBING
INFIAUSHORS.4
In dug-out cool I sit and freeze as on
the war I ponder,
My thoughts on Huns and guns don't
please, and so begin tb wander,
Green fields, and peace, and lovely girls,
or in my club I'm drinking,
When outside—bong—and of the. war,
I'm thinking, thinking. thinking.
(5' "

I fre..;ly curse the bl'ghted Hun who
interrupts my fancies,
And with his fuightfulness breaks in on
memoried romances ;
No Wilson 1, nor has my pen much skill
in temporisals,
So naught is left for me to do, save swift
T.M. reprisals.

I hate all Huns, yet most hate 1, that
• surly livered blighter,
Who with persistence breaks my sleep,
with his ten times-a-nighter ;
When fast asleep, and in the arms of
Morpheus or some other,
The roue; looses off and then—oh,
damn it, there's another
I

Yet I will wait, and patiently, to catch
the blighter bending, 1,-;
And constantly unto my aid will summon
• guns unending ;
With six-inch flows, and every kind of
gun will wreck his dwelling,
And when we'll hold his requiem Mass,
our Stokes shall 'do his
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OUR SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL.

"NARPOO RUM."

—o—o—o BY THE AUTHOI OF " SHOT IN
THE CULVERT." '
o
is pm Its01\T.A.M:
-0-

Cloddy Lyme — A Sanitary Inspector.
A French Girl:
Madeline Carot —
A Pioneer
Intha Pink
General Bertram
Rudolphde Rogerum—The Earl of Loose.
Lord Reginald
His Son.
de Knellthorpe —
A
Storekeeper.
Q. Wemm
A Soldier
L. Plumernapple —
Herlock Shomes — The Great Detective.
His Admirer.
Dr. Hotsam
—0-0-0— .
(041MR

O.

-0-0-0-

,T was raining. Shomes, who had
4 business of a pressing nature
that night, shuddered as' he
pulled aside the gas curtain of his dugout, and looked up and down the trench.
Dropping the curtain hastily he injected
a good dose from his vermoral sprayer,
and disguised himself as a sergeant. He
then 'swallowed hall-a-pint of rum and
went out into the night, to proceed on
an urgent and secret mission to the
'' Culvert 'Arms " at Hooge. Making
his way along the duckboards to the
waiting aeroplane he jumped aboard and
disappeared into the darkness Meanwhile, the Earl of Loose was in a very
troubled state of mind about his son. In
addition to the mysterious disappearance
of the rum Reggie had been playing last
and loose with the pretty dark-eyed
daughter at the neighbouring chatelu.

G

So much so indeed that the poor ofd
Earl was considering the advantages of
sending Master Reginald back to school',
Professor Spot had just recently opened
a finishing school for young gentlemen
in the neighbourhood.
He had just
made up his mind to send Reginald for a
course when his eye fell on the young
scapegoat ambling along smoking, a
cigarette, and without bis gas helmet.
Choking back a expletive the General
hurried after him. and was only just in
time to see him disappear into the corner
estaminet where Madeline dipensed beer
daily. The General stealthily approached,
and looking through a back winclow7saw
Reginald with the girl in his. arms. On
the ground was a stack of rum jars at
which Reggie was pointing while saying
something to the girl At this sight the
General clutohed at his collar and
swooned. Hotsam, who on examination,
had found all the jars at the bottom of
the Old Fosse to be empty and of a
condemned pattern,. gathered himself
together and proceeding by the old
workings soon found himself by the
corner estammet. Hearing laughter
and voices he made his way to the back„
and fell over the unconscious form of
General Bertram Rudolph de Rogerum,
the Earl of Loose. Picking himself up
he looked in at the window.
" The Rum t " he gasped.
(WAS IT ?)•
Read next thrilling instalment.
(To be Continued.)

There wag a little Hun, and at war he
tried his hand,
And while that Hun was winning war
was fine you understand,
But when the others hit hiw back he
shouted in alarm,
A little drop of peace wouldn't do me
any harm.
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Arise, My MUSE, and from the muddied
trench
Let us give utterance to malicious
thought,
Shouting aloud the things we never ought
Even to dream .of : come, you shameless
Wench,
With tongue in cheek let us set out to
-itrafe.
Gunnels and. Sapper's, and the 6ilded
Staff. '

-:0 -0 — 0 —
( 1. )
Gunners are a L ace apart.
Hard of head slid paid of heart,
Lilo' the gods they sit and view
All that othrr people do :
Like the Sisters Thi ee of Fate,
They do not discriminate.
Our Support Line, or the H iin's,
—What's the different e to the Guns ?
Retaliation tlo you seek ?
Ring them up, and—wait a week
They will certainly reply
In the distant by.and-bve.
Should a shell explode ami ,s,
Each IA ill swear it was not his :
For he's never, never shot
Anywhere about that spot,
And, what's more, his Guns could not.

B. E. F. TIMES.

(II.)
Sappers are wonderfully clever by birth,
And though they're not meek, they
inherit the Earth.
Should your ttenches prove leak,. , they'll
work with a will
To make all the water flow.up the •next
hill
(And when I say " work," 1 should
really explain
That we find the Labour, while they find
the Brain).
They build nice, deep dug-outs as quick
as can he,
But quicker still mark them " RESERVED
FOR R.E." :

And, strangely, this speed of theirs
seems to decline
As the scene of their labours draws near
the Front Line.
— 0-0-0—
(III.)
Realising Men must laugh,
Some Wise Man devised the Staff:
Dressed them up.in little dabs
Of rich variegated tabs :
Taught them how to win the War
On A.F.Z. 354 :
Let them lead the Simple Life
Far from all our vulgar strife :
Nightly gave them doWny beds
For their weary, aching. heads :
Lest their relatives might grieve
Often. often, gave them leave,
Decorations, too, galore :
What on earth could man wish more
Yet, alas, or so says Rumour,
He forgot a sense of Humour !
—0-0-0—

arTzininD,
—0—
And now, Old Girl, we've fairly had our
whack,
Be off, before they start to strafe us back!
Come, let us plod across the weary Plain,
Until we sight TENTH AVENUE again :
On, up the interminable C.T.,
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Watched by the greater part of Germany:
And, as we go, mark each familiar
spot
Where fresh work has been done—or
p'r'aps has not :
On, past the footboards no one seems to
mend,
Till even VENDIN ALLEY finds an end,
And wading through a Mirinie-hole
• (brand-new),
descend to C.H.Q.,
gingerly
We
Our journey ended in a Rabbit-hutch" How goes the Battle ? Have they
Minnied much ?"

Extracts From
Contemporaries
--:0:-EXTRACT FROM " TIMES," 15/1/17.
—:o:—
" GERMAN GOLD CAPTURED
NEAR RIGA. — PETRO0izAD. Jan. 13.—
Among the trophies captured during the
Riga offensive and counted up to the
present are 50 machine guns,30 gunp, the
treasury chest of the 364th Infantry.
Regiment containing 335,000 marks
(16,750 sovs.) in coin, 300 horses, two
armoured motor-cars, 50,000 gas masks,
50,000 uniforms, 15,000 rifles, 20 field
kitchens, and 10,000 bottles of brandy.
—REUTER."

-Some chest

Things We Want to
Know.
The, name of the Camp Commandant
who bought up all . the whiskey in
Bethune owing to early advice of the
coming drought.
??
The name or the M.O. who is not a
doctor. ,
? ? ?
If it is true that he takes an umbrella
on his walks, as – Archie " duds are so
plentiful.
? ? ?
Whether two notorious red-hats were
disappointed over a littie pnestion of
Who's HE taking with him."
? ? ?
Rel. G.R.O. Q.M.G.'s Branch No.
2073 :—(A)—What is a BONA "FIDE I LI :T1
drinker. (0—Whether whiskey cannot
be supplied on the same terms to BONA
FIDE whiskey drinkers.

-.1P-Ir •
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TO IN DIARTIARIFE.
rIzecihr.t4altdomt*
,.,:Aukatutti.id9Atv.,wvitt:
I love you for your kindliness and grace,
And wonder how it happens, that you
deign '
and gifts, my dear
sweets
To send me
M A K RA INE ,
Across the intervening miles of space
Your portrait, in the evening mists, I
trace,
mud and
While doing sentry, in
rain,
The sky is dark above ; but free from
P. •
stai n
Or blemish, is your' lovely visioned face.

—0-0-0—
However longthii wat goes on. MARI:AINE,

love you, I'll adore you,' to the end ;
But 'all the Doctor's Magic cannot shake
From my inside, this unaccustomed
pain',
I
pray you, implore you, not tb send
Another sangitimtry BONE-11ADE cake.

THE .0.
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A.LPHIABET
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[The following has been sent us from
the Indian Army by one of our old
Divisional friends. He suggests that
someone should have a shot at the
" B.E.F. Alphabet' Up-to-date." Will
some please try and submit efforts
early P--En.]

was an Apple that grew so they say,
In the garden of Eden down Kurna
way,
Till Eve came along and ate it one day,
And got thrown out of Mesopotamia.

&tends for " Fritz " who flies in the
sky,
To bring down the brute we've had many
a try,
But the shells we shoot with, all pass
him by
And fall in Mesopotamia.
4'1 is the Grazing we do all the day,
la. We fervently hope that some day
we may
Get issued again with a ration of hay,
'Though we're still iti Mesopotamia.
•

are the Harems, which it appears
Have flourished in Baghdad for
hundreds of years,
We propose to annex all the destitute
dears—
When their husbands leave Mesopo6.mia,

is the Indian Government; but
About this I'm told 1 mast keep my
mouth shut,
For it's all due to them that we failed to
reach KutEl-Atnara in Mesopotamia.
...
is the Jam, with the label that lies,
And states that in Paris it won the
First Prize,
But out here we use it for catching the
flies
That swarm in Mesopotamia.

A

i

8

II

is the Biscuit that's made in Delhi,
It breaks your teeth and bruises
your belly,
And grinds your intestines into a jelly,
In the land of Mesopotamia.

i . is the poor old Indian Corps,
Which went to France and fought
in the war,
Now it gathers the crops and fights no
morn

G

In the land of Mesopotamia.
) is the Digging we've all of us done
Since first we started to fight the
Hun, .
By now we've shifted ten thousand ton
Of matter in Mesopotamia.

I

was the Energy shown by the Staff
Before the much-advertised Hanna
strafe,. .
Yet the nett result was the Turks had a
laugh
At our Staff in Mesopotamia

K

are the Kisses from lips sweet am.:
fair,
Waiting for us around Leicester Square,
When we wend our way home, after
wasting a year
Or two in Mesopotamia. .
is the Loot we hope we shall seizedi , Wives and wine and bags.of rupees,
When the Mayor of Baghdad hands over
the keys
To the British in Mesopotamia.
is the local Mosquito. whose bite
Keeps us awake all the hours of
the night,
And makes all our faces a horrible sight
, in the land of Mesopotamia.

D4
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is the Navy that's tied to the shore,
They've lashings of . beer, and
provisions galore,
I had joined as a sailor
wish
1
How
before
I came ou.t to Mesopotamia.

is the Victory won at Dijailah,
I heard it first from a pal who's a
sailor,
Who read it in Reuter on board his
M4hola
amia.
On the Tigris in Mesopot

0 are the Orders we get from the
Corps,
Thank goodness by now we are perfectly
sure
If issued at three they'll be cancelled by
four—
amia.
In this land of Mesopot

stands for Wonder and pain,
With which we regard the infiirn
and insane
this
Old *
campaign
We're waging in Mesopotamia.

N

are the Postal officials who fail
To deliver each week more than
half of our mail,
If they had their deserts they'd all be in
jail,
Instead of in Mesopotamia,

P

0'S the Quinine which we take every'
day
To keep the Malarial fever away,
Which we're bound to get sootier Or
later, they say, •
in
If we stop here Mesopotamia.
for the Rations they give us to eat,
For brekker there's biscuits, for
dinner there's meat;
And if we've been good we get jam as a
treat
For our tea in Mesopotamia.

iii

ro are supposed to supply

sac

•The Army with food, we all
hope when they die
They will go to a spot as hot and as dry
As this rotten old Mesopotamia.

u

is the Lake known as Um-el-Brahm,
Which guards our left flank from
all possible harm,
s barley farm
And waters old G .
In the middle of Mesopotamia.

ss

w
,

*CENsoRED— En.)
,
X/
are the 'Xtras the

Corps say %i..e
get,

But so far there isn't a unit I ve met
That has dtawn a snigle one of them
yet
Since they landed in Mesopotamia

i

is the Yearning we feel every day
For a passage to Basrith, and so to
. Bombay,
If we get these we'll see that we stop
right away
From this wilderness Mesopotamia.

y

Z I've tried very hard. and at last I
had hit
le letter
damnab
this
which
verse
On a
,
.
fit,
would
But the Censor deleted it—every bit
Save the last word " Mesopotamia."
—0--0-0—
Chahels is really a horrible spot,
Where there isn't a drop of drink to be
. .

. got,

Yet here we're going to be left till we
rot
amia.
Mesopot
of
In the Middle
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THERE is little enough to record in
I, the world of dress just now.
Shops are in the throes of
" January Saks." and therefore to be
avoided ; which makes ti easier for
us to keep our New Year resolutions
and buy no new clothes . so that by next
month we shall have saved a consider.
able amount Then we can apply to
those saute resolutions that excellent
motto '' Let bygones be bygones," and
enjoy a good spend Yes, that's a very
feminine idea of economy. 1 know, but
you must allow us to keep a few of our
dear illogical ways and inconsistancies,
or. we shall grow. simply too fearfully
capable these strenous days ; and then
you won't love us any more. We know
you admire Cleverness and Capability
immensely, but you don't ask them to
tea at the Carlton or jolly little tetel-tete
luncheons at the Berkeley unless they
look charming and weal the latest frocks.
And quite right too

T

HIS Chronicle looks like being all

"Other Matters " and no
'Fashion , but you shall hear all
about frills and fallals next month, for
a heavy mail-bag claims attention this
time. I air► afraid the Editor's clearly
printed Instructions to Subs to leave my
last Chronicle unread must have been
overlooked by most of them, judging by
the sudden rush of correspondence.
Several cheery souls are greatly attracted

by the idea of fresh eggs in the trenches,
and send orders for my fambus feathered
egg machines to be dispatched at once.

\F
DEG1NALD tells . me that Dead Cow
U Cow Farm would be an ideal
site for a poultry fancier ' I happen to
be wanting new premisei in a really
salubrious neighbourhood ; he hasn't
sufficient capital to take it up himself,.
but offers the suggestion for what it is
worth. I should say it is worth about
as much as the cheque, " In payment
for one dozen hens in full lay," which
he enclosed, and which the bank returned to me next morning Shame on
you, Reginald,--1 am wondering if you
are the '' Co." of that noted firm, Nunthorpe, Cox and Co.

THER correspondents write to fix
dates with me for leave engagements ; these, with the exception
of one Thomas, 1 have answered privately.
(Other applicants please note that now
the earliest date that either Nancy or I
can accept is March 1st.) Thomas
must be a Scotchman, he's such a
cautious, wary fellow. He'd love to
meet Violet it only he could be sure that
she is really and truly of the fair sex,
but he doesn't want to risk turning up at
the appointed time to find himself face
to face with a brother officer with a
mistaken sense of humour. This
sceptical attitude of mind amuses me
muddy, Thomas, (well-named 1) How
could you doubt me ? Reflect on my
dissertation on lingerie, surely you do
not imagine any mere man could have
given such detailed descriptions
@.)
•

course we know some men have
wonderful imaginative powers,—
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the way some of the advertisers in the
Matrimonial Column describe themselves
is enough to prove that. Whoever has
heard of a Gunner of all people, with
" An exaggerated sense of modesty "?
Or of a " Bashful " Brigadier-General?
Or of any officer of any rank in any
branch of the Service who ". Feared to
approach a likely young lady ? If there
are any such, then either they have not
come my way or else I must be an
uNlikely young lady, for I've never
noticed . any difficulty about the
approach.

110 Charles, the pink garter brought
41 in by the patrol of the X Regt.
on the 27th ult. (vide Intelligence
Summary) was not mine. You are right
in thinking that my personal assistance
is frequently required at•the " Times "
offices, especially lately,, when the stacks
of replies to the marriage Offers caused
the staff to wire for. my immediate
attendance. (The Editor rightly thought
that feminine intulition was needed in
sorting out the letters, his susceptible
subs. would have credited every applicant with the charms of Venus.) But
on these occasions an extra geniality of
temper amongst the staff is the only
trace of my presence remaining afterwards,—certainly I never leave tangible
evidence of the kind suggested by
Charles.
VIOLET.

How doth the busy little Hun
These tense and nervy days ?
Now daily visits have begun
He finds the loser pays !
M2

GERMANY'SSRGET

MUTING.

--:o:-BY OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
WITH THE HUNS.
POTSDAM, Jan. 21st, 1917,
This afternoon f was able to disguise
myself as a statute in the Siegesallee,
and was thus present at a meeting
between the Emperors of Germany and
Austria, the Sultan of Turkey and
Ferdinand of Bulgaria. What a momentous moment I Shall I ever forget it ?
The whole plan was unfolded in front of
my eyes, and every word was plainly
heard by me. Let me tell you in my
own words, and as succintly as if for one
of our own journals. The meeting was
opened by Little Willie with, " Say,
Pop, its up 'to you, and cut out the
rough stuff."
" Nix on me," said the big guy, " let
Ferdy open up."'
" Well," said Ferdy expectorating
with skill, " Its oats for mine. And I
may say right now its oats or I'm a
quitter,—dollars is good, but oats sound
better to me now."
" Oh " said William F. Hohepzollert,
"That . horse atm a starter. Dollars ycr
can have but nix on oats. If another
slice of Yurrup helps you any its yours."
" Say, Pop," chimed in the kid,
" Ferdy's a quitter and wants to beat it.
What's the good of har.ding out the
boodle ? "
The coffee cooler thought his end
was getting a miss so offered to
swop three full harems for a good square
meal but found nothing doing.
The meeting then bloke up in disorder,
and the various potentates hit the trail
for home This is the absolute• inner
history of the last meeting of the Central
Powers.
KURLY KERTIN.
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AN APPRAlks

There are various types of courage, there
are many kinds of fear,
There are many brands of whiskey, there
are ma.ly makes of beer,
There is also 'rum, which sometimes in
our need can help us: much,
But 'tis whiskey—whiskey—Whiskey I
hands the courage which is "Dutch."
•

In moments when the front is still—no
hustling whizzbangs fly—
In all the world you could not find a
braver man than ./ I
Yet on patrol in No-Man's-Land, when
may have to stalk a
Benighted Hun, in moments tense I
have recourse to " Walker."

MT ANNIE'S CORNER.
—0-0—:0—

TENDER TALKS TO TINY TOTS.
114

Y Dear Lit-tle Tot-ties,

Your poor
Auntie has so many let-tens from her
dear lit-tle Tottiei that she can-not
bns-ster tnem'all this week, but she will
talk to you abonesome of them.. Two
of my. Tot-ties are very sad, and they
want me to tell them what to do.. '
—:o:—
OOR .Lif-tle Gun-ner had aiove-ly
pair of breech-es given to him, but
a nasty, boy; took them and hid them.
When' he told the other boys about
they all laugh-ed' at him. and-said that
Mother had tak en them a-way from him.
Be says that . the other boys- laugh
be-cause he likes to' wear some pretty
toy 'spurs. Ar'n't they hor-rid boys ?
Well, Gunner, do not be sad, the other
boys only laugh because they have not
got such nice breech-es and spurs. They
are teal-ous:

M

SHE

'Tis Scotland's best which helps me rest,
'tis Mountain Dew which stays me
When Hinnies rack my wearied soul, or
blatant H.E. flays me,
'Twas by its aid that 1 endured Trones
Wood and such-like places.
In times of stress my truest friend accelerates my paces.

Take what you will save only this—my
evening tot of whiskey,
It 'gives me warmth, and helps to make
a soaking much less risky,
Oh I G.O.c.'s now hear our pleas
respectfully . presented,
Lend us your aid in this our plight/ and
we will be contented.
ONE & ALL.

other sad Tot-tie is little Rahs.
He makes nice tren-ches, and the .
naught-y rain comes and wash-es them
p-way. He says it is a pity, as he does
not often work. Well, Rabs, don't be
down-heart-ed (isn't that a big word
Tot-ties ?), If you keep on and work
hard-er, some day you will get something -done. You must not take any
not-ice of the big pi-on-eers who you
say laugh at you, and it was not nice of
you,to put out your tongue at them. My
Tot-ties do not do that.
9C.IT-TLE Mike Belt tells me he has
elcsr gone to live In a new place with
the big boys, and has a nice new hat, a
red one, and a nice coat with a red
ccl-tar. Isn't he a luck-y boy, Tot-ties ?
hope he Will re-member all the nice
things we taught him.
—:o:—
Good-bye Tot-ties, be good,
Your Loving
AUNT ANNIE.
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A PLEA FROM THE
TRENCH&
••••::C

z•••=o

EXTRACT FROM "DAILY SKETCH,"
JANUARY 2ND, 1917.
MAKING THETRENCHES "COMFY."
—:0:—
" The mothers, sisters and sweethearts of the men In the trenches will be
delighted to hear of the latest tnstance of
the solicitude of the military chiefs for
their comfort and good health. Every
yard of rooting felt that can be found in
the United Kingdom is being commandeered for the lining of the trenches
on the Western Front. It Is sound
policy as well as strong sentiment which
is at the back of such wise provision."
Mr. GOSSIP:
—0-0—
Dear Mr. Gossip,—
This is really splendid reading that you have liven us.
Now we shall be able to carry on with
no fear of the future. The lack of lining
in our trenches has been the one dark
spot in our existence. How Olen we
have sat on our well-aired beds and
regretted the fact that we had no roofing
felt to line our trenches, while only last
week one of my Sergeants' asked me to
indent for two or three miles, but knowing the cheese-paring policy of Q.M's I
refrained. Do you think the Government
will follow this up to its legitimate conclusion ? YOU see the steps of our dug•
outs are so bare, and if only It were
properly represented to them, the
Government might bet persuaded to buy
up all tne carpet and send it over. It
would be so nice if our "Mothers, sisters
and sweethearts" could think of us going
up and down our nicely carpeted steps.
Also may I bring to your notice the

shameful way we are treated in the
trenches themselves. We have to walk
on bare duckboards, (my pal Bill got
corns on his feet through having to do
this) surely we might be provided with
linoleum. I put these suggestions
forward in a tentative manner, and if
you can do anything for us In the matter
we should be so obliged. It would give
sun joy to our " Mothers, sisters and
sweethearts." I have only mentioned
essentials, such things as curtains for
our dug outs, draught-preventois for the
doors. and door-mats with " Welcome"
on will come later. Do help us for we
cannot help ourselves."'
" ONE SPOT.'

B.E.F. GAZETTE,
January xst, 1917.
We are pleased to be able to state that
a large and assorted collection of orders
from foreign potentates has been received
and the Division comes in for a good
share. They have been allotted thus :To be High Sheik of the Order of the
" Numero Neuf."
The A.D.M.S
—:o:—
To be Commander of the Order of the
" Piebald Foal or Fatted Calf."
The A.D.V S.
—:o: To be Knight Commander of the Most
Ancient Order of the '' Magdalenes."
The A.P.M.
—:0:—
To be Companion of the Order of the
" Rifting Sun."
The B.M
1.B.
To be High Sheriff of the Most Noble
Legion of " Kew Wemins."
The D.A.D.O.S.
—:0:—
The Expanded Medal.
The 0.C.,
Field Coy,
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Correspondence.

To The Editor,
" B.E.F. Times."
Sir,

To the Editor,
" B.E.F: Times." •
Sir,
The other evening while taking a
stroll through the system of canals which
festoon the district, I called at the local
soup kitchen, thinking that a cup of hot
refreshing soup would compensate me
for having missed my evening tot of
rum. I was here met with a query
as to how a perspiring and angry
individual could " Supply the bloomin'
soup, when all he could find
Harmy
was a couple er dead Huns, and well
scraped bone, and turnip tops ? " Can
nothing be doge ?
INDIONANS.
—0---0--o—
To the Editor.
" B.E.F. Times."
Sir,
I am a brain worker to whom
peace and quiet are a necessity. After
moving my quarters many times, I, at
length, found a district which seemed to
possess those advantages. I was
Shortly after taking up my
MISTAKEN.
residence here a " lady " (of whose
character the less said perhaps the
better) has come tO live opposite my
house. I am no moralist, but .1 must
protest against the noises in the street
caused• either by the " lady " herself or
by persons interested in her. The
" lady " I believe is known as "Minnie."
Can nothing be done to move, or at
least to have her kept quiet ?
I am, sir,
Yours Faithfully,
" PAX."
To the Editor.
" B.E.F. Times."

As one of the oldest inhabitants
of our pretty little village, may I protest
very strongly against the noisy behaviour
of the new arrivals. So strongly have I
the welfare of my fellow citizens at heart
that I mean to be quite frank. The
worst offender is Doctor Squiller, whose
children are continually playing with the
most noisy toys. the worst being a
particularly blatant pop-gun. Surety
,the idyllic happiness of our little township should not be spoilt by such
hooliganisms.
I am, etc.
A PEACEFUL
,

•.714
T

4 e.-49 WV.

viE4

•:• -3 -gr. "
6

As

the top last
week I distinctly heard the call of the
cuckoo. - I claiM TO be the first to have
heard it this spring, and should like to
know if any of your readers can assert
that they heard it before me.
I am, sir,
Yours Faithfully,
I was going over

A " LOVER OF NATURE."
(That ought to about settle it for this
year.—ED.)
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ANXIOUS
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Your answer to " Vatican 's "

will doubtless be replied to In due course. You
must understand that " Vatican " is so
snowed up with applications for his
hand that he cannot deal with them all'
at once. Besides he is a red-hat, and
MAY have other work to do.
ENQUIRER.-No. Two sandbags and one
sheet of corrugated iron will NOT as a
rule keep out a 5'9. We should advise
you to consult Mr. Blewes, the wellmatrimonial advertisement

Sir,

MAN.

(The question of street noises is rapidly
becoming a nuisance, and the City
Fathers must be brought to realise their
responsibilities.—ED. " B E.F. Times.")

known expert.
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ARE YOU RUN DOWN!!

IF SO RUN UP TO SHAVELING'S
SOUP EMPORIUM.

ers that he has recently
Doctor SHAVELING wishes to inform his numerous custom
ous expense.
re-decorated his commodious premises in POT STREET at enorm
can GUARANTEE in
He has engaged a fully trained and qualified SOUP MIXER, and
75 per cent, of coal dust, and
future that his WONDERFUL SOUP will not contain more than
two per cent. of flavour.
■■••■-■-1
p AMNAO.P.P11.t...,

ROLL UP IN YOUR MILLIONS ! ! !
to them for washing
Customers are respectfully requested not to use the soup cans lent
clothes in as it impairs the flavour of future supplies.
Telegrams : " STRAFED."

DO YOU LIKE

WHISKEY.
IF SO

SEND AT ONCE
FOR

PRICE LIST.
We have recently cornered all the
STOCK in the neighbourhood, and are
now in a position to dispose of same on
reasonable terms.
WRITE OR CALL. MESSRS.

Dope & Curry,
BRAKESMOUNT,

WATCH
THIS
SPACE
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THS FOSSS THRATRS OF YAMST1SS.
This Week—Special Engagement.
■
••••■•••••■•••"... • ArT41101••• ..111.016,•••••■

THE MAUDE TROUPE
IN THEIR SCREAMING FARCE,

WHAT'S THE BAG, DAD?
.FEATURING ENVER IN HIS LITTLE SONG

"fm ALL DRESSED UP AND NOWHERE TO GO."
••••••••■••■••■•114•••• 3.•■•••••■

FILM PLAYS.
COMEDY—" WILLIE'S TURKEY."
■ r•111•1•01••■••••■•••••••

IN THREE PARTS

Topical—" LETTING GO THE ANCHOR:4
BY HIND AND BERG FILM PLAY SYNDICATE.

PRICES AS USUAL

BOOK EARLY.
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PRELIMINARY NOTICE.
MAMMOTH INTER-NATIONAL

SPORTS MEETING.
"

Under the Patronage of most of the
CROWNED HEADS OF EUROPE.
THIS MEETING has been organised at fabulous
expense to take the place of the OLYMPIC GAMES
previously billed to take place in BERLIN. In order
not to disappoint the inhabitants, every effort will be
made to arrange for the finish of, at least. the Marathon
Race to take place in afore-mentioned city.

VIE FOLLOWING EVENTS WILL BE CONTESTET-THROWING THE BOMBUS.
CATCH AS CATCH CAN.
OBSTACLE RACE (Open to F.B.I. only.)
TOSSING THE PIT-PROP.
AND THE

Great International Marathon Race.
To be competed for over an in and out
course, all in run or not, to start at Zero and
finish at Berlin (Zero will be notified later):
This race must be run under the National
Hun SPORTING Association Rules—all in
Expenses of Meeting will eventually be
borne by the German 'Government.
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RDITOBjAh.
QPRING is co-o-o-o-ming!
Can you imagine the
blithesome Hun sticking his head out of a
dug-out and surveying
with any pleasure the prospect of a
dawning Spring ? Winter's snowy
mantle has gone, and in Its place we
have several feet of Belgium's best. The
M.O. tells me that he has noticed on
several occasions lately the development
of web-feet In some of. his clientele. The
M.O. having some slight reputation for
veracity (perhaps more traditional than
actual) one must accept what he says.
and wonder how It is all going to end.
One contributor in the last number seems
to have drawn the gunners fire, but the
red-hats remain still distant and 'aloof,
Ignoring the gibes of less-eflulgent

PRICE I FRANC.

people. We really must congratulate
the B.E.F. on the success of the War
Loan, but feel sure we can beat
800,000,000 next time, and still save a bit
out of our pay. Having lately been on
leave we have had a 'good opportunity
of learning how things are going on. the
Western Front. One cannot help feeling
surprised at the obviously enormous
amount of military genius allowed to run
'spare owing to a unobservant and
decadent Government. We must express
the regret that Is felt generally. at the
departure of so many of the old crowd
for newer and larger fields of activity.:
01 course it is nice to feel that most
of the stars of the Army come from the
Division yet one misses their cheery faces.
If is obvious from some of the efforts
submitted recently that there is plenty of
talent in the :Division, and so we can
look confidently forward to the
future, and feel assured we shall
be able to keep up to twelve pages.
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The lengthy instalment of the, Serial in
this number is attributable to the fact
that we turned it over to a subaltern with
ideas. SOME ideas, you will agree, and
it will be interesting to see what he's
going to do with the central characters
taking a toss in an aeroplane Truth
is stranger than fiction We have come
to the conclusion that we shall either
have to give-up the war or the editorial
chair. The sub editor has just remarked
that if that's so we'd better give ap the
war as no one would notice it. That is
only the bitterness of a disappointed man,
and .probably arises from a temporary
severance of diplomatic relations with
Messrs. Cox and Co. But, seriously !
What a country 1 One writes nice things
about the disappearance of winter's
snowy mantle, and then it goes back on
you and starts all over again. We must
thank the few 01 the Division who have
sent us copy, and ask the many who
have ' Something for the paper," to jot
it down in writing and send it along, as
often, after a long round of visiting, all
the anecdotes retailed to the Editor en
route sort of get mixed up together, and
much that would have been useful gets
lost in transit. Greetings to all.

34 K.F.!_s,t.Q.43

TO MELT A :/6
STUNS,. is,
Kindly manager of Cox,
; urn sadly on the rocks,
For a time my warring ceases,
My patella is in pieces ;
Though in Hospital I he,
I am not about to die ;
Therefore let me overdraw
just.a very little more.
If you stick to your red tape
1 must go without my grape,
And my life must sadly fret
With a cheaper cigarette,
So pray be not hard upon
A poor dejected subaltern,
This is all I have to say,
" IMPECUNIOUS," R.F.A.

-0?),1
atritzaD A?L'VE:At 1,1
-0-0-0-

r
If I were King ! Ah ! Bill, if I were
King,
I wciuldn' touch an "A" frame or
thing,
I'd watch the sergeant split his blooming
thumb,
And, when he wasn't looking, drink his
rum,
I'd make the corpr'I rations to me bring,
If I were King I Ah I Bill, if I w ere
King.

Sir, the kindly heart of Cox
Cannot leave you on the rocks,
And he could not sleep in bed
Thinking you were underfed ;
Sd if you will let us know
Just how far you want to go,
Your request will not be vain.
Written from your bed of pain,
We will make but one request—,.
Keep this locked within your breast,
For if others know, they'll say,
" Good old Cox is sure tc? pay,
Only take him the right way."
(Note.--This opens up new vistas,
—Ee.)
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But slaked the thirst of martial ire,
To his own utter satisfaction,
With miles of buried D.5 wire
And chits he 'passed to you for action'.
Which being so, pray you that fight
In trenches where is no steam-heating
Accept from me, your bard, to-night,.
A very humble New Year's greeting.

A VIRUS.

'4.4:14i)414:1.44NW)F.47.1-3-:+4E*P.Z
Here, in these sunny southern climes
(Its pelting in Milan this minute)
It reaches me—our " Wipers Times "
And idly I peruse what's in it :
Till, through the clanging of the trams
That thread the snow where beauty
flounders,
I hear the crash of British damns,
The roar of British eighteen-pounders,
And live once more in savage North
Where life is wet, and wierd, and risky,
One of that gallant ' twenty-fourth 'And drink once more the Sherwootis'
whisky ;
•
And meet the friends I used to meet,
Gunner and P.B.I. and Sapper,
When sweet was ration rum, and sweet
The work we did for General Capper . . .
Alas, those days are done, in place
Of German shells and brass-hats'
strictures.
Armed to the teeth, I sternly face
Your war . . . . as shown in moving
pictures I
Here Marchesine (save the mark
Strafe loudly on that gland piano !)
Divinely tall, divinely dark,
Smile on an English Capitano,
Who wears a sword, and spotless breeks.
And spurs would make a hairy tremble.
And plays the hero stunt ... and shrieks
With laughter-he can scarce dissemble
For this YOU KNOW, old comrades. tried
To breaki'ng-point of e'en YOUR humour,
That 'never since de Rougemont died
Was hero such a perfect ' stumer.'
You know, who Cramped the Menin
Road,
And visited the Culvert nightly
That I, your bard who pens this ode,
Ne'cr left his crump-proof_dug-out
lightly,
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FRANKArj

Telegraphic address :—
Movre-King, Italy.
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Week, after weary week, I work and wait
Patiently wondering, when 'twill be my
lot
To find a carpet, wond'rously wrought
On mystic. looms, in some enchanted
state,
Gifted with Oriental power innate
To bear me hence, to other lands, I wot
(In dreams, I sit upon it, but do not Awake in time to ring the bell of Fare)
But willingly. indeed, I would- forego
This Magic Mat, for lust a little bit
Of printed, pnmrose parchment—and to
know,three time
name
That on its face my
was writ.
For 'tis a genie's golden key to fit
The Gate of Leave—" Chin chin, you
chaps, cheer 0 I "
C.L.P.
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"OURS. ORTHEIRS."
SCENE : ANY BATTALION HEADQUARTERS IN LINE.
TIME : THE PRESENT.
—:0:—
The Adjtitant is discovered doing
nothing in parlicufar.
Enter the Heavy T.M. Officer and the
Medium T.M. °dicer. •
Both (apologetically): Good morunig !
Adj. (iaterrogatively): Good morning !
H.T.M.O. : I'm the flying pig merchant.
M.T.M.O. : And I'm the—,
Adt.Jgrimly): Oh! I know you atl right 1.
Sit down and have a drink
Both : Thanks very much.
H.T.M 0. : I've come to. arrange a little
shoot this afternoon. (Drinks.)
M.T.M.O. : And I may as well fire at
the same time.
Adj. (thoughttullk): Yes—er—what rime
shall we say ? Have anothet drink ?
Both : Thanks very much !
M.T.M.O : 2.30 would suit me down to
- the ground ! I havn't had lunch.yet
H.T.M.O. : Shall we say 2.30 then ?
Adj. : All right ! I'll have the line cleared
by then. By-the-way, where's your
O.P. ? I should like to see the show 1
Both : In Tenth Avenue
Adj : t shouldn't have thought you
could gee much from there.
Both : Well you see. if you study the
map, you'll hind the contour gives it
about three yards higher thanAdj. : Quite so (As they rise) Have
another drink before you go ?
H.T.M.O (regretlully): No, thanks
very much !
M.T M.O (hastily): Thanks very much!
(gulps) 2.30 sharp then! Good morning!
—0-0-0—
SCENE 2 : AN O.P.
TIME: 2.30 P.M.
TF.MPERATURE : ZERO.
Adjutant is discovered sitting in readiness. He has a pair of binoculars slung
round his neck. He has forgotten his
•
British Warm.
Thirty minutes elapse.
Enter M.T.M.O. and H.T.M.O. with
brace of telephonists.
Both (cheerily) : So sorry. Afraid we're
a bit late. Hope we havn't kept yo.
waiting ?

Adj. (shortly): Not at all.
H.T.M.O. : Never mind. We'll start
right away. They've got their line and
range. Tell 'eni to report when ready.
No. 1 Tel. : Hallo, there. Hallo, hallo,
hallo, No. 1 gun, hallo, hallo, HALLO,
HALLO!!
No. 2 Tel. : Is that No. 3 gun ? Report
when ready please
No. I Tel. Hallo, HALLO, HALLO ?
H.T.M.O. : Damn that wire.
M.T.M.O. : Thank Heaven, my wires
all right. Fire.
M.T M.O.: Curse. Its a dud. Tell 'em
to repeat.
No. I Tel. = Hallo, HALLO, HALLO.
H.T.M.O.: It's no darn,' good. - The
blasted wire's gone. You'd better slip
along and put it right.
M.T.M.O. : What the blazes is wrong
with No. 3 gun ? Tell 'eni to wake up
a bit.
No. 2 Tel. : Misfire, sir. Rifle mechanism
blown out, sir. just trying another,
sir. Hallo No. 3, No 3 tired, sir.
M.T.M.O.: There she goes. Good. A
beauty. See all that timber and corrugated iron go up? There's a duckboard
and two old buckets. Excellent.
Repeat.
No. 1 Tel. (returning) : All right now,
sir. Hallo there No. 1, can you hear ?
Right. No. I ready to fire, sir.
H.T.M.O : Fire.
No. 2 Tel. : Hallo, hallo, hallo, hallo,
No. 3 gun, HALLO, HALLO.
H.T.M.O.: Good Lord. It's a short.
Thank Heavens, it's a dud. Wait a
bit though, I used a 19 fuse.
(A gigantic explosion is observed).
M.T.M.O. : Bad luck, old man.
No. 2 Tel. : Hallo, ,No. 3. Hallo, hallo,
HALLO. HALLO. No good, sir.
M.T.M.O.: Darn these infernal wires.
(Enter battalion runner completely out
of breath.)
Runner (to Adjutant): Captain Jones, sir,
'as sent me to tell you as 'ow the cook
'ouse and men's latrines 'ave been
A toffee apple landed
blown up, sir.
right between 'em, sir.
M.T.M.O.: Oh, damn. I'm awlullysorry.
No. I. Tel. (to H.T.M.O.) : Gun out of
action, sir. Bed jumped out sir.
Adj. (shivering) : Thank God. A must
interesting afternoon, you fellows.
Let me know what time the hymn of
hate comes off to morrrow. Cheero
J. H. W.
Both : I I f ! 1
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LETTERS FROM
STIg.
Tuesday.
My very dearest Clarence,
Your long-awaited,
anxiously opened, and merrily perused
epistle just to hand, and here I am
answering it per return. You MUST be
ill, you will doubtless exclaim in your
Inimitably witty manner. Ah, but your
hazard is a correct one, I ONE been ill—
aye and sorely so—yea verily. Two
ulcers and many spots did make their
abode in my throat, and did cause me
to suffer much. " Yes, dear boy, the
little woman nearly slipped through our
fingers this time. but we've managed to
pull her through."
(PHOTOGRAPHS UNREPRODUCEABLE. -r'ED.)

Dear Sir,
Above is a photograph, life
size, of the throat of my grandmother,
Femina Muggins, aged 96 -years. . For
60 years she , could eat nothing but
gin and bitters, and her throat was in a
fearful state—one mass of itching sores
indeed a grim sight. Alter one application of your hair-lotion her throat an'd
breath were like a little child's, and
notwithstanding food regulations, she
consumed an entire ox for her breakfast.
You are at liberty to make what use you
like of this letter and photographs.—
Yours trimly, Jerusha luggins (Mrs.), 595
Semolina Annue, Tooting.
Excuse the digression. I'm up for the
first time, sitting in an arnichair in my
bedroom, and looking charming as usual
in :—(A) a mauve . silk nightie, with
spiders' webs embroidered on it---niost
seduc ; (B) a black silk kimono,. with
almond blossoms all over it ; hair done
on top a la Chinois, and with large mauve
bow. " The dainty dear ! " I hear you
and your comrades ejaculate -" How
true" I can only echo.

Elsie—prepare for a shock—has just
taken a post as assistant cook in a
hospital at Barnet I She starts this week.
and is most delightfully vague about
everything. She calls it her " part " of
cook, and is at present very occupied is
getting a nice uniform.
England is, as you doubtless know, in
a ferment at present because :—Our
leading halfpenny journal is'raising its
price from a halfpenny to a penny—the
" Daily Mail " says so. -so it MUST be
so.
I've been writing many decadent and
Futuristic poems while In bed, they
needn't rhyme, and are very simple and
so effective. I'll send you some for your
little paper if you like. One was called
" Worm." and went something like
this (you probably. won't appreciate it,
not hating read much Futuristic poetry,
but you may take it from' me that its an
excellent specimen of the kind of stuff
that is sold in orange paper coveted bookg
with black scrolls on the covers) :—
WOR M.
Thou thing—
Slimy and crawling
Oozinralong.
Not brown,
As men's eyes see
But reddish green,
And moist.
Death meaning naught
To thee.
Who livest
And breedcst
During many AONS •
Billions more yellow horrors
Like thyself.
Oh, Hell !

Believe me or believe me not, but I.
dashed that marvellous thing off in a few
moments I Swonderful.
Got to have dinner now (i.e.—beeflea and junket, ugh I) so nn more. Heaps
of hest love to you, and " kind thoughts
and remembrances " to the Major and
your other little friends.
Your•Loving Sister,
EDIE.
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Our tears with yours fraternally we mix,
Sir,
When accidents occur., We merely state
A gun's a gun, and not a life elixir,
Especially when one can't calibrate.

rAPOLOGIA
PRO
44.
BY BEES EVEN.

Had our good champion still been in our
midst, Sir,
That valiant with his motto " Write is
Might,"
Thou hadst not dared to publish what
thou didst, Sir,
P.B.I.
then
had not dared to write.
W hat
Our TRANKAU, Sir, would soon have
found an answer
To overwhelm, to pulverize, to squash
The prattlingsof yourpoetasting prancer,
The King of Drivel, Emperor of Tosh.
Yet, while we mourn at our good
GILBERT'S going,
(Or rather mourned, for he's been gone
some time,)
We take this opportunity of showing
The ethics of ballistics in a rhyme.
Firstly, if you receive. a daily portion
Of whizzbangs, say, or possibly I.E.,
The fault's entirely due to map distortion
Then strafe " Field Survey," Sir, but
don't strafe me.
If you assume the role of "Ally Sloper,"
Don't for a moment think that we have
erred,
Mistakes by METEOR explain the faux pas;
They're sometimes very careless. so Ne
heard.
When not the German gets it, but the
Briton,
Don't grind your teeth, and curse me
for a' scamp,
The obvious, only, reason I have hit on ;
My predecessor left the cordite damp.

Again, a frantic message oft you write us;
" RACHEL is rowdy X.6.d.3.8,"
And we are welltnigh stricken by Saint
Vitus—
Behind your owti lines your co-ordinate.
If all these reasons are not •deemed
sufficient,
If P.B.I. has still a doubting mind ; The fault's • with the " Ballistic Co' efficient,"
" Gunnery," Vol. 9, its all defined.;
Don't think, Sir, that we try to make
excuses,
A thing WE needn't do. We merely
thought
We'd tell your correspondent what
induces
The battery next door to shoot so short.
So, Sir, I trust that your next extra
special.
Shall not belittle us, nor dare to smirch
Our fair escutcheon, or I think that we
shall
All things considered, leave you in the
lurch.

ENVOI.
—o1 think you'll own that, for two tyro
lispers,
We've put the matter on ' a sounder
footing..
For FRANRAU'S Pegasus—a soaringsteed,
We've' only gota wheeler—broken kneed,
Our poor old hairy can keep up his end,
He's only got goOd gunnery .to defend.
But—bend your ear low down ta hear
our whisPe TsFRANKAU WOULD NEED A KEATS IF HE
WERE SHOOTING' I I

BEES EVEN.
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THE BACK.

—0-0-0—
As the Front is left behind, the inner
meaning of , the war becomes more
apparent.' The elusive Adjutant and the
bashful R.S.M. resume their true importance. in-our lives, as they emerge from
0•
their hiding places : Town Majors,
A.P.M.'s, Quartermasters, Mice Officers,
Instructors, Lecturers, Missionaries,
Experts, Staff Officers, all become like
common 'hedgerow flowers in Springtime : and I have known a man who had
seen a stray hothouse seedling from
G.H.Q., but he told me the yarn in the
early hours after his first bottle of 0,0.,
when the inland Wafer Transport fellow
was short circuited. The further back
you get the nearer you get to that spot
where all the " Paper " comes from,
which I will tell you about in letters of
blood-red in the next number. Buy it for
your unborn children : the horror of
going there will keep them always good.
However, ram very happy, thank you.
At'the Moment I live on a range where
there are far more rounds per day fired
in anger than in the line. Repairs prove
that. Still the range is the envy of those
not using it. I know that, because Lewis
gunners, bombers, rifle grenadiers, and
musketry recruits all like, from a flank
and rear position, to get as near our
targets as they can : probably from a
kindly desire to.increase. the number of
hits on them. The' Range Officer has a
most enviable job in this little backwater
of life.
It is truly a backwater. with the water
always backing up and defeating the
working parties, and one well-read
Hoplini told me he 'always called the
place Aaron's Range, because his rod
had done its work so well.
A morning quickly passes in such light
and refreshing . work as picking up the
chocolate tin-toil and paper of the
N

previous day's firing parfy, helping up a
refractory target constructed in the best
R.E. manner, strafing about the empty
cartridge cases, opening up a drain,
visiting sentries and explaining to them
that it really is not part of their duly to
look death in the face by walking about
in rear of the stop butt etc. : in fact one
is- quite surprised when the first party
moves off hurling anathemas Owing to
enforced fatigues, and one is at last alone
with the meagre unexpended portion of
the previous day's ration in one hand
and a fat flask in the right, a true horn Cr
plenty..
And at the end of a' perfect day the
parties shore off happily to their bilIcts,
and shortly to the joys of the line, and I
beg your
to the bosom of my
pardon, nothirg of the sort : I forgot : 1
AM STILL B.E.F.1
GRANDPA.
f• 4 '

oft•

To Fill a Column.
•—
I can't think • of any good tales to tell
you. 01 course there's the tale of thee
Brigadier and the Padre, but I suppose
you've all heard that. Anyway both fel.
ill of the flue, and were straightway
rucked away into beds in the same room.
The. Brigadier's tales were spicy, and
the Padre was very unresponsive.. Both,
acting independently, surreptitiously sent
for their clothes. Then,' in rapid
succession they approached the M.O.
charge and told him that, as they felt sO
much better, they were off. The Editor
is sitting with a towel round his head,
thin-king hard. tie doesn't know whether,
on account of the increase in the price of
paper, to double the price of this journal,
or reduce the size. The Northcliffe
bunch, by an effort of superb patriotism
has doubled the price of their efforts.
Hence the Editor's dilemma Plait and
see.
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F for the FLYING CORPS—here we

el

"B."3." F."
ALPHABST.
•••
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express
Our admiration : could we do less ?
They often have helped us out of a mess,
" Cheer-ph I " from the men in the
trenches. •
•

erri

4

is the ARMY, in which he's a veteran
Who's fough t for a year frbm the
n
Somme up to Meteren,
Finding in Winter each week is a wetter
'un
And passing his days in the trenches.

B

for old BLIGHTY, where, so we
hear,
Prices and rising, and food is so dear
That a ' sub' can't afford to even go
near :
trenches.
the
in
It is .cheaper to stay

Gi for the CAVALRY who,

(so I've

heard say)
Have not seen then gee-gees for many a
day,
. them and
mount
But soon they will
gallop away,
And we'll all say good-bye tothe trenches.

D

for the DUCKBOARDS—If placed
end to end
and to Heaven
Earth,
the
irdle
They'd g
ascend,
But I notice they've caused a peculiar
blend
Of language to thrive in the trenches.
for theEDITOR, ruddy in hue,
He'd blue-pencil this if I said all I
knew,
So I'll wish him good luck or—between
me and you—:
He'll send me exploring Hun trenches.

S

rt for the poisonous GAS that's emitted
LI By fighters behind the line only
half-witted,
But very pugnacious, and much to-be
pitied
By those who live in the trenches,

11 for the HUN who lives over the way:
His future is.black and his present
is grey :
Yet a Hun is a Hun, and as such he
-must pay
For making us live in the trenches.
for the INFANTRY prefixed "P.B.,7
One bob per diem and milk in their
tea :
They work day and ni ght, after which
they are free.
TO start on a job in the trenches.
forthe JAR—if its contents are rum.
A Welcome awaits it whene'er it may
come :
Be it soon, be-it late, there will always
be some
To greet it with joy in the trenches.

j

Vy'$ for the KULTUR beneficent Huns
A. Endeavour to force down. our
throats with big guns :
They send shells in packets, they send
them in ones :
But Kultur's Nmt-Poo in the trenches.
is for LEAVE, our goal.of desire,
Ten days in Blighty away from the
mire :
Hope springs etern.ii, and ne'er will
expire
In the breast of the men in the trenches.

L
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M stands for MINNIE, whose shriek
rends the night :
They say that her bark is much worse
than her bite,
And if you can dodge her you'll sure be
all right :
in the trenches.
loved
much.
But she isn't
for the NOMINAL ROLLS we send
through
to 'Q' :
monthly
and
Daily and weekly
But we'd do it gladly and much worse
things too,
To finish the war in the trenches,
0 the OBSERVER, who sees many
sights,
Such as stout German generals dancing
in tights, .
And performing the most inexplicable
rites,
From his 0-Pip in one of our trenches.

F

s for PEDICULI, horrible pests,

They make themselves happy in
trousers and vests ;
Though dear little fellows, they're unwelcome guests
To the P.B.I. in the trenches.
? Well .its obvious who fills this
place—
Princes of paper, the pride of our race—
Every movement, and minute be sure
they can trace
And send back to the man in the trenches.

R

the RETURNS to be rendered by
noon
have seen a
who
men
number:of
the
Of
blue moon,,
Speak Japanese,orhavebeento Rangoon,
Before they came out to the trenches.
for the SAPPERS, who sin without
shame,
•
And in spite of all efforts will go down
to fame
the five-bob
ented
As the men who in%
"A" frame,
of our trenches.
sides
To keep up the

N2

T

for the TRENCHES themselves (this
is where.
I must take heed what I write,.or I'll
swear
Which have blackened our souls, and
have whitened our hair :
Oh ! Life is a dream in the trenches.
for the UNIVERSE, whose fate ids
plain
Is now being settled in mud, slush and
rain,
By strafing which spreads from Nieuport
to Lorraine,
A line which is marked by our trenches.
for the VICES soldiers posses,
Discovered by those wbo have been
more ur less
a line in the
through
fame
to
Claimants
Press,
trenches.
the
in
But never have shone

V

11 for WHISKEY and WHIZZBANGS as well :
Of the former I've almost forgotten the
smell,
Whilst the' latter contribute to make it
like Hell
trenches.
the
At various times in
for the unknown—and 'twixt you and
me
._.
all agree)
we
(and
Fritz is now thinking
That, hot as his present, his future will
be
Minch hotter than e'er in the trenches.
for the YARNS that one hears—same
ate true :
Others—Well ! doubtless, though vivid
in hue,
.
who have
back,'
'
those
by
Are spun
never been through,
Or stood their whack of the trenches.
is for ZERO, the time we go over,
Most of us wish we were way back
in Dover,
Making. munitions and living in clover
And far, far away from the t-enches,
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OUR SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL.

—o—o—o —
IN
BY THE AUTHOR OF " SHOT
THE CULVERT."

mes,
the Culvert Arms was no more. Sho
ns
amazed, perplexed, but by no mea
ble
non-plussed hastily injected a dou
yer,
his • vermoral spra
dose from
the
and sought for a clue. Down in
the
e
onc
re
deep and muddy ditch whe
ed a
ancient hostelry had stood, he pass
and
few battered stones, and in the dark
e,
sluggish waters found an envelop
far
as
able
muddy and torn, anet read
as :—
TOR
IMES
TERS (P

PERSON AE=

- 0—
r.
Cloddy Lyme — A Sanitary Inspecto
.
Girl
ch
Fren
A
Madeline Carol —
A Pioneer.
Intha Pink
General Bertram
se.
Rudolph de Rogerum —The Earl of Loo
Lord Reginald
His Son.
de Knellthorpe —
A Storekeeper.Q. Wemm
A Soldier.
L. Plumernapple —
ctive.
Herlock Shomes — The Great Dete
irer
Adm
His
Dr. Hotsam

tnainn

4.

—0-0 —0—
TER.
THE CLUE OF THE TORN LET
—0-0-0— .
KILFULLY landing his plane in the
Square of the ancient town of
Ypres. Shomes resolved to dine

Q

pro.
at the Hotel des Ramparts before
the
ceeding up the Menih Road to
an
of
n
Culvert Arms. Having partake
more
excellent dinner, Shomes once
gum
and
t
donned his tin.hat, raincoa
of the
boots thigh, and proceeded by way
he
As
d.
Menin Gate up the Menin Roa
last
walked, the tearlul events of his
hed
flas
rict
great adventure in that dist
inctthrough his mind with painful dist
rie
reve
his
ness. He was roused from
and
by the weary whirr of a five-nine,
-realised with a start that he had reached.
with
his destination. Looking around
_thata.dawning sense of horror he saw

e
Shomes spoke no word, but a clos
face,
observer would have noted that his
ts
seen in the white glare of the Very Ligh
l
efu
had a look of grim and purpos
satisfaction.
-0--0-0--

r112141111 g•
-0-0-0-

BOUT the same time as Shomes
was making his important discovery at the ruined Culvert
to
Arms, Hotsam was endeavouring
e
sam
the
at
and
revive the fainting Earl
ugh
time to keep a vigilant watch thro
at
eral
Gen
the estaminet window. The
, and
length recovered consciousness
nge
stra
A
ow.
joined Flotsam at the wind
de
d
sight met their eyes. Lord Reginal
the
Knellthorpe stood with his back to
e,
elin
Mad
window supporting fhe fair
rly.
who .appeared to be weeping bitte
old
the
rage
Muttering with impotent
wed
Earl thrust open the door, and follo
d
-Lor
m.
roo
by Flotsam, entered the
t
-we
Reggie turned an amazed and tear
usly
face towards their, and simultaneo
s.
tear
the Earl and Flotsam burst into
gas
Hotsam with alacrity put on his
and
jar,
rum
helmet, corked up the open
ng
opened the window. The General dryi
ping
wee
his
ed
his tears, hi/jousty ask
e.
soh the reason of his presence ther
Lord
" Well, you see, father," said

A
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Reggie " Madeline" (he tenderly wiped
the eyes of the beautiful girl) " told me
that she had seen some rum jars in
here, and, thinking that they might
contain the rum that I am suspected
of stealing, I came here to examine them,
they appear to contain, tear gas."
The Earl, with a new burst of tears,
joined the hands of Reggie and
Madeline, and Flotsam feeling that his
pvesence was no longer required, strode
out into the night, leaving the Earl and
the young lovers smiling through their
tears.
—0-0-0—

—o—o—oTHE END OF SHOMES?
—0—
UOTSAM, very fatigued, at length
reached the comfortable Quality
Street dug-out, where he found a
signaller, who handed him one of the
dreaded pink forms. He resignedly took
the wire and read :"Meet me at YPRES at once
AAA Obtain bus from GEN.
BERTRAM RUDOLPH de
ROGERUM AAA Urgent AAA
SiCk AAA"
Hofsans sighed, andafter much trouble
obtained the bus, and eventually reached
Ypres. In the Square he found Shomes,
seated in his plane. " Come, Hotsam."
he cried, " jump in, there is no time to
be lost, they shall not escape us this
time." Flotsam obeyed, and Shomes,
having started up the motor, jumped in,
and they were oft. Alter some hours in
the air, Hotsam shouted " Where are we
going, Shomes ? ". He could not catch
the answer, so was silent. Suddenly a
flash 1 a crash I and two men and an
Archied aeroplane were falling through
the night.

u

Clarttla 7
-0-0-o--

AT LAST ?
—0—
TNTHA sat in a large shell-hole in
/1 the grounds of Elvarston Castle.
He was not happy. He had been
knocked down by a G.S. waggon,
machine-gunned on the road, whizzbanged in the trench, and, fically, had
taken his " A " frame to the wrong
dump.
As he rested he thought ot
many things. He thought of war. he
thought of snow, he thought ot rum.
Why had he had no rum for some days
now ? Because some scoundrel had
stolen the Brigade supply. Suddenly a
great resolve grew in the soul of the
Pioneer ; HE would find the missing
liquid f 'Fired by enthusiasm, he arose,
ar.J. casting away his now useless " A "
frame, made his way as quickly to tit
Estaminet of Madeline Carot. After
some protest. Madeline guietly admitted
him. " I'm a bloomin' policeman now."
he said, " and don't you bloomin' well
forget it. f saw a stall-officer leave 'ere
at eight-fifteen, wot yet goin' ter do
ahaht it ? "
" You no tell," said Madeline, " and
I give you heer."
" Narpoo t "
" I give you some rum."
" THE Rum r" thought Intha.

(WAS IT ?),
(Read next thrilling instalment.)
(To be Continued.)

-**S" ;:
.1" t*Stk2.-

Special News.
---n—o --n —
special
correspondent Mr. TEECH
Our

SOMAS, having returned from his winter
trip to more sunny climates, we will
now carry on with the war as. per
schedule, " Seconds out of the Ring ! '
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GOOHig AND
GOTHAGIC

Agony Column.
MINN1E.—Meet me at Flying Pig
8 30.—Tock Emma.

NI O.—Young, inexperienced, would

ANCE again we say good bye to a
Brigadier, this time to our oldest
friend in the Division, Gen. B. MITFORD,
C.B., D.S O., who was with us in the
beginning. What an age ago it seems
now since a mob-of aspiring and perspiring embryo soldiers tiled to perform
wonderful feats under his skilful guidance
on the Sussex Downs. How well we
came to uiiderstand the terrors of war
during those anal rushes on Chanctonbury Ring 1 tri 'addition to the regret of
losing a Divisional friend,' the editorial
staff has also to mourn the loss of one of
the first supporters and helpers of our
paper. Gen. MITFORD assisted at the
inception of the " Wipers Times," and
has ever since given the greatest help
possible. The whole Division bids him
God-speed, and our congratulations And
good wishes are none the less hearty if
with them are mixed the natural /egrets
one feels at losing a good pal. We
cannot close without extending a hearty
welcome to his successor.
tig/4.,11

Correspondence.
_ To the Editor,
" B.E.F Times."

Sir,

you will kindly supply me with
the name and address of your correspondent signing himself a " Lover of

Natuie," I will guarantee that he will
not love Nature any more ; neither will

he hear any more cuckoos. No sir I not
this Spring nor next or any other Spring

neither. 'Cuckoo indeed 1 t I'll learn
'lm.
You Pal thfu I 1 y,
" FED UP " '

like appointment with fighting
battalion to gain experience.—Write
M.O.
FOR SALE or EXCHANGE.—Large
Country ESFATE. pleasantly situated on the banks of the Somme. Owner
travelling. East tor the benefit of his
health. No reasonable offer refused.
would exchange for a couple of white
rabbits, or something edible.

MESSRS. AtiDUL & CO. regret that,

owing to unforseen troubles, they
ARE UNABLE TO SUPPLY any more

Turkish Delights for the present, as there
has been such a run on them.

But I'm not King I no Bill, I'm not the
King,
So 'spose I've got to hump the blasted
thing,
Gawd 'elp the 'un I get my 'ands upon,
One moment 'ore, and passing thence,
'e's gone,
'Tis soon we'll 'ave the blighter on a
string.
" Gawd save the King, yus Bill l Gawd
save the King."

-"It tr&4-

-

st

There was a little Turk, and Baghdad
was his home,
There was a little Hun, and he lived in
Bapaurne,
Each said to the other, as they shivered
with alarm,
To find another home wouldn't do us
Any harm."
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THE PROFESSOR AGAIN PRESENTS HIS

World-famed Concert Party
IN AN ENTIRELY NEW LINE, AND WITH A BRAND. NEW SET OF STAR ARTISTS.
—o—o—o—o—oTHE FOLLOWING ARE CERTAIN TO APPEAR :—

BIL_L BUGGAN,
64 I NEVER COnui

sg712\61\1D PIMPLES.

77

T.,,OM FLINT
;r4.

PRESENTS HIS FAMOUS SONG :

" ANOTHER LITTLE DRINK, Etc-"
TWEENY AND. CO.
IN GRAND SPECTACULAR PERFORMANCE OF
"LIFE IN '7 2 , "
Mr Many other brilliant turns. A chorus
of real soldiers has been obtained at fabulous
ccst to perform.
WIGGINS'
WARM
WOLLIES.

DANCES GAY &BUNTER

-0-0-0-

THEIR. NEW BOOK OF

SUIT ALL FIGURES.

POPULAR SONGS,

—0—o—oARE YOU GOING IN THE BIG PUSH?
—0-0-0—.
THEN DON'T FAIL TO WEAR
ONE OF OUR " UNDERVESTS "
KEEPS OUT DRAUGHTS. RAIN.
WHIZZ-BANGS. AND HAVE BEEN
KNOWN TO BLUNT A 5'9.

ong1111M ITATE
II

—0—o—o-

the big push you are in.
Wear our Woolies next your skin.
—o—o—o-

TEL. — "

WIGGINS."

HAVE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING

THE
FOLLWET2 Egan NiTt:
—0-0--0WHICH INCLUDES

I never stopped running till I got home.
• Sung by ABDUL.
—
TIRPITZ.

—
0 lucky Zep.
I want to be a soldier CROWN PRINCE:
Young men taken in and done for
THE WHEELDON FAMILY.

.We don't want to light
SENATORS GLEE PARTY.
want to go back
HINDENBERG

I

Down among the dead men

Have a banana

U BOAT SKIPPERS.
—
DF.VONPORT.
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PRICE I FRANC,

THE FOSS! LEUM

THE 011MA TROUPE OF QUICK CHANGE ARTISTS
STARRING

Rodzi & Co., in their Stirring Domestic Drama,
"SPRING CLEANING."
-0-0 -0 -0-

Great American Film Play, Entitled :-"T E D DY GET YOUR GUN '
(SOME FILM) FEATURING THEODORE IN THE LEAD.
-o

-0-0-0-

Murray's Colourmatrograph.

A

(Series.
NO. 3: JERUSALEM.

TOUR THROUGH PALESTINE
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Publisher's Announcements.
MESSRS. STODGER AND STOUTIJN..
GOD'S GOOD MAN—An Autobiography by
William Hohenzollern (Author of " The
Innocents' Abroad," "Misunderstood," "The
Christian," etc.)
A THIEF IN THE NIGHT By Little Willie.
THE LAST HOPE—Professor Hindenberg
(Author of "Westward Ho.")
IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND—Dr.
Wilson..
ERIC, OR LITTLE BY LITTLE—Dean Haig.
THE CRUISE OF THE CATCH-A-LOT
By Bill Beatty.

THE DRINK HABIT
ACQUIRED IN THREE DAYS.
It you know anyone who doesn't .drink alcohol
regularly, or occasionally, let me send my free book,
" CONFESSIONS OF AN ALCOHOL SLAVE." It
explains something important, i.e. : How to quickly
become an

Expert "Bona fide Toper.
For the first 15 years of my lite I was a rabid teetotaler,
since the age of 16 I have never been to bed sober. If
your trouble is with reference to a friend. please state
in your letter whether he is willing to be cured or not.
Letters treated in a contidental manner. I can cure

anyone.
Address : J. SUP1TUP, tiavanotha Mansions.

Telegrams : " RATS,"
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ITORIAL
PRING has at last really
come I And with it an
unusual amount of hurry
and bustle all round ;
likewise forecasts, prophecies and coniectuzes,
ail frothy and furious We have all put
our watches on one hour, and are now
spending our spare time throwing away
our surplus kit, sharpening our pistols
and swords. and having our boots soled
and heeled. We ate also trying to
produce this number of the paper under
rather more difficult circumstances than
usual. and we feel sure that our gentle
readers will understand that whatever
may be lacking is due to circumstances
over which: we have no control. We
have again been fortunate in obtaining a
special article from the pencil, ink,
copying, one, of out; old friend Mr. Teeth-

PRICE I FRANC.

Bomas, which we feel sore wilt betead
with Interest. This 'number sees. the
finish of our serial " Narpoo Rum," and
we wish to remind our readers of our
Mammoth- Competition in connection
with same, particulars of which we
published in our Grand Xmas Double
Number last December. We still have
several million francs left in our treasure
chest which we should like to dispose of
before the " Big Push " commences,
more on account of its bulk than for any
other •reason. It may be la long time
before we can produce another number,
In which case we v(ish to take this
opportunity of bidding all our friends
" au revoir," the best of luck, and
Thanking them. all for the kind support
we have always received since the day
in " Wipers" long ago when we found
an old printing outfit looking for a
jab.

..1tD$ (110611.:,
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NEWS FROM THE
RATION DUMP.
—0-0-0—
The Esquimaux have broken oft
diplomatic relations with Germany.

--0-0-0—
The Huns are shortening their line in
the West with a view to sending a
number of
divisions on a' punitive
expedition against them

—0 —0-0—
Patrols of British and French cavalry
swam the Rhine last night near Cologne,
and are now meeting with sharp resistance
in the suburbs of Berlin.

0-0 — 0 —
A party of A.S.C. were seen working
in the reserve line.

•

Ten German Pioneers went to lay a
mine,
One dropped his cigarette, and then
there were nine.
Nine German Pioneers singing Hymnr
of Hate.
One stopped a whizz.bang, and then
there were eight.
Eight German Pioneers dreaming hard
of Heaven,
One caught a Flying Fig, and then.
there were seven.
Seven German Pioneers working hard
with picks,
One picked his neighbour off, and then
there were six.
Six German Pioneers, glad to be alive,
One was sent to Verdun, and then there
were five.

—0 —o—o —
The Czar cl Russia has antiquated
—o —o —o —
Horatio Cottom:?), has accepted

frgfi GUMMI '1
i( PIONESRS.

Five German Pioneers, didn't like the

the

Turkish throne on condition they make a
separate peace.

Leave is about to re open on the
Western front.

war,
One shouted ." Kamarad," and then
there were four.
Four German Pioneers tried to fell a
tree, •
One felled hiinself. instead, and then
there were three.
Three German Pioneers, prospects very

The

German fleet has .bombarded
Wappino 'Old Stairs, and ruined the
carpet.

blue,
One tried to stop a tank and then there
were two.

—0--0 —0—
40,000 Huns have surrendered. They

were so thin that they walked down one
of our C.T.'s in fours.
—o—o—o[The EDITOR takes no 'responsibility
for the truth of the above statements.]

Two German Pioneers walked into a

gun,
The gunner pulled the lanyard, and then
there was ono.

One German Pioneer couldn't see the
fun
Of being. shot 'at any more, and so tilt.
war was done.
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ON THE HEELS OF THE
FLEEING FOE.

—o—o—oFROM TEECH BOMAS.
—o—o FRANCE, Sunday Afternoon.
This morning, many hours before
dawn, I mounted my bicycle and rode
through 174 of the 187 blasted villages
liberated during the past couple of days
by our troops. I am now in the 175th,
12 miles north-south-west of Peraume.
seated in what remains of the bar parlour
of its main Estaminer, eating a frugal
meal,and talking to the oldest inhabitant.
1 have thli moment tasted a mouthful of
Hun ration bread, which. the enemy was
unable to destroy in his hurried
departure. It is darkish blue-black in
hue, and its taste is putrid, Fancid,
nauseating, foul and stinking.
The scenes I have personally witnessed
to-day as 1 rapidly pedalled into village
after village were thtilling. awe-inspiring,
blood-curdling—in short the whole outfit
was EPIC. Old men, young men, women,
girls,cripples,hunchbacks, little children,
large children, all in their gladdest
clothes, cheered me to the echo as I
flashed through the various villages,
whilst the village bands played patriotic
airs in the market places. Occasionally
I dismounted and talked to the people.
To one woman I said " What of the Hun
officers " She gave a low shrill whistle
and replied with emotion ''Bosch olficier,
no ben, plenty zig-zag." This incident,
in itself trivia?, sums up the:situation.
On my way from the 174th to the
175th village I found myself in front of
our own outposts, and amongst those of
theienemy. Rapidly twisting up the ends
of my moustache and turning my cap
inside but, f was able to escape recog/.
nition, and observed the antics of the
Hun rearguard from closer quarters than

anyone has ever 'done before. Officers
and men, Unterofliziere, Feldwebel and
Freijahrige, were all gibbering with
fright, and pale pink drops of sweat
dripped and dropped from their mottled
brows as they leapt from tree to tree.
Just before reaching this village, an
exciting and almost touching incident
occurred. A very tired German 17-inch
shell came sizzling through the air, and
burst right under my cycle. Luckily the
only'damage done was a slight puncture
to my near off side wheel. This proves
how the Bosch H E has deteriorated
during the past few months.
Even now I can hear the battle raging
in the near distance I must away and
leave to a later dispatch the narrative, of
what I shall do and see this afternoon.

AMA viastovz CAM
N 0 Prayers of Peace for me; no maiden's
sigh.
Give me the Chants of War, the Viking's
Song;
Battle for me ; nor care I for how long
This war goes on. Tell me, where
bullets tly ;
Whire noble men and brave may bleed
and die ;
Where skilful parry foils the sword-thrust
strong.
Such are the tales I love. (1 may b'er
wrong —
A warrior, and no carpet knight am
0 —0 —
The D.S.O., the M.C. grace my breast ;
My brow is bound with lautcls and with
lace ;
love this war. Perhaps-you think that
that
Is strange. Well I am different from the
rest
Of you poor blighters. I live at the Base,
And use the Brain inside my mce, red hat.
C. L. P.
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TO 'ALL
DOUBTING
THOMASES."

GONgSRNING
APOLOGIES. 1
-1

IL

t• •

Now listen ye of mournful mien, whose
bleatings rend the
Who spread an air of gloom where'er
you go,
That though of cleverness you havep'r'aps
.more than your fair share, •
Yet most of us jtAt hate your wail of woe.
--0 —0-0—
One day qis "this" and next day "that,"
your bogies come at will,
of foarful ills to come you rave and rant,
You said a, year ago the war was lost—
we're fighting still,
The job has been no easier for your cant.
—0-0-0—
In reverse you see disaster, and a victory
spurs you on
To still greater efforts in the realms of
doubt,
' We'll be lured into a trap," or " we
can ne'er hold what we've won,"
And "we'll all be starved to death " your
constant shout.
—0-0—o —
Tis true that mostly you are those who
ne'er have known the joy
Of living in ten feet.of mud and slime,
Or the ecstasy which thrills one, sheer
delight without alloy,
When you're dodging crumps and
Minnies all the time.
—0-0-0—
So in future cut the grousing, and for
God's sake wear a grin,
The time is surely coming in a while,
When in spite of all your croakings the
old Huns will be " all in,"
eut the everlasting wail and smile, man,
SMILE

•-.04..•••
....•••••=
. • I*
.4.1.) •••••••• e21/4'
S A'•••0•;"Ati•=e••.S• •
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TITICCE art
WIT41807 BIZA3011
" Only the Wise apologise,
Fools always must explain."
EXTRACT FROM A GREAT
MODERN POET.)

On receipt of our verses, the Gunner
grew pensive,
But quickl) developed a counter-offensive;
And though the rounds mostly were
duds, or fell short,
They showed themselves able to make
some retort.
—0-0-0 Ws all know the Sappers, of course,
never shirk
From anything looking the least bit like
WORK ;
So pale, but determined, they swore,
" He shall rue it ! "
And asked for two large Working Parties
to do it.
—0-0—o—
The Staff, though surprised, did not
gibber or storm,
But deilt with it all on the Authorised
Form ;,
For " G " said, " Well, I know whom
THAT refers to,"
And passed the whole matter " for
• action " to " Q " ;
While " Q " patronisingly gave it a
smile,
Remarked, " Poor old ' G ' Brancn 1"
and wrote on it " FILE."
P. B. 1.
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47.
MEE
GAMS!

At jot rney's end quite half retain their
tools,
And most of these are sick and tired of
war,
Digging's a pastime only fit for fools,
Let the d - d R.E. go and look for
more.
4

—0-0-0—
Ah ! P.13.1., too well we know your
woes,
And why you sometimes talk in bitter
strains,
Of living always tete-a-tete with foes,
Preserving us to labour on your drains.
— 0-0-0 —

Dear P.B.I. I ho■.v gladly would we
quit
•
"A" frames, and duckboards, berms, and
C.G.I.,
Dream of pontoons.and trestles,.-pathway
flt
To carry our victorious p.B,I.
THE SANGUINARY R.E.

But pause and think, before you grasp
your pen,
Two sides to every argument appeal ;
And ere you hold us up to scorn of men,
A few poor words on our side please to
hear.

TO UM/ SIM
MU/Mi.

-0-0-0-

know then, 0 proud and turgid P.B.I.,
Our fingers to the bone are worn for
THEE,

Yet still one hears thy working parties
cry,
" We're working for the — old
R.E I"
-0-0-0- .

Do we essay to build a modest shelter,
Just rain and windproof, to our simple
•
taste ;
Lo 1 yet before our backs are turned
there enter
Platoons of infantry in quite indecent
haste.
—0-0-0—
At times for help we ask with trepidation,
A cinquantaine of fed-up troops appears,
A few hours late, amid recrimination,
And crawls off slowly, 'spite of all our
tears.

-0 -0-0-

Gunners and Sappers, and P.B.I.,
Now each in turn has had his say,
And shown in poetical rivalry
That, though good at their jobs, they're
as good in play.

At

times when the nerves are a trifle
taut,
And frayed at the edges, as well may be,
All tempers are—well I just a wee bit
short,
Then one MUST strafe a little impatiently.

Yet their trust in each other has stood.
the test,
Through the depths to the heights which
are drawing nigh,
Each at his job has proved " the best,'
Gunners and Sappers, and F.B.I. ,
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A STORY EMIT A
MORAL.

—0 7-0-0—
And it came to pass that upon a
Certain day the General Officer Commanding a Division said unto his A.A and
Q.M,G. : t' 0 A.A. and Q.M.G.. tender
unto me by the first day of next month a
Return showing the names of the number
of men of this Division who have. even
refused to undergo the hardships of
INOCULATION, in order that I may
send forward this Return unto Corps., in
accordance with C R.0 758
And it came to pass that the A.A. and
Q.M.G. said certain things into his
D.A.A. and Q.M.G. and unto his
D.A.Q.M.G., the result'ot which was a
Return of names to the number of fifty
of men of the Division who had refused
to be INOCULATED.
And it came to pass that the Return
aforementioned was in due course sent
forward unto Corps., in which place it
became labelled with the mystic sign
" P.A.," which, being interpreted, means
" put aside."
And it came to, pass that upoh a much
later date this same General Officer
Commanding a Division said unto his
A.A. and Q,M G.. " 0 A.A. and
Q.M.G. render unto me by the first day
of next month a Return showing the
names 01 the number of men of this
Division who have done deeds such as
are worthy of reward in the form of the
Medal Military, in order that I may send
forward this return unto Corps., in
accordance with C.R.O. 869.
And it came to pass that this Return
also was duly 'obtained, and in due
course sent forward unto Corps., in
which plate it became labelled with the
mystic sign " P.A.," which, being interpreted, means " put aside."

And it came to pass that in due course
those men who had refused to be
INOCULATED were duly awarded with
the MILITARY MEDAL.
Ohl great is the Corps.

Verbatim Extracts
From In
Summaries.
—0-0-0—
TRENCH MORTARS.
— o—
At l'O p m. the " Flying Pig "dropped
a round in out front line at X 9 d 5 2.
The trench was completely wrecked—
the crater tot med being 14 feet deep and
25 feet across It is consoling to think
that over 40 rounds have been fired from
this gun into the enemy trenches during
the last week.
(Very consoling to the P.B.I.)
—o—o—oOPERATIONS.
—o—
On the 21st. in W 6 b, a party of
about 10 Germans entered our lines Our
bombers, however,. drove them out, in
addition to killing 5 of them.

(SOME bombers 1)
—o—o—oMOVEMENTS.
—o—
At Z 5 b 21 this morning about thirty
men were seen doing Expended Order
Drill.
(We hope it wasn't painful.)

The following is a true extract from a
return of reserve rations from a certain
garrison :—
Locality—Foxhali Keep.
Map Ref.—P 67 X 19-32.
Commodity—Bully Beef.
Quantity—I Tin.
Remarks=Not Full.
,(Where's Lord DEVONPQRT
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Rubaiyat of William Hohenzollern.
-.C"r`iniAlt3.11rrIrs

Awake, old Tirpz I Bid Hindenburg
arise,
" Der Tag " has come, I long to hear
the cries
Of Europe ! Well proceed to raise all
Hell,
Let's use our day from dawn. Time
flies ! Time flies I

Dreaming, it seemed to me the World
was mine,
waking, I think that the idea is fine ;
We'll wade right in to see what we can
grab,
And glut ourselves with murder, rape
and wine.

—0-0-0—
Come, fill the cup, and don a mask of
pain
That we should have to cleanse the
World again ;
Consider we our cause both pure and
strong,
So first we'll try our hand in old Louvain.

Should any doubt my will, or us dispute,
Man, woman, child, don't hesitate to
shoot ;
We'll play the pbliceman,, and for
Kultur's sake
My son, young Bill, will pick up all the
loot.

—0--0-0—
How sweet is mortal sov'reignty—you
see
How sov'rcignty has made a•God of me,
As I a God of it—play we the role
Thus, each one part, and that alternately.

0

I sometimes think that never lived £0
great
A monarch as Myself—in fact of late
My greatness has appalled 'me and I
bcw,
I bow my humbled head upon the gate

There is no door, but that we have the
key,
There is no depth debarred from you
and me,
Success alone will justify our game,
So kill the land and terrorise the sea.
—0-0-0--

And if the man you burn, the child you
kill,
Should even for one moment keep you
still,
Think well 'tis for our sacred Kultur's
sake,
And by a million murders steel your
will.
—o— 0 —n--

Yet . should success to dust and ashes
fade,
And Justice. rise from out the Hell we
made,
We'll say that others lit the fire, and we
But fanned the flames, to mark the price
they paid.

—0--0-0—
So Tirpz I with Hindenburg and me
conspire,
With murder, rapine, frightfulness and
fire,
Let's raise all Heil and, even should we
fail,

At least we'll have " Der Tag" of our
desire.
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TIT 11111.1Y-BAR121
STAKES.
The Bully—Barlin Stakes look place
on Friday last under the most auspicious
conditions, the going being good and the
average time of those who completed the
course distinctly last.
As a social event the Meeting WEIS no
less successful, a large and distinguished
gathering being visible in the Paddock
and on 1116 Grand Stand, amongst whom
your correspondent noticed Captain
Turret and Admiral Jellicue, tastefully
dressed in that inconspicuous blend of
brown relieved by a soupcon of red
which has become so fashionable of late.
The Comptesse de Callonne looking
ravishingly beautiful in a chic sandbag
coat and skirt fringed.with brie rubble.
The Baron BYLLGEE (only capital letters
can do him justice), in the Pink, many of
theydunger Checkes, and other notorities.
Paderouski Ayetockski with his inevitable Blue and While Band played such
popular items as " Buzz it and I shall
hear," " You're through to Q, sir, but
nobody's awake," and selections from
that great tragedy " Burying Cable."
The race started punctually at 4.30
p•m., there being no false starts. Archie 1
and Archie II were hot favourites at the
start, the betting being 4-2 on, offered
Shortly
freely, but with few takers.
ation
inform
to
s
thank
start,
after the
tic-tacked back to the firm Straflt and
Hate the prices and range lengthened.
The Archies, however, proved as disappointing as ever to their backers, and
finished a good second to Captain
Tarkers " Bommy," owner up, which
got off the mark like two Turkish Pashas
paced by a Roumanian General. Third
came the Rev. Snooker on his famous
4 ' lronscrappes," a willing steed lacking
rather in pace than pertinacity, and after
that a mob of " Also rans," among whom
one noticed several of the lesser lights of
Bully. It fs rumoured that vast sums
exchanged hands over the favourite's
defeat, and that the old firm of Aire,
Supremacy and Suchsquith, was badly
hit,

nt44+44AGEN4q*iffiti
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He loves the Merry " Tatter," he adores
the Saucy " Sketch,"
'The " Bystander " also fills him with
delight
he revels in, the •evil,
that
But the pages
minded wretch,
s of those things in pink
advert
the
Are
and white.
-:0:--They are advertised in crtpe.de-chine,
and trimmed with silk and lace ;
The picture's fairly make him long for
leave ;
And while he gloats upOn their .frills, he
cannot find the grace
To read the pars of PHRYNETTE, BLANCHE
and Eva.

Before the war, he'd hardly heard of lace

and lingerie ;
He didn't know the meaning of chemise.
But thanks • to weekly papers, this
astounding mystery
Has been solved by dainty VILNN and
dear LAME.
Before the war, he only knew of corsets
and of hats,
All other vogues invoked a ribald "whatho."
of Fashion is a dinky
decree
last
the
But
nightie, that's
Embroidered with his regimental motto.
--:o:-It's this war, that is responsible for
teaching simple youth
All sorts of naughty Continental tricks.
And already he's decided, when it's over,
that, in truth,
He'll buy mamma a pair of cami•knicks,
R.M.O.
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—th Infantry Brigade
Intelligence Summary.
.No. 30.
—0-0-0—
From 12 noon, any date.
To 12 noon, date following.
--o1.—ATTITUDE OF THE ENEMY.
Aggressive, 12 whizbangs at 2 p.m. on
POPE'S PIMPLE. POPE has now no
pimple worthy of mention.
2.—ENEMY'S ARTILLERY.
The enemy fired a gas shell into X.
The gas sentry at once sounded his jam
tin ; this proved most effective, no further
shells were fired, and the rest of the
troops in the immediate vicinity was not
in the least disturbed.
NOTE.—This report should be accepted
with considerable reserve, it is based
entirely on the statement of the sentry
who, although a worthy fellow, is not
remarkable for his veracity.
3.--.OUR ARTILLERY.
A bombardment was carried cut by
our Artillery in conjunction with Trench
Mortars (Heavy, Medium and Light),
Machine and Lewis Guns. and Rifle
Grehades,vide operation order No.3,000.
Our casualties were slight.
4. — T.M. ACTIVITY.
There has been considerable Trench
Mortar activity ; our Flying Pig effectively engaged our front line trench at
about M 30 6 3 9 ; the hostile Minnie.
' SUSAN ' vigorously retaliated on her
adjacent Batt. H.Q. at N 15 d 6 20.
5. — SNIPING.
Our snipers .claim to have hit M 14 6
4 3.
6.—PATROLS.
A patrol under 2nd Lieut. Jones was
ordered to ascertain whether- the sap at
H 14 b 9 5 is occupied by the enemy.
This patrol left our. trenches at 10 p.m. ;
atter proceeding ten yards in a N E.
direction an empty tin was found, on
examination it proved to be labelled
PLUM JAM.'
NOTE.—This Is considered to be a
clever ruse of the enemy to convey the
impression that his rations include an
issue of plum jam.
02

The patrol ref u rned at 10'03 p.m..ha Ong
secured the above valuable identification.
NOTE.—It has been suggested that the
tin had contained jam issued for the
consumption of our own troops, 2nd
Lieut. Jones however has reason to
believe otherwise.
T.—INTELLIGENCE.
Our observers report :3 p.m. A man wearing a shrapnel
helmet, accompanied by a dog, was
observed walking along the road between
S 5 a 6 8 and S b 9 6.
3'2 p.m. A stout man with red face
and glass eye asleep by the side of road
at S 5 b 9 4.
3'5 p.m. Dog (referred to above) seen
to approach stout man asleep, and remain
near him several seconds.
NOTE.—It is thought that possibly a
relief was taking place.
3h 5m 5sec.• Stout man who had been
asleep was observed to rise and throw a
large stone at dog (referred to above).
3h 5m 6sec. D.og disappeared at S
b 9 5.
3'7 p.m. Man with shrapnel helmet
ob§erved wiping with a sandbag the head
of the stout man with red face and glass
eye who had been asleep, but was now
evidently thoroughly awake, and showing
unmistakeable signs of anger.
NOTE.—It is thought that possibly dogs
have been trained to rouse sleeping
sentries in case of alarm.
4 p.m. Smoke was observed at S 10
b(► 0.
NOTE.—It is corrSidered that this is a
clever ruse of the enemy to convey the
idea that a fire. had been ignited at this
spot. •
8.—REPORTS FROM OTHER
SOURCES.
2 p.m. Two men wearing spectacles
were seen to disappear behind a hedge
at K 2 b 5 7; our 60 Pounders searched
this spot with H.E., the two men,
previously seen, suddenly reappeared at
K 2 b 5 9. and hastily took cover in a
trench at K 2 6 3. They appeared to be
strangely hampered in their movements.
Nom. — It is thought that this hedge
conceals a strong point of conderable
importance to the-enemy.
MIDDLING OLD LiEtrr.,
BD!. INTELLIGENCE OFFICER,
—,th IMF/AUTRY BRIGADE.
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HOW CONGRESS
DECLARED WAR
--0-0-0—

'BY
SPONDENT
CORRE
L
OUR SPECIA

Tuckis Shurtin.
-0-o-9R. TUCKIS SHURTIN managed, by

M

the wondertul enterprise and skill
always shown by him on these delicate
operations, to hide himself behind a lifesize picture of Charlie Chaplin in the
White House, and was thus present at
the most momentous meeting which
ever took place In the .history of
America.
He briefly describes, in his own
picturesque language, exactly what took
place.
" Wal I" said Woodrow, chewing the
end of a tive•cent cite-root, " I'm for a
show-down."
The Bull-Moose took the floor and
bucked, good and plenty. " Say," he
howls, " double the ante, and raise 'em
sky-high for cards. I ain't in on a two
dime 'game. Cut it out. I'm in on a no
limit, and I've got the dust. Give me
skin every
halt a-million boys, and
!I
sirree
!
Hun in Yurrup. Yes
Elihu P. showed a busted straight, and
beat for the golden silence.
Big Bill threw in for the Bull-Moose,
leaving Woodrow up against it.
" Wal I " said he, " write me down
for a two-cent boob if 1 don't hand it to
Willie. Say, boys, I'm in the game.
Boost the ante, and sky-high for
cards. I'm a bold she-wolf, and it's my
night to howl."
" Rah 1 RAH i RAH I Woodrow. Oh !
Willie, beat it ! Theo's on your track,
and he's hungry.
TUCKIS SHURTIN.

Ur/ b$Q09r OELIEVE
—0—
Don't know how it happened quite,
Sure the jar came up all right ?
Just as full as it should be
Wouldn't touch it, no, not me !
Sergeants very seldom touch
Rum, at least, not very much,
Must hate been the A.S.C..'
Anyway, it wasn't me !
Yet when I told them that I hadn't
touched the jar,
They didn't believe rue, they didn't
believe me ;
They seem to know a sergeant's thirst,
I fear they all believe the worst,
It's the rottenest luck that there could
be ;
and I'm certainly
them,
tell
I
And when
going to tell them,
There'll be fatigues for them where'er I
be,
They'll never believe me, they'll never
believe that
The man who tapped the jar could not
be me !

Stop Press News.
Rioting is again reported in
Berlin. The Kaiser has gone
to bed with whooping cough
and ricketts.
—o--o--oThe New German War Loan
has reached the stupendous
figure of 50,000 marks owing to
the successful U Boat campaign.
—0 —0-0—
Two juvenile food hogs were
arrested yesterday. On examination it was found that their
pockets were full of brandy
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OUR SPLENDID
NEW SERIAL,

"NARPOO Rill"

—o—o—oBY THE AUTHOR OF " SHOT IN
THE CULVERT."
—o—o —o —
37.)1=r,A./vt.A.T/S 1=•F.S01•7.A.M.:
—0—
Cloddy Lyme -- A Sanitary Inspector.
A French Girl.
Madeline Carot —
N Pioneer.
Intha Pink
General Bertram
Rudolph& Rogerum—The Earl of Loose.
Lord Reginald
His Son.
de Knellthorpe
A Storekeeper.
Q. Wemm
A Soldier.
L. Plumernapple —
Herlock Shomes — The Great Detective.
His Admirer.
Dr. Hotsam

_0_0_0_
manta 4.

—o—o —0—
WHAT CLOR1DY LYME SAW.
—o —0-0—
LORIDY LYME straightened his
aching back with a groan,: and
gazed around the stricken streets
01 Bapaume in the cold grey light of
dawn with :every appearance of profound
distaste. " When I joined this 'ere mob
I 'ad visions of red coats and flashin'
bayonets ; and now I spends my time
spearin' bits o' paper and orange peel on a
pointed stick," mused he. Gazing
upwards at the lowering sky, he saw
a strange sight. A sausage was drifting
by, scarcely clearing the roofs of the
ruined houses. Two men hung precariously in the rigging, and a trail rope
dragged over the ground. As he watched,
'he rope caught In a tree stump, and the

C

two men, hastily sliding down it,
inquired • of the astonished sanitary
inspector their whereabouts. On hearing
that they were in Bapaume, Shomes (for
it was none other than he) said.calmly,
" Just as I thought, my dear Hotsam, my
deductions are sometimes at fault bat
very rarely I think " Glancing sharply at
the pointed stick held by Cloridy Lime,
he suddenly seized it, and tore from
the end a piece of paper which, after
perusing, he handed to Hotsam, saying,
" Just as I told you my dear fellow."
Flotsam took the paper and read,
EDI
WIPERS T
SHERWOOD FORES
-0-0.0-

—0-BACK AT QUALITY STREET.
--o—o—oii OUT my dear Hotsam, the whole
U thing .is so absurdly simple,"
said Shpmes curling his long Wiry body
up in his comfortable bunk. " What ! You
really Kaye solved the problem of the
Missing rum ? " " There never was a
problem, and the rum was never stolen."
" For heavens sake explain, Shomes,
really cannot follow your abstruCe
reasoning." "You surely remember my
good fellow, that at the time the rum was
siipposed to have been stolen, it was
almost impossible to buy whisky in this
country." "Yes I remember it very well
indeed, but what has that to do with the
question." " My good Hotsam, cannot
you follow me now." " I really cannot,
Shomes " . ' You met the Earl and his
staff many times during those trying days,
Yes, I saw them nearly
did you not ?
every day." " Did they strike you as
men who had suddenly become total
abstainers ? " " No, 1 cannot say they
did." '' Well, just think a little, my dear
Hotsam; whisky was unobtainable then,
what did they— Pass the whisky and
put on the gramophone my gogd
I think we are entitled to a tot."

.;7gc544a.4.0
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"All REM."
" 'Tis sad but true,'! that with nearly
every issue of the paper we have to
reserve this column in order to say goodbye to some distinguished member of
the Division.
This time it is our late C R.E , Brig.General A. Craven.
We wish to 'offer him our most hearty
congratulations orr his hard earned and
well-deserved promotion, and, at the
same time, say how much we sMI all
miss him.
He has always been a very good friend
to us all, and a staunch supporter of the
paper, and we should like hint to know
how much the whole Division appreciates
his ever ready assistance, and the .considerations he has always shown both
in work and play.
Good luck and God speed.

Correspondence.
To the Editor,
" B.E.F. limes."
Sir,
Once again I feel constrained to
drair your attention to the increasing
rowdiness of the district. I am a
peaceful citizen, and although somewhat
behindhand with . my rates, yet the
injustice of the present conditions is
apparent. Surely, when a quiet citizen
wishes to cultivate his own small holding,
it is not quite the thing to plant a 12-inch
howitzer in the middle. I muskprotest,
and if nothing is done in the matter, I
announce my intention of voting against
the present candidate at the forthcoming
election.
am, Sir,
FED-UP.

RESULT OF COMPETITION.
FIRST PRIZE —
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE

10,000,000 Francs.
— 5,000,000 Francs.
2,500,000 Francs.

•■••■••■•••■•••41..............141.••■•••■■-

THESE PRIZES WERE WON BY the first three contestants in our MAMMOTH
COMPETITION, who recldimed the CHEQUES. Owing to a slight misunderstanding with
COX & CO.. these Cheques were returned R/D.
—o—o—o —a—
IF THE LUCKY AND SKILFUL claimants will SEND IN the old Cheques, new
ones WILL BE ISSUED in lieu. We hope they will meet with a better fate, but, after all,
MONEY is not everything.

THE COMPETITION EDITOR.
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B USINESS ANNOUNCEMENT

Mr. POILE
(Late POILE and TROTTER.)
BEGS TO INFORM HIS NUMEROUS CLIENTS THAT OWING • TO THE
SHORTAGE OF PAPER HE IS UNABLE TO SUPPLY HIS

P OPULAR YELLOW COUPONS
AS HITHERTO.
THE FEW HE STILL HAS IN HAND ARE

BOOKED UP FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS.
0•11■1111.....

IN ORDER TO ENSURE SMOOTH RUNNING AFTER THIS PERIOD EXPIRES
APPLICANTS SHOULD HOPE ON; AND SEND IN THEIR

N AMES AND QUALIFICATIONS.
SOMETHING MAY HAPPEN AND THEN AGAIN IT MAY NOT,
—o—o—o—o—o" If at first you don't succeed,
Carry on and take no heed."

CAGE HOTELS,LIMITED.

Emo's "Fruity
Ports SI

The Proprietors can strongly recommend any of these Hotels for a SIJMMER
HOLIDAY to all Gentlemen (?) of

—0-0-0—

•

- 0-0-0-

GERMAN NATIONALITY

who are in need of a real rest after the
noise and nerve strain attendant on life
in the trenches.
—o —o —o —
These HOTELS are pleasantly and
airily situated, in pretty parts of France,
with excellent views

C.O.'S LOOK AT YOUR SUBALTERN'S TONGUES I
DO THEY SUFFER FROM HEADACHE
AND FEEL DEPRESSED IN
THE MORNING?

DO THEY WANT TO GO OVER THE
TOP IN THE EVENING?
—0-0 —0 —
What they want is :.—

FACING ?HS FRONT

ENIO'S"FRUITY PORTS."

Attendance Free.

GET A BOTTLE
TO-DAY !

—o—O—o--Elettric and Barbed Wires Throughout.
Good Shooting In the Vicinity.

' Vote!! find Our charges very'llght,
Compared with those you had Iasi night."

-0-0-0-

—0 o
" If your Subs. are out of sorts.
Give them EMO'S FRUITY PORTS."
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